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Glossary
Islam (Arabic: U)lkJ'(S a l-’islam) is a monotheistic, Abrahamic religion originating with the
teachings of the Islamic prophet Muhammad, a 7th century Arab religious and political figure.
The word Islam means "submission” or the total surrender o f oneself to God (Arabic:
Allah). An adherent o f Islam is known as a Muslim, meaning "one who submits [to God]". The
word Muslim is the participle of the same verb of which Islam is the infinitive. There are
between I billion and 1.8 billion Muslims, making Islam the second-largest religion in the world,
after Christianity.
Sunni Islam is the largest denomination o f Islam. Sunni Islam is also referred to as Ahl asSunnah wa’l-Jama‘ah (Arabic:

'lLhjo

"people o f the example (of Muhammad) and the

community") or Ahl as-Sunnah (Arabic: WJ Ulmj®) for short.
Sharia (Arabic: '<_A-XS'c» ) is the body o f Islamic religious law. The term means "way" or "path to
the water source"; it is the legal framework within which the public and private aspects o f life are
regulated for those living in a legal system based on fiqh (Islamic principles o f jurisprudence)
and for Muslims living outside the domain. Sharia deals with many aspects of day-to-day life,
including politics, economics, banking, business, contracts, family, sexuality, hygiene, and social
issues.
The Qur’an (Arabic: 'Jcjj'O al-qur ’an, literally “the recitation”; also sometimes transliterated as
Quran, Qur’an, Koran, Alcoran or Al-Qur’an) is the central religious text o f Islam. Muslims
believe the Qur’an to be the book o f divine guidance and direction for mankind, and consider the
original Arabic text to be the final revelation o f God.
Allah (Arabic: 'lB>, Allah) is the standard Arabic word for God. While the term is best known in
the West for its use by Muslims as a reference to God, it is used by Arabic-speakers o f all
Abrahamic faiths, including Christians and Jews, in reference to "God". The term was also used
by pagan Meccans as a reference to the creator-god, possibly the supreme deity in pre-Islamic
Arabia.
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Sunnah (o-O“, plural <_«ju Sunnah) literally means “trodden path,” and therefore, the sunnah of
the prophet means “the way and the manners o f the prophet”. The word ‘Sunnah’ in Sunni Islam
means those religious achievements and manners that were instituted by the Islamic prophet
Muhammad during the 23 years o f his ministry, which Muslims initially obtained through
consensus o f companions of Muhammad, and further through generation-to-generation
transmission.
Shia Islam (Arabic:

Shl‘ah, sometimes Shi'a or Shi'ite), is the second largest

denomination of Islam, after Sunni Islam.
Jihad (Arabic:

IPA), an Islamic term, is a religious duty o f Muslims. In Arabic, the word

jihad is a noun meaning "struggle." Jihad appears frequently in the Qur'an and common usage as
the idiomatic expression "striving in the way o f Allah (al-jihad f i sabil Allah)". A person
engaged in jihad is called a mujahed, the plural is mujahedeen.
Islamism (Islam+ism; Arabic: al-'isldmiyya) is a set o f ideologies holding that Islam is not only
a religion but also a political system; that modem Muslims must return to their roots o f their
religion, and unite politically.
Sufism (Arabic:

- taawwuf, Persian: sufigari, Turkish: tasawuf, Urdu:

is generally understood to be the inner, mystical dimension o f Islam. A practitioner o f
this tradition is generally known as a ufi (^j^=>), though some adherents o f the tradition reserve
this term only for those practitioners who have attained the goals of the Sufi tradition. Another
name used for the Sufi seeker is dervish.
Salafism (Arabic: o-cMti "predecessors" or "early generations"), is a Sunni Islamic movement
that takes the pious ancestors (Salaf) o f the patristic period of early Islam as exemplary models.
Ummah (Arabic: Vs) is an Arabic word meaning "community" or "nation". It is commonly used
to mean either the collective nation of states, or (in the context o f pan-Arabism) the whole Arab
world. In the context of Islam, the word ummah is used to mean the diaspora or "Community of
the Believers" (ummat al-mu'minin), and thus the whole Muslim world.
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The caliphate (from the Arabic

or khilafa) represented the political leadership o f the

Muslim ummah in classical and medieval Islamic history and juristic theory. The head o f state's
position (caliph) is based on the notion of a successor to the Islamic prophet Muhammad's
political authority.
Shura is an (Arabic

iA j j 1)

word for "consultation". It is believed to be the method by

which pre-Islamic Arabian tribes selected leaders and made major decisions.
An imam (Arabic: W plural

A'immah, Persian: '¡»'j») is an Islamic leadership position. Often

the leader o f a mosque and the community. Similar to spiritual leaders, the imam is the one who
leads the prayer during Islamic gatherings. More often the community turns to the mosque imam,
if they have an Islamic question. In smaller communities an imam could be the community
leader based on the community setting.
A fatwa (Arabic:

plural fatawa Arabic:

in the Islamic faith is a religious opinion

on Islamic law issued by an Islamic scholar. In Sunni Islam any fatwa is non-binding, whereas in
Shia Islam it could be binding, depending on the status o f the scholar.
Ulema (£cV**, transliteration: ‘Ulama’, singular: <4®, transliteration: ‘Alim, "scholar") refers to
the educated class of Muslim legal scholars engaged in the several fields o f Islamic studies. They
are best known as the arbiters of Sharia law. While the ulema are well versed in legal
jurisprudence being Islamic lawyers, some o f them also go on to specialize in other fields, such
as philosophy, dialectical theology or Quranic hermeneutics or explanation. The fields studied,
and the importance given them, will vary from tradition to tradition, or even from seminary to
seminary.
Ahl Hadith (Urdu: W ahl-e hadis or ahl-i hadith) is an Islamic school of thought within
Ahle Sunnah-wa-AlJamaa (Sunni Islam), found predominately in the Middle East and South
Asia, in particular, Pakistan and India. The term Ahl-e Hadith is often used interchangeably with
the Salafi dawah.
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Barelwi (Urdu: vjc?«-!.j<_s) is a movement in South Asia that was founded by Ahmed Raza Khan
of Bareilly, Rohilkhand India (hence the term Barelvi). Barelvis are a portion of the Hanafi
Muslim communities in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, South Africa and the United Kingdom,
besides having a presence in other places around the world.
The Deobandi (Urdu:

j mlPcs) is a Sunni Muslim Islamic revivalist movement which has

spread to many countries, such as Pakistan, Afghanistan, South Africa and the United Kingdom.
Deobandi is not a separate sect o f Islam but the name derives from the town o f Deoband, (Uttar
Pradesh) India, where the school o f thought Darul Uloom Deoband is situated. Deobandis follow
the fiqh o f Abu Hanifa and the Aqidah o f Abu Mansur Maturidi.
Tablighi Jamaat (Urdu:

Arabic:

"Conveying Group") is an

apolitical religious movement whose principle aim is the spiritual reformation o f Muslims. The
movement follows the Deobandi interpretation of Hanafi jurisprudence o f Islam. However, the
scope o f their activities is not limited to the Deobandi community. Maulana llyas, in 1926,
founded Tablighi Jamaat as a voluntary, pacifist and independent movement. The main aim o f
the organization is to work at the grass roots level and reaching out to all Muslims o f the world
to bring them closer to the directives o f Allah and life practices of Prophet Muhammad. The Six
Principles, set by Maulana Ilyas, influence most o f their teachings. Tablighi Jamaat avoids
involvement in matters o f politics and fiqh to avoid the controversies which would accompany
its affiliations. Despite its apolitical and pacifist stance, Tablighi Jamaat has appeared on the
fringes of numerous terrorism investigations.
Kharijites (Arabic Khawarij

literally "Those who Went Out"; singular, Khariji) is a

general term embracing various Muslims who, while initially supporting the caliphate o f the
fourth and final "Rightly Guided" caliph Ali ibn Abi Talib, later rejected him. They first emerged
in the late 7th century AD, concentrated in today's southern Iraq, and are distinct from the Sunnis
and Shiites. Whereas the Shiites believed that the imamate (leadership) was the sole right o f the
house o f Ali, the Kharijites insisted that any pious and able Muslim could be a leader o f the
Muslim community. And whereas the Sunnis believed that the imam's impiousness did not, by
itself, justify sedition, the Kharijites insisted on the right to revolt against any ruler who deviated
7

from the example of the Prophet Muhammad and the first two caliphs, Abu Bakr and Umar.
From this essentially political position, the Kharijites developed a variety o f theological and legal
doctrines that further set them apart from both Sunni and Shiite Muslims.
Ahmadiyya (Urdu:

Ahmadiyya), is a religious movement founded towards the end o f the

19th century and originating with the life and teachings o f Mirza Ghulam Ahmad (1835-1908).
Ahmadiyya is dedicated to the revival and peaceful propagation of Islam. Ghulam Ahmad was
an important religious figure who claimed to have fulfilled the prophecies about the world
reformer o f the end times who was to herald the Eschaton as predicted in the traditions o f various
World religions and bring about the final triumph o f Islam. He claimed that he was the Mujaddid
(divine reformer) o f the 14th Islamic century, the promised Messiah (“Second Coming of
Christ”) and Mahdi waited by Muslims.
Alavi Bohra (Arabic:

jlS

are a subsect o f Ismaili Mustaali. They are mostly

concentrated in Pakistan and India. The MustalT (Arabic

group o f Ismaili Muslims is

so named because they accepted the legitimacy o f the Fatimid caliph Al-Musta'li, after
Mustansir, and not an-Nizar, whom the Nizari consider as their Imam. This group is also referred
to as the Taiyabi or Tayyibi group (Arabic

named after the last Imam recognized by

them, Taiyab abi al-Qasim. Originally, there was a distinction between TayyabI Mustaalis and
Hafizi Mustaalis (who recognized the Fatimid rulers o f Egypt between 1130-1169 as legitimate
Imams, not Taiyab abi al-Qasim). However the Hafizi Mustaali view lost all support after the
downfall o f the Fatimid dynasty in Egypt, and current-day Mustaalis are Tayyabiyya.
Kafir (Arabic:kajir; plural

kuffar) is an Arabic word meaning "rejecter" or "ingrate,"

also the term "Kuffar" the plural o f the word "Kafir" is used to refer to peasants (m V^

<jUj)

Surah 57 Al-Hadid (Iron) Ayah 20; as they till earth and "cover up" seeds. The term "Kufur"
means "to cover up" this is why earth tillers are referred to as "Kuffar." In the Islamic doctrinal
sense, the term refers to a person who does not recognize God (Allah) or the prophethood of
Muhammad (i.e., any non-Muslim) or who hides, denies, or covers the "truth".
Emir (Arabic:

ameer, female:

emira; ameerah), (Persian and Urdu: tfcsj)

("commander" or "general", also "prince" ; also transliterated as amir, aamir or ameer) is a high
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title o f nobility or office, used throughout the Arab World and historically in 19th-century
Afghanistan and also in the medieval Muslim World. Emirs are usually considered high-ranking
sheiks, but in monarchical states the term is also used for princes, with "Emirate" being
analogous to principality in this sense. The word is also used as a name (rather than an honorific)
in Turkey, as in Emir Niego and Emir Sevinc. While emir is the predominant spelling in English
and many other languages (for example, United Arab Emirates), amir, closer to the original
Arabic, is more common for its numerous compounds (e.g., admiral) and in individual names.
Spelling thus differs depending on the sources consulted.
Zakah or "alms for the poor" (Arabic:

IPA: [zaskaeh] is the Islamic principle o f giving a

percentage o f one's income to charity. It is often compared to the system of tithing and alms, but
it serves principally as the welfare contribution to poor and deprived people in the Muslim lands,
although others may have a rightful share. Zakat's similar-sounding, Arabic language analog is
the Hebrew word Tzedakah, the charitable obligation in ancient Israel through to present day
Judaism. It is the duty o f the Islamic state not just to collect Zakat, but to distribute it fairly as
well. Zakat is one o f the Five Pillars o f Islam.
Under Islamic law, jizya or jizyah (Arabic:

IPA: [zjaeh] Ottoman Turkish: cizye; both

derived from Pahlavi and ultimately from Aramaic gaziyat) is a per capita tax levied on a section
of an Islamic state's non-Muslim citizens, who meet certain criteria. The tax is/was to be levied
on able bodied adult males o f military age and affording power, (but with specific exemptions,
though these were discarded at various points in history). From the point o f view o f the Muslim
rulers, jizya was a material proof o f the non-Muslims' acceptance o f subjection to the state and
its laws, "just as for the inhabitants it was a concrete continuation o f the taxes paid to earlier
regimes." In return, non-Muslim citizens were permitted to practice their faith, to enjoy a
measure o f communal autonomy, to be entitled to Muslim state's protection from outside
aggression, to be exempted from military service and taxes levied upon Muslim citizens.
Kafir (Arabic:

kafir, plural

kuffar) is an Arabic word meaning "infidel," "rejecter," or

"ingrate". In the Islamic doctrinal sense, the term refers to a person who does not recognize God
(Allah) or the Prophethood o f Muhammad (i.e., any non-Muslim) or who hides, denies, or covers
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the "truth".

In cultural terms, it is seen as a derogatory term http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kafir -

cite note-lslamonline.net-0

used to describe an unbeliever, non-Muslims, apostate from Islam and

even between Muslims o f different sects. The spirit o f Quran uses the word equally for Muslims,
in Sura 2 Verse 256, it is asking Muslims to take upon themselves the action o f "kufr" of all
unjust idols, persons or powers. It is usually translated into English as "unbeliever" "ungrateful"
or "obliterator."
Within the Shia theological framework, the concept o f Taqiyya (A 3/» - 'fear, guard against',
also taghiyeh) refers to a dispensation allowing believers to conceal their faith when under
threat, persecution or compulsion. The word "al-Taqiyya" literally means: "Concealing or
disguising one's beliefs, convictions, ideas, feelings, opinions, and/or strategies at a time of
imminent danger, whether now or later in time, to save oneself from physical and/or mental
injury." A one-word translation would be "dissimulation."
The Arabic language has two separate words,

Oaram and £j'<» □ aram, both derived from the

same triliteral Semitic root U-R-M. Both o f these words can mean "forbidden" and/or "sacred" in
a general way, but each has also developed some specialized meanings. A third related word
derived from the same root, CJeSj* DarTm, most directly corresponds to English "harem". This
article covers the word □ aram (with short vowels in the singular form).
Haraam (Arabic: cjV ) (often Haram) is an Arabic term meaning "forbidden". In Islam it is
used to refer to anything that is prohibited by the faith. Its antonym is halaal.
The Jellabiya (Arabic: 'd^J'^t?®) or Jelabiya (pronounced Gellabiya in Egypt and "Jehllubeeya"
in Eritrea) is a traditional Arab garment native to the Gulf region worn by women as a casual
dress or as evening wear depending on the amount o f work, complication o f design and
beadwork. It dates back to the earliest days o f civilization in the Arabic countries o f the Gulf.
Jellabiyas are also created for and worn by men. However, the latter feature a minimal amount of
design and usually come in simple striped patterns or plain colors. Moreover, they are worn
almost exclusively as nightwear or house-clothes.
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A halaqa is an Islamic gathering or meeting for the primary purpose o f learning about Islam.
Generally, there is a speaker that speaks while others sit and listen. The most famous Halaqas are
in Hayward California. The Muhajireen Masjid holds weekly Halaqas called The Hayward
Halaqa. Every Friday evening after Ishaa Prayer, young Muslims in the area come to listen to
speakers from all across the nation speak on Islam. Often, Sidi Usama Canon is part o f the
speakers. Prior to the talk, halal pizza is served.
Madrasah (Arabic: ^ j o *», madrasa pL

madaris) is the Arabic word for any type of

school, whether secular or religious (of any religion). It is variously transliterated as madrasah,
madarasaa, medresa, madrassa, madraza, madarsa, etc.
Jumu'ah (Arabic: £j£s) (also known as jum'ah , Friday prayer, etc.) is a congregational prayer
{salat) that Muslims hold every Friday, just after noon in lieu o f dhuhr. It is mentioned in the
Quran as: O you who believe! When the call is made for prayer on Friday, then hasten to the
remembrance of God and leave off trading; that is better for you, if you know. (Quran 62:9)
Da‘wah (Arabic: -^j®) usually denotes preaching o f Islam. Da'wah means literally "issuing a
summons" or "making an invitation", being the active participle o f a verb meaning variously "to
summon, to invite" (whose triconsonantal root is J £ j). A Muslim who practices da ‘wah, either
as a religious worker or in a volunteer community effort, is called a da 7, plural du ‘at. A da 7 is
thus a person who invites people to understand Islam through a dialogical process, and may be
categorized in some cases as the Islamic equivalent o f a missionary.
Halal (c<-)'<J, alal, Halaal) is an Arabic term designating any object or an action which is
permissible to use or engage in, according to Islamic law. It is the opposite o f haraam. The term
is widely used to designate food seen as permissible according to Islamic, law (Sharia) - (
('(-Lhj-s£ s 'JJlK -W “). It is estimated that 70% o f Muslims worldwide follow halal food standards,
and that the global halal market is currently a $580 (U.S.) billion industry
Hijab or Elijah

is the Arabic word for "curtain / cover" (noun), based on the root

meaning "to cover, to veil, to shelter". In popular use, hijab means "head cover and modest dress
for women" among Muslims, which most Islamic legal systems define as covering everything
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except the face and hands in public. According to Islamic scholarship, hijab is given the wider
meaning of modesty, privacy, and m oralitv;http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hijab - cite note-dict-2 the
word for a headscarf or veil used in the Quran is khimar

and not hijab. Still another

definition is metaphysical, where al-hijab "refers to the veil which separates man or the world
from

God."

Hadith

transliteration: al-adlth, pi. aadith; lit. "narrative") are oral traditions relating to

the words and deeds o f the Islamic prophet Muhammad. Hadith collections are regarded by all
traditional schools o f jurisprudence as important tools for determining the Muslim way o f life,
the Sunnah. The Qur'an Only Muslims, however, reject Hadith since they believe the Qur'an
alone is the authority on the Islamic faith.
The Jellabiya (Arabic: 'J^J'vc?») or Jelabiya (pronounced Gellabiya in Egypt and "Jehllubeeya"
in Eritrea) is a traditional Arab garment native to the Gulf region worn by women as a casual
dress or as evening wear depending on the amount o f work, complication o f design and
beadwork. It dates back to the earliest days o f civilization in the Arabic countries o f the Gulf.
The Wafd party was a nationalistic movement that came into existence in the aftermath o f World
War I. Though it was not the first nationalistic movement or resistance against the Khedive, it
has had the longest lasting importance. There had been a few smaller and less significant
movements that evolved over time into the more modem and stronger nationalistic Wafd party.
One of these earlier movements was the large and violent revolt often called the Urabi Revolt led
by Colonel Ahmed Urabi in the early 1880’s. This revolution was fought against the ruling
powers o f the Turkish Khedive and European interference with Egyptian affairs. Saad Zaghloul,
the future creator and leader o f the Wafd party, was a follower o f Urabi and participated in his
revolution. This makes Urabi very influential in the movement o f the Wafd because he was
influential in Saad Zaghloul’s life.
Islamophobia is a neologism that refers to prejudice or discrimination against Islam or Muslims.
The term seems to date back to the late 1980s, but came into common usage after the September
11, 2001 attacks.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/lslamophobia - cite note-2 In 1997, the British
Runnymede Trust defined Islamophobia as the "dread or hatred o f Islam and therefore, to the
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fear and dislike of all Muslims," stating that it also refers to the practice o f discriminating against
Muslims by excluding them from the economic, social, and public life o f the nation. It includes
the perception that Islam has no values in common with other cultures, is inferior to the West and
is a violent political ideology rather than a religion. Professor Anne Sophie Roald writes that
steps were taken toward official acceptance o f the term in January 2001 at the "Stockholm
International Forum on Combating Intolerance", where Islamophobia was recognized as a form
of intolerance alongside Xenophobia and Antisemitism.
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Introduction
The distinctive feature o f last decade became the strengthening of so called Islamic factor
in social and political life o f majority o f countries. As the 9/11 Commission said in its final
report, the war that was inaugurated by the attacks o f September 11, 2001 on New York and
Washington is not best described as a “War on Terror.” Rather, it is a war with terrorists who
have a specific origin and agenda. They derive from “a radical ideological movement (commonly
known as Islamism or radical Islam) in the Islamic world ... which has spawned terrorist groups
and violence across the globe.” As a result of this, it has become commonplace to say that the
war on terror is also a war o f ideas.
If the struggle with Islamist terrorism is in part a war o f ideas, it follows that a proper
understanding of Islamist ideology must play an important role in our prosecution o f the war. In
part this is because the objectives and tactics o f the terrorists derive to some extent from their
ideological orientation. In part it is because ideology plays a very large role in the recruitment
and training of new members o f terrorist organizations. This is true whether or not their initial
exposure to this ideology comes through contact with terrorist organizations such as al-Qaeda, or
with the much wider universe o f organizations that espouse a radical vision but do not directly
engage in terrorist activities, such as the Muslim Brotherhood. This is so for at least two reasons.
First, existing radical Islamist organizations have historically often been offshoots of
other radical organizations that were sometimes more violent in the past. Second, such
organizations that today may espouse an agenda defined by educational or political concerns
often prove to be the entry point for young people who go on to join terrorist groups. Their
ideological training in these organizations is what one points them towards this path. As
Secretary o f Defense Rumsfeld has observed, current operations to defeat terrorist groups, which
have enjoyed some considerable success, may well prove to be Sisyphean if the recruitment of
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new generations cannot be impeded. An understanding o f the ideological dimension o f Islamic
terrorism is therefore crucial to any strategy that seeks to understand it.

Activities of religious radical organizations o f Egypt are entirely affecting not only
neighboring Arab countries but the whole world. For a long time Egypt played a key-role in
Mahreb and Middle East regions, it was in Egypt in late 1920s when first organization based on
ideas o f political Islam became a leading power. In Egypt, first in Arab world, the Islam radical
idea was justified by means of Sayyid Qutb, Slih Serija, Shukri Mustafa, Abd-as Salam Farag
writings.
The Islamic movement that started in Egypt, first o f all, widespread on neighboring
countries. In Bahrain it was represented by A1 Eslah Society and Al-Menbar Islamic Society, in
Algeria by Movement for the Society o f Peace, in Sudan by National Islamic Front, in Syria by
Syrian Brotherhood, in Palestinian territories by Hamas, in Jordan by the Jordanian branch o f the
Muslim Brotherhood, in Iraq by Iraqi Islamic Party, in Somalia by Harakat Al-Islah or "Reform
Movement", in Tunisia by Al-Nahda (The Revival or Renaissance Party) and so on. But having
big communities outside the region, the Society o f Muslim Brotherhood activated in the West. In
1960th Brotherhood started its activity in local students communities in US and by 1992 already
had such organizational structures as North American Islamic Trust (1971), the Islamic Society
of North America (1981), the American Muslim Council (1990), the Muslim American Society
(1992), and the International Institute o f Islamic Thought ( 1980s).
In United Kingdom one of the first cells o f Muslim Brotherhood was also a student youth
organization known as Young Muslim Organization, nowadays its biggest legal representative
cell is Muslim Association of Britain.
In this work the author will try to analyze the major alterations of Islamic radical
organizations in Egypt and its world network after 11th o f September 2001 and 7th o f June 2005
on the base of wide list o f sources. In this thesis will be used the sources related to the ideology
o f “The Society o f Muslim Brotherhood” and radical organization “Al-Jihad”. In this paper the
author attempts to investigate the activities o f radical organizations after the year 2001 by means
15

of the deep media research. But what is more important the influence o f last decade’s events on
Muslim Diaspora around the world, and in United Kingdom particularly. The main papers to be
studied are chosen “The Guardian”, “The Times” and “The Daily Telegraph” which suppose to
give a clear understanding o f changes occurred. The choice o f papers was also driven by the
need to have got a picture o f public attitude towards Muslims. It is know that “The Guardian”
represents the point o f view of liberals, “The Times” is independent, and “The daily Telegraph”
represents right wing.
The author o f this work carried out an initial stage o f background research, drawing on
existing academic and policy work, demographic data, policy documents and initial interviews
with members of the Muslim community in UK. In order to examine the role o f youth within the
Islamic

movement the author undertook interviews, group discussions and informal

conversations in a number of cities around the UK, including Birmingham, Leeds, Leicester and
London. This element of the research was critical, as so much o f this kind o f research tends to be
London-centric. In this work the author wants to combine the media research together with a
complex analysis o f case study on example o f United Kingdom of Great Britain and Republic of
Egypt.
The general perception o f Islamic movements in the West lies in the fact that all o f
“them” are radicals, that is mean that they “would never make a compromise” with those who
they think are their enemies. This perception used to exist long before 9/11 but after it
strengthened and sometimes in some countries started to have peculiar forms as Islamophobia.
Is this perception right? Is it based on legal ground? These are the questions the author tried to
answer in the thesis.
As it was mentioned above the study will contain primary sources, media, and secondary
sources. The source base contains writings o f ideologists o f Muslim Brotherhood, as works of
Hassan al-Bana and Sayyid Qutb. The secondary literature on this subject is too broad, most o f it
concentrates on terrorism rather than activities o f Islamic radical organizations, and there are few
authors with a complex vision o f the problem which have been used in this work - R. Mitchell, J.
Esposito, R. Dekmejian, J. Piscatori, O. Roy, Ansari. There are some works o f Arab authors have
been used in this research - S. Ibrahim, and R. As-Said. Besides this in the Master thesis were
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used works o f Russian researches in the field o f Islamism - M. Ragbadinov, S. Babkin, R.
Landa, S.Levin, and the number o f academic articles by international observers and independent
researches.
To illustrate the work the author o f this thesis will use its own materials made during
interviews with representatives o f Muslim communities and some representatives o f Church of
England in United Kingdom. My own contribution will be supplemented by polls o f major
European Social Institutes. Besides in the research are used materials o f internet databases of
Department o f Defense o f the USA, and United Kingdom.
To conclude, the author would like to give a quick outlook on both, problems and results
that could come with the planned study. Since the topic itself concern with Islamic radical
movements, not much verified information could be found, and as the time framing is last
decade, not many scholarly analysis are available yet. This makes it difficult to find appropriate
material to conduct the planned study.
As a result this Master thesis could be an attempt to research both frontiers, political and
social. With regard to the research question author hopes to get an answer and draw the links
between former and present Islamic radical organizations in Egypt, their cells in UK and Muslim
population in Britain; to find out the role o f youth within the movement in both countries, and to
examine and analyze the level o f radicalization o f Islamic radical organizations before and after
so called “war on terror”.
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Chapter I: Historical evaluation of Islamic radical movement in Egypt. The role of the
youth within the movement.
Al-Azhar’s graduates are still ... men o f religion, and have hardly any useful
relation to the sciences o f life. Islam does not originally separate the science o f religion from the
science o f life, because Islam is a social religion... Every Muslim has to be a man o f religion and
a man o f life at the same time.
The rise o f the current Islamic movement builds on a 100-year history that began with
Muhammad Abduh, head o f al-Azhar University in the late 19th century. Abduh called for
purifying Islam from centuries o f Sufi and superstitious accretions, rejecting the intermediaries
between worshippers and God (no polytheism or idolatry) that had crept into Sufi Islam, and
returning to the practices and beliefs o f a Golden Age Islam o f the Salaf or ancestor.
The Islamic radical movement as we know it today mobilized in Egypt in early 20-s o f
the XX century. The first attempt o f creation o f massive division o f Political Islam was
undertaking by Hasan al-Banna, the founder and the father o f well-known Islamic organization “The Society o f Muslim Brotherhood”.
1. The Society of Muslim Brotherhood
“The Society o f Muslim Brotherhood’’ (in Arabic Al-ikhwan al-muslimiin), a religiouslypolitical organization, was founded by a 22-year-old elementary school teacher Hasan al-Banna
(1905-1949). In 1928 in the town o f Ismailia he managed to found the first cell o f “Al-ikhwan almuslimiin” and became the first ideologist o f “The Society o f Muslim Brotherhood”. The
historic formation o f “the Society”, its ideological framing and transformation into a curious
political movement, is narrowly connected with the name o f its founder. At the start o f his
activities, Hasan al-Banna held relatively moderate views. He essentially defined the work o f the
“Muslim Brotherhood” as a “call to tradition”, “the way o f following Sunnah” and “Sufis truth”.
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He brought this ideology into the framework o f a political movement, sporting organization,
cultural union, economic company and a broad social idea1.
The Muslim Brotherhood was an explicitly apolitical religious reform and mutual aid
society during these early years. It developed its energy to membership recruitment, private
discussions of religion and moral reform, and building a social service organization2. Its
activities began to take a political tone in the late 1930-s. The immediate catalyst for this change
was the Arab general strike in Palestine. The Society provided extensive support for the strike,
generating Egyptian sympathy and collecting funds in support o f the strike effort. At the same
time, its newsletters became highly critical of the existing political regime in Egypt, especially
the quasi-colonial British control o f the country. The group formally entered the political arena
when it announced its own candidates for the 1941 parliamentary elections. It then began to hold
increasingly large public rallies and demonstrations, calling for social reform and an immediate
withdrawal of British troops from Egypt. In October, al-Banna and other Muslim Brotherhood
leaders were imprisoned. These state measures did not last long; the government was
preoccupied with World War II, not religious reform movements. The organization’s meetings
resumed; its leaders were released from prison; and membership continued to expand rapidly.
So, as we see in the early stages of its existence, the ideological doctrine o f “the Society”
was not based on fundamental elements, but rather accumulated elements o f Sujlsm. The grounds
given for the foundation of this organization were outlined by Hasan al-Banna in his work “New
Renascence”. The theoretical legacy o f the “Muslim Brotherhood’s” founder could be expressed
in the following thesis:
due to the colonial expansion o f the West into the Muslim world, most particularly in Egypt,
society has become firmly established by social institutions and norms which are alien to Islam,
the Quran and Sunnah.

1 MHJiocnaBCKan T.n. HmajitHbiu smart denmejibHOcmu Accotfuatfuu «Epambe6-MycyjibMaH»//?enmva\ Miipa.
HcTopHfl. EweroflHHK. M:. 1982p. 90-93
2 Munson Z., Islamic mobilization: social movement theory and the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood, Harvard
University, University o f California Press.,2000.-p.2
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the Western ideologies, development models, and imported lifestyle, which are all being
imposed onto the Islamic world, are completely unacceptable for Muslims.
Islam is a political ideology.
the revival of Islam and construction of the Muslim state, functioning under the laws o f Sharia
and providing strict observance to the instructions o f the Quran and Sunnah, is necessary,
all Muslims are brothers as well as the uniform people, interests o f Ummah for practicing Islam
should be above narrow national aspirations, and the division o f Muslims to an ethnic sign is
inadmissible.
the Primary goal of Islamic Ummah is the counteraction to Western political, economic,
ideological and cultural expansion.
“each person is the soldier of Allah-, it endows itself and demands nothing in exchange.”
Other works of Hasan al-Banna reflect the progressive stages to the development o f the
“Muslim Brotherhood’s” ideology and Salafi political thought as a whole.
The Society was illegal from the outset, and its nature comprised o f a mixture between a
religious sect and a political party. The purpose o f the organization was to unite all Muslims
within a "truly Islamic state", where the Quran should be the constitution, and Sharia should
represent a legal system. There were combined principles o f Sufis awards, political party and a
fighting team in the organization. The Society included a secret service (so-called "Confidential
department") and military formations.
The well-known motto; “Allah is Our Lord. Mohammed is Our Leader. The Quran is Our
Constitution. Jihad is Our Way. Martyrdom is Our Desire”, became the slogan for the
organization of “Muslim Brotherhood”. The charter o f the Society states: “I will achieve
restoration o f a major role of Islam in thoughts and morals ... I will struggle with freethinking
and atheism which threaten Islam.”3
The emblem of the movement is the Quran with two crossed swords. Its decoding tells us
primarily about the need o f propaganda in spreading Islamic values. This is essential to the

3 Husein M., Al-Ittijahadal-vatanya f i - l ’-adab al-M ysry al-Hadis., Cairo.: 1956.-p.300
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practical realization of an “Islamic appeal”, as it is said in the Quran; “There is no compulsion in
belief’4. The application o f force in spreading Islam is permitted only when other means of
conversion are useless, and when it’s confirmed that it will be good for the belief and unity of
Ummah5.
Thus, “Brothers”, as well as other Salafs, embraced a condition o f initial Islam, idealizing
its "Golden Age". In their opinion, for the restoration o f what had been lost, it is necessary to
carry out large scale reislamification of the whole Muslim community. In dictating foreign
policy, the early “Muslim Brotherhood” put forward ideas o f Pan-Islamism, and, partly at the
early stage, Pan-Arabism. However, after a failure to create an incorporated Arabian state, the
“Brothers” changed their ideas on the necessity of a union o f the Islamic states under a banner of
one religion6. Nevertheless, the “Muslim Brotherhood” did not reject patriotism and nationalism
for Muslim “small motherlands” in order to remain diplomatically acceptable and attract broad
appeal. It was accepted as an evolutionary stage towards Caliphate in the form o f a federation of
the Muslim states - “the great motherland” o f all Muslims. The Society believed that the heart of
Caliphate should originate from the Arabic nations. Thus, Egypt should represent itself as the
centre o f Islam, as historically it bore the banner o f Islam against crusaders and Mongols.
The organization quickly gained political weight. Just five years after the founding of
"lhvan-al-Muslimin'\ cells o f the Society had been created in fifty cities across Egypt. By the
1949 the organization had over two thousand branches throughout Egypt and between 300,000
and 600,000 active members - the largest organized force in the country7.
Popular unrest increased in Egypt after World War II, and the Muslim Brotherhood was
central in much o f the turmoil. The existing regime was disintegrating, however, and on July 23,
1952, a small cadre o f military men known as “Free Officers” overthrew the existing regime.
The “Free Officers” had strong links to the Muslim Brotherhood, and for a short period o f time
A.B.CoepeMeHHbie MeoKdyHapodmie omiiouienuH / H H c r a T y T B O C T O K O B eaenH a PAH -M.:2001.-p 27
5 Ansari H., The Islamic Militants in Egyptian P olitics.-International journal o f Middle East Studies 16 (1) Mars

4 TopK yH O B

1984.-p 71
6 Al-Banna H., Risalyat al-M u’tam ar alHamis. Cairo.: 1995.- p 109
7 Munson Z., Islamic mobilization: social movement theory and the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood., Harvard
University, University o f California Press.,2000.-p.3
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the Society enjoyed a cordial relationship with the new Egyptians leaders. The regime released
many o f the organization’s members from prison and allowed them to resume their public
recruitment and propaganda activities. The organization had created female sections, the boyscout groups and sport clubs. It had gained significant levels o f influence in society - opening
clinics, schools for children and adults, co-operative societies, and houses for the aged.
“Brothers” skillfully manipulated people into meetings and demonstrations8.
On October 27th, 1954, Muslim Brotherhood’s member tried to assassinate Egyptian
President Gamal Abd al-Nasser during public speech. Al-Nasser responded by ordering the
redissolution of the Society and the arrest o f thousands of members. After that the organization
became illegal, its new status demanded to change the structure of the Society as well. It was
decided to build organization on the principle o f “grape bunch”. The “bunch” structure o f the
organization guarantees strict submission of cell members to the head9. At the head o f the
“Muslim Brotherhood” is a Constituent committee consisting o f 28 people. An organizational
principle o f the Society relies upon the tree formation, or branching out, o f groups: "Jamaat alIslamija" (Islamic associations) and " Usar Islamija" (Islamic families). "Jamaat Islamija"
consists o f 20 persons, led by Amir10. Only Amir knows the personal structure o f the group.
Amir of subordinate group knows only head who directly working with it. Amir informs the head
on functional and quantitative structure o f group, but not giving information on personal
structure.
Besides the formal head o f the organization, there is an institute o f spiritual instructors,
fatwa which being served as incentive motive for the fulfillment o f actions. The moderate
fundamentalist organizations do not have such organizational dualism. But the armed formations
generated on the base o f such organizations, tend to branch (“the confidential department” at
Egyptian “Muslim Brotherhood”, “fighting avant-guard” at Muslim Brotherhood in Syria) or
completely stand apart ("Al-jihad al-Islamija" at Lebanese “Amal”) 11.

Mcmopwi penuzuu BocmoKa. M .: 1998. - p 233
ApaGcKUU BocmoK u Poccur: npo6neMa ucjiomckozo (pyHdaMeHmamiMa. M.:2003.-p 43
10 PaSoB M .B . Mcjiom kcik coijucuibnbiu (peHOMeu/iPejmrivi h n paBO.-2000.JVel.- c.32
PaMc6aflHHOB M. HcnaMCKue deuotcemix Ezunma u Kpiuuc e 3a7Mce//HT-PejiHrHn.-2000.-p 14
8 BacmibeB J l .C .
9 FIojwkob K .H .
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The Society consist of 50% from students, 15% - workers and handicraftsmen, 15% doctors, serving, teachers, 7% - dealers, 13% - military men, peasants and the unemployed. O f its
1.950 members in 1953, only twenty-two were not from the efendiyya, or modem European
class12. While conclusive demographic data on the Society’s membership does not exist, it could
be still visible the occupation o f known Muslim Brotherhood members (1954): students 61%,
civil servants -30%, teachers - 18%, workers - 9%, army/police officers - 4% (Mitchel
1969:USDS).
But there is still a question how could the Society became so popular and manage to
mobilize so many supporters? To answer this question one should take in account the role o f the
British in Egyptian life. Egypt was almost wholly controlled by the British through their
Egyptian High Commissioner, advisors in key positions within the Egyptian government, and
command o f the Egyptian Army. Conflict with the British representatives was the focal point of
Egyptian politics between the two World Wars, and it was the central issue around which
Egyptian political party platforms revolved throughout this period. Second, consider the
delegitimation o f the Wafd. The Wafd party was a direct response to British control o f Egypt.
Despite their mass support, repression and election fraud them largely out o f power over the next
two decades. Third, consider the conflict over the establishment o f the state Israel. Many Arabs
in Egypt and throughout the Middle East perceived Israel as a Western imposition on the
region13.
It comes as a surprise to many that the ideas o f the Muslim Brotherhood were not
fanatical or extremist by any definition o f these terms. The chief feature o f the organization’s
ideology, in fact, was its lack o f distinctiveness or highly contested ideas. This fact is often
overlooked by scholars interested in Political Islam14. Unlike many o f the militant Islamic groups
today, the Muslim Brotherhood did not hold a particularly radical ideology; it did not advocate a

12 Munson Z., Islamic mobilization: social movement theory and the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood., Harvard
University, University o f California Press.,2000.-p. 14
13 Hopwood D., Egypt, politics and society, 1945-1990, Edition 3., Taylor & Francis, 1991.-p 24
14 Munson Z., Islamic mobilization: social movement theory and the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood., Harvard
University, University o f California Press. ,2000.-p. 26
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return to the glorious age o f Islam or an insistence on a literal reading o f holy texts15. On the
whole, the organization’s message conformed to the popular understanding o f religion and the
prescriptions o f the established religious scholars who worked under the authority o f the state16.
The Muslim Brotherhood is still working to spread its concepts and gain more followers.
They work on the levels o f school students, university students, inside mosques and at work
places. The tools they use are cassette tapes, booklets, camps for youth in schools and
universities, and recently the Internet. Means for activity conducting receive both self-financing,
and donations o f rich supporters.
There are few branches of the movement: in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Tunisia, Palestinian
autonomy, Israel, Iran, Iraq, Somalia, Libya, Sudan, Syria, Germany, Great Britain, Switzerland,
France, the USA, Qatar, Jordan, Bahrain, the United Arab Emirates. The organizations o f four
last countries are the most radical17.
Though “the Society o f Muslim Brotherhood” acted from anti-British positions, its
creation were involved English people who supposed that this Islamic organization will stay on
the path of confrontation with national forces and by that will bring a split in liberation
movement. Despite the fact that preached by the Society “revival” ideas contradicted postulates
of official Islam, financial support to “Brothers” was rendered also by King Fyad. Thus he, and
replaced him in 1937 on the throne King Faruk recognized that the Society could be a powerful
counterbalance to influence both nationalists, and communists.
Now thousands of people, it often has supporters in state institutions and other related to
the state structures, actively uses possibilities of mass media for distribution o f the ideological
installations. Last decades heads of the “Muslim Brotherhood”, without refusing former
programs, changed tactics o f actions, gradually turning to, and now fully being, oppositional
political party. Now they do not criticize an existing mode openly, and use for these purposes the
15 Zubaida S., Islam, the people and the state: essays on political ideas and movements in the M iddle East., Taylor
& Francis,-1989.-p 18
16 Jansen J.J.G., The interpretation o f the Koran in modern Egypt., Brill archive, 1980.-p 11
17 flo 6aeB M l . ilonumuHecKue UHcmumymbi
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numerous organizations and groups supervised by them, especially «al-Jamaat al-Islamija»
(«Islamic groups»).
Now Muslim Brotherhood makes considerable impact on political process in the Egypt
where it is popular at broad masses. So, for example, in Gaza Strip the number o f “Brothers
supporters” more than FATH, considerably surpassing other organizations and fundamentalist
groupings. On the West bank their position is slightly weaker. Dominating influence among
Islamic groupings “Brothers” have got as well in the Palestinian community o f Israel18.
Currently as conceptual base o f the movement practically in all Muslim countries where
it exists as the ideology of the Islamic radicalism representing one o f forms o f politicization of
the religion. The ideological doctrine o f “Brothers” still has fundamentalist (Salafi) features and
proclaims as the purpose restoration in a modem life of Muslims concrete institutes and norms of
early (times o f the Prophet and just Caliphs) Islam. The spiritual leader o f “The Society of
Muslim Brotherhood” (since 2004) is Mohammad Mahdi Akef.
2. Al-Jamaat al-Islamija
“Al-Jamaat al-Islamija” (Islamic group) also known as “Al-Jamaat”, “Islamic Jamaat”,
“Egyptian al-Jamaat al-Islamija” is the biggest riot organization in Egypt. It was found in the
end o f 1970-s. Scientists think that there is no strong structure inside o f “Al-Jamaat”. The leader
of grouping is Mustafa Hamsa. The structural head o f organization is “Shura” or Islamic
Council19. Military, propaganda, cultural, and financial councils are linked to “Shura”. The
headquarter based in the South o f Egypt.
The spiritual leader of “Al-Jamaat al-Islamija” is sheik Umar Abd al-Rahman. The goal
of organization is to annihilate temporal power and change it into Islamic state.
Military groups o f “Al-Jamaat” consist o f those Egyptians who were fighting in
Afghanistan. Besides them the biggest part o f organization is students and hi-quality specialists

18 Ibid p 31-32
19 PaflHcSaflHHOB M. Om «Ajib-flotcuxada» do «Ajib-Kaudbi»// A3ma h A(})pnKa ceroflHa. -2003. JNe6.-p 12
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of different profiles. The organization military structures counts from 10,000 to 50,000 members,
besides 29,000 o f members who contemporary in prison, and something more than 200,000 of
those who support the group indirect20. The zone o f activity o f “Al-Jamaat” is Upper Egypt: AlMinja, Asjut, Kina, plus the organization has its cells in the major big cities as Cairo, and
Alexandria. “Al-Jamaat” has its external wing in the majority o f countries o f Middle East and the
West. For example, there are some cells in Sudan, Afghanistan, Yemen, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia,
Singapore, Syria, Turkey, the USA, United Kingdom of Great Britain, Swiss, and Austria. The
external financial and technical aid comes from Iran, Sudan, and Afghani Islamists.
Al-Jamaat al-Islamija started as an umbrella organization for militant student groups,
formed as well as Islamic Jihad, after Muslim Brotherhood renounced violence in the 1970s.
In its early days, the group was primarily active on university campuses, and was mainly
composed o f university students. In addition, Al-Jamaat al-Islamija recruited some inmates o f
Egyptian jails. Its membership since has become poorer, younger, and less well educated; its
main base o f recruiting and support has moved away from universities to poor neighborhoods o f
cities, and to rural areas.
Al-Jamaat al-Islamija may have been indirectly involved in the assassination o f President
Anwar Sadat in 1981. Karam Zuhdi, group leader o f Al-Jamaat al- Islamija, expressed regret for
conspiring with Egyptian Islamic Jihad in the 1981 assassination o f Egyptian President,
according to the Council o f Foreign Relations. He was among the 900 militants who were set
free in April 2006 by the Egyptian government.21
The cleric Omar Abdel-Rahman is the spiritual leader of the movement. He was accused
of participating in the World Trade Center bombings conspiracy(1993), and was convicted and
sentenced to life imprisonment for his espousal o f the subsequent conspiracy to bomb New York
City landmarks, including the United Nations and FBI offices. The Islamic Group has publicly
threatened to retaliate against the United States unless Rahman is released from prison. However,
20JIanaa P T . ripuHiiHbi u cpaKmopbi paduxajimaifuu ucnaMall HcjiaM Ha c0BpeivieHH0M BocTOKe: PerHOH cTpaH
Ehh>k. H Cpea. BocTOica, KDw. H UcHTp. A3hh. M:. 2004.-p 39
21CNN N ew s on line site., http://www.cnn.com/2OO6/WORLD/meast/O8/O5/zawahiri.tape/index.html
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the group later renounced violence and their leaders and members were released from prison in
Egypt.
While the Islamic group had originally been an amorphous movement o f local groups
centered in mosques without offices or membership roll, by the late 1980s it became more
organized and even adopted an official logo: an upright sword standing on an open Quran with
an orange sun rising on the background, encircled by the Quranic verse that Abdel Rahman had
quoted at his trials while trying to explain jihad to the judges: “ *11
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justice and faith in Allah', but if they cease, Let there be no hostility except to those who practice
oppression”. This became the group's “official motto”.22
During 1990s Al-Jamaat al-Islamija engaged in an extended campaign o f violence, from
the murders and attempted murders o f prominent writers and intellectuals, to the repeated
targeting of tourists and foreigners. This did serious damage to the largest sector o f Egypt's
economy 23and in turn to the government, but it also devastated the livelihoods o f many o f the
people on whom the group depends for support.
Victims of campaign against the Egyptian state from 1992-1997 totaled more than
1,20024 and included the head of the counter-terrorism police (Major General Raouf Khayrat), a
speaker o f parliamentary (Rifaat al-Mahgoub), dozens o f European tourists and Egyptian
bystanders, and over 100 o f Egyptian policemen.25 The Copts, Christians o f Egypt o f ancient
Egyptian backgrounds, were particularly targeted by the terrorists as well.
The 1991 killing of the group's leader, Ala Mohieddin, presumably by security forces, led
Al-Jamaat al-Islamija to murder o f Egypt's parliament speaker in retaliation. In June 1995,
working together with Egyptian Islamic Jihad, the group staged a carefully planned attempt of
assassination o f President Mubarak, lead by Mustafa Hamza, a senior Egyptian member o f the
22 Passion fo r Islam: Shaping the M odem Middle East: the Egyptian Experience by Caryle Murphy, (2002), p.65
23 "Solidly ahead o f oil, Suez Canal revenues, and remittances, tourism is Egypt's main hard currency earner at $6.5
billion per year." (in 200 5 )... concerns over tourism's future accessed 27 September 2007
24 Wright, Looming Towers, (2006), p.258
25 Ibid p.211-212
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Al-Qaeda and commander of the military branch of the Al-Jamaat al-Islamija. Mubarak survived
and retaliated with a massive and ruthless crackdown on Jamaat members and their families in
Egypt.26
By 1997 the movement had become paralyzed. 20,000 Islamists were in custody in Egypt
and thousands more had been cut down by the security forces. In July o f that year, Islamist
lawyer Montassir al-Zayyat brokered a deal between the Al-Jamaat al-Islamija and the Egyptian
government, called the Nonviolence Initiative, whereby the movement formally renounced
violence. The next year the government released 2,000 members o f the Islamic Group. After the
initiative was declared Sheikh Omar Abdul Rahman also gave his approval from his prison cell
in the United States, though he later withdrew it.
The initiative divided the Islamic Group between members in Egypt who supported it and
those in exile who wanted the attacks to continue. Leading the opposition was Ayman Zawaahiri
who termed it "surrender" in angry letters to the London newspaper Al-Sharq al-Awsat.27
Zawaahiri enlisted Mustafa Hamza, the new emir of Islamic Groups and its military
leader, Rifai Ahmed Taha, both exiles in Afghanistan with him, to sabotage the initiative with a
massive terrorism attack that would provoke the government into repression.28 So, on November
17th , 1997 Al-Jamaat al-Islamija’s killing campaign climaxed with the attack at the Temple o f
Hatshepsut (Deir el-Bahri) in Luxor, in which a band o f six men dressed in police uniforms,
machine-gunned and hacked to death with knives 58 foreign tourists and four Egyptians. “The
killing went on for 45 minutes, until the floors streamed with blood. The dead included a fiveyear-old British child and four Japanese couples on their honeymoons.” Altogether 71 people
were killed. The attack stunned Egyptian society, devastated the tourist industry for a number of
years, and consequently sapped a large segment o f popular support for violent Islamism in
Egypt.

26 Ibid p.213-215
27 Ibid p.255-256
28 Ibid p.256-257
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The revulsion o f Egyptians and rejection of jihadist terrorism was so complete, the
attack's supporters backpedaled. The day after the attack, Rifai Taha claimed the attackers
intended only to take the tourists hostage, despite the evidence o f the systematic nature o f the
slaughter. Others denied Islamist involvement completely. Sheikh Omar Abdul Rahman blamed
Israelis for the killings, and Zawaahiri maintaining the Egyptian police had done it.29
When Rifai Taha signed the al-Qaeda fatw a “International Islamic Front for Jihad
Against Jews and Crusaders” to kill Crusaders and Jews on behalf o f the Islamic Group, he was
“forced to withdraw his name” from the fatwa, lamely explaining to fellow members ... than he
had “only been asked over the telephone to join in a statement o f support for the Iraqi people.”
It’s a well known that there are hundreds o f victims suffered from “Al-Jamaat alI s l a m i j a The main target o f the organization was and still is agents o f Egyptians secret forces,
representatives o f government, bureaucrats, Copts, tourists from West countries, and those
Muslims who “not enough Muslim”. Starting from 1992, attacks on foreign tourists doubled, and
now we could say that they are the main target of the organization. Ideologically they justify
killing tourists base on two statements: - first, contamination o f Land o f Islam by infidels; second, the reduction o f income in tourist industry will make the economy o f the country
unstable what will unstable the situation in the country itself, and it will be a good time for
Islamists to take over the authority30.
After spending more than two decades in prison and after intense debates and discussions
with Al-Azhar scholars, most o f the leaders o f Al-Jamaat Al-Islamija have written several books
renouncing their ideology of violence and some o f them went as far as calling ex-Egyptian
President Sadat, whom they assassinated, a martyr.

29 Ibid p.257-258
30 As-Said R., Evolution o f Islamic fundamentalism!I The W ell.-1998. #1 .-p. 32
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Al-Jamaat al-Islamija renounced bloodshed in 2003,31 and in September 2003 Egypt
freed more than 1,000 members, citing what Interior Minister Habib al-Adli called the group's
stated “commitment to rejecting violence.”32
Harsh repressive measures by the Egyptian government and the unpopularity o f the
killing o f foreign tourists have reduced the group's profile in recent years but the movement
retains popular support among Egyptian Islamists who disapprove o f the secular nature of
Egypt's society and peace treaty with Israel.
In April 2006 the Egyptian government released approximately 1200 members, including
a founder, Najeh Ibrahim, from prison.33 Reportedly, there have been “only two instances where
members showed signs o f returning to their former violent ways, and in both cases they were
betrayed by informers in their own group.”34
Deputy leader o f al-Qaeda Ayman al-Zawaahiri announced a new alliance with A1 Jamaat
al-Islamija, in a video released on the Internet on August 5, 2006 Zawaahiri said: “We bring
good tidings to the Muslim nation about a big faction of the knights of Al-Jamaat al-Islamija
uniting with Al-Qaeda,” and the move aimed to help “rally the Muslim nation's capabilities in a
unified rank in the face o f the most severe crusader campaign against Islam in its history.” AlJamaat ’s leader, Muhammad al-Hukaymah, appeared in the video and confirmed the unity
move.35 However, Hukaymah also said that some Al-Jamaat members had “backslid” from the
violent course he was keeping to, and some Al-Jamaat representatives also denied that they were
joining forces with the international Al-Qaeda network. Sheikh Abdel Akhar Hammad, a former
Al-Jamaat leader, told Al-Jazeera: “If [some] brothers have joined, then this is their own
personal view and I don't think that most Al-Jamaat members share that same opinion”.36
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3. Al-Jihad
This grouping is also known as Group o f Jihad, Islamic Jihad, and Group o f new Jihad,
Vanguards o f Conquest, and Talaa’al-Fateh37. “Al-Jihad” was found by Abd as-Salam Faraq in
Egypt in the end o f 1970-s. As a main ideologist o f the group, Faraq continued to develop radical
Islamic thought o f Qutb and Mustafa but also achieved a lot in developing radical Islam o f Sunni
sense. Faraq directed other radical movements on creation o f Islamic state in Egypt by means of
paramilitary coup.
The group recognizes as spiritual leader sheik Omar Abdel Rahman. In 1981 Al-Jihad
assassinated President Sadat with blessing o f the sheik, who published the fatw a “Accusation in
lack of faith”. Nevertheless “Al-Jihad’ couldn’t manage planned coup. That occasion was the
beginning o f changes in strategy o f group and structure as well. New leader o f organization,
former colonel o f military intelligence o f Egypt, az-Zymr draw out the thesis about the transition
level in according to which “A l-Jihad\ suffers losses must temporary stop military activities,
reinforcing propaganda o f Islamic idea and reconstructing o f new military infrastructure. In this
new strategy significance was different form o f underground activities38.
After actual defeat o f Al-Jihad’ in 1981 its underground structure was decentralized in
order to make organization more flexible and secret. Since then it had a structure o f “grape
bunch”, and consists from small cells, spread in different regions o f Egypt. Plus the head of each
cell was free in assumption o f structural and political decisions. In order to provide surely
secrecy and enclose themselves from thrusts of Special Forces, activity o f propaganda sector o f
“Al-Jihad’ was separated from the military wing. Propaganda sector isn’t informed about staff
and activity of military cells. Different regional cells don’t have any information about each
other, and they are free to choose any name for their cells they like.
Soon the group splits on two organizations: Jihad with az-Zymr as a leader, and
“Talaa’al Fath” with Dr. Zawaahiri as the head and spiritual leader. The second group is also
known as New Jihad group.
37 HmaTeHKO A.A. Xanutpbi 6e3 xajiutpama. M:. 1988.- p 230
38 Pafl>K6aAHHOB M. Om «Ajib-ffotcuxada» do «Anb-Kaudbi»// A3hh h Atjjpmca ceroAHH. -2003. JV°6.-p 14
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From mid 1980-s, when the majority o f former activists o f “Al-Jihad” went to
Afghanistan, the organization built the network o f representative cells abroad. The head of those
cells was al-Zawaahiri. From this moment along with Egyptian organization appeared few
groups and networks which were operating independently, they took only as an example
structure o f military cells and methods o f Egyptian “Al-Jihad”.
Using the experience of “Al-Jihad” al-Zawaahiri created personal strategy and structure
of organization. He enlarged the frames o f conception “remote enemy” and “close enemy”. In its
own work “Al-Vasja al-Ahira” or “Knights under the Prophet’s banner”, he wrote: “You can’t
examine the fight for creation o f Islamic state as regional war39. Leading by the USA the
alliance of crusaders and Zionists will not allow Muslims to rule one o f the Muslim countries.
We should be ready to fight not only in the region against internal enemy but against external
enemy - crusaders and Zionists”. Al-Zawaahiri says that “it’s not acceptable to set aside the fight
with external enemy” because only after this victory it will be much easier to win on “internal
front”.
He basically thinks that Jihad should declare to both “close” and “remote” enemies, first
o f all - to the USA and Israel. The basics o f his strategy for the organization Zawahiri
expounded in several thesis:
would be well to create small groups which will scary the “enemies o f Islam”. These groups
should make actions in which “the enemy will suffer losses”, because this tactic is “the only
language the West can understand”.
Islamists must use as the most efficient tactical weapon “the readiness o f mujahidin to selfsacrifice”. Suicide bombings are “the handiest means o f punishment”.
each region or country supposes to have its own special strategy which will take in an account
respective conditions.
the fight can’t be limit within only one region because it’s not effective.

39 P I o jih k o b
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These ideas are based on the ideas o f the founder o f “Al-Jihad” Faraq, the main point o f
which could be described in three postulates:
today we must fight with the “closest” enemy (regimes which are existing in any Arab
countries), and only after the victory we should start the fight against “remote” enemy - Israel.
Muslims used to fight with Israel under their regime but unsuccessfully. Even the victory didn’t
lead to the creation o f Islamic state but to the consolidation o f regimes in Arab countries. And
this is contradicted to Islamic canons which are permitting to fight only under the rule o f real
Muslims.
Arabic countries till now are colonies because they are ruled by puppet regimes. That is why “we
should install the rule o f Allah in our country, and throw down atheistic government”40.
“Al-Jihad” sets military actions against state workers o f high rank. As a rule they use
mined cars. Among other targets o f the group are Copts minority o f the country. Anti-Copt
terrorism started in 1972 and continued during 1970-1980-ss. Frequently it took a form of
hooligan actions and massacres. In Copt’s churches terrorists o f “Al-Jihad” exploded several
bombs, in Cairo or other cities there were several robberies o f Copt owned shops41. “New Jihad”
leaded by al-Zawaahiri responsible for the explosions in Cairo: in November 1993 (five people
murdered, injured the Minister o f Intern Affairs) and in December 1993 (attempt to assassinate
the Prime-minister Sidki, 18 people died). One o f the well known terrorist o f this organization is
Aby Ibrahim - the specialist of explosive substances.
“Al-jihad” posts several thousands o f militants. The members o f the organization in
majority are native o f the Upper Egypt, 80% o f members - students, not working graduates and
emigrants from rural regions.
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“Al-Jihad” doesn’t make any more terroristic attacks on the territory o f Egypt. But it was
threaten the USA to revenge because of the detention of sheik Umar abd al-Rahman and arrests
of “Al-Jihad” members in Albania, Azerbaijan and United Kingdom42. The organization has its
cells in Afghanistan, Pakistan, United Kingdom, and Sudan. The authorities o f Egypt confirm
that “Al-Jihad” groupings are supported by Iran, Sudan and Islamic militants in Afghanistan.
Besides it could be possible that the group has its financial sources in NGOs.
4. Takfir wal-Hijra
From Arabic means Excommunication and Exodus. This organization emerged in the
1970s and focused on recruiting newly urbanized students from poorer southern Egyptian
families but, unlike other militant organizations, deliberately enlisted women into its ranks.
Today Takfir wal-Hijra has members or supporters in several other countries, allied to Al-Qaeda.
In Spain the group is also known as Martyrs for Morocco.
Members o f the group are radical Islamists who are not bound by the usual religious
constraints. They adopt non-Islamic appearances such as shaving their beard and wearing a tie in
order to blend into crowds and make themselves hard to detect even to other Muslims. They can
drink alcohol and even eat pork to deceive their enemies. They believe that the ends justify any
means and, that killing other Muslims can be justified in their cause and that Western society is
heathen and it is their duty to destroy it.43
Little is known about the current structure o f the organization or hierarchy o f the group.
Several groups which adhere to the same ideology have possibly used the name independently
from each other.
The group started as a splinter group o f Muslim Brotherhood, but did not gain
international prominence until 1977. The organization was at first seen as a marginalized
millenarian sect o f little consequence.

42 EopncoB A.E. Ponb ucjiaMa eo enympenneu u eHeumeu nonumme Ezunma(XX eeK). M.: 1991 .-p 102
43 A1 Qaeda's N ew Front" Frontline PBS N ew s, 25 January 2005
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In 1977 agricultural engineer Shukri Mustafa became the group's leader. He had begun to
build the group after release from prison in 1971. He emphasized a complete break from all of
Muslim society which he deemed kafir. Members were therefore to live in an alternative
community, or even in caves in Upper Egypt. Muslims who felt alienated or marginalized in
modem Egypt joined this group for a sense of community. A surprising number o f women
joined, as he offered them a break from their responsibilities as daughters by deeming their
families to be kafir. Although within the group, he had tremendous authority by setting himself
up as a kind o f Mahdi claimant who could arrange marriages and forbid all outside contact.
These activities caused lawsuits from the families o f women who joined the group.
In 1977 the group decided to battle mainstream society by kidnapping Muslim clerics.
After Mustafa was captured and executed in 1978 former members were linked to the
assassination o f Anwar Sadat. The ideology Mustafa helped to formulate became an influence on
later Takfiri groups.
The group has a radical neo-Khawarij ideology, of which Salafism is the binding factor.
Mainstream adherents o f Salafism reject the extreme position o f the takfiris, denouncing them as
a modem day version of the Khawarij.
Takfir wal-Hijra takes fundamentalism a step further than most Islamic fundamentalist
groups. It advocates armed battle against Jews, Christians and apostate Muslims to restore the
unity o f the Islamic world order ( Ummah). The Ummah is to be led by a Caliph, who rules
according to the Sharia. The group's warriors are allowed to practice something akin to taqiyya.
This means they can disguise their true principles for protection o f their own faith. This allows
them to blend in with Western society and also to disobey all rules o f their form o f Islam for the
goal o f destroying Western civilization from within, a form o f antinomianism. According to this
ideology, the warriors will be martyrs in Paradise after death.
Takfir wal-Hijra's ideology is so extreme that in 1996 the group plotted to assassinate
Osama bin Laden, supposedly for being insufficiently radical. Many also considered the Taliban
movement in Afghanistan to be unbelievers.
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There is no information about the number o f followers, bystanders, and structure o f the
organization.
All o f mentioned organizations and groupings besides o f their ideological base have one
important feature to share. From 50 up to 85 percent members o f these organizations are
students, employed or unemployed, representing different parts o f Egypt, different social
background. Officially registered number of students in the Society o f Muslim Brotherhood is
the half o f its members, in Al-Jamaat al-Islamija this number goes up to 70 percent, and Al-Jihad
has 80 percent of students as active members. Unfortunately this data is not certain but it still
allows make a conclusion that youth were that power which formed Islamic radical movement
in Egypt, absorbed its ideas and ideology, and now continuing fighting for their ideals.
I.II: Current Islamic movements in Egypt
T errorism is vio le n c e u se d in o rd e r to c r e a te f e a r ; bu t it is a im e d a t c r e a tin g f e a r in o r d e r th a t th e fe a r , in
turn, w ill le a d so m e b o d y e lse - n o t the te r r o r is t - to em b a rk on s o m e q u ite d ifferen t p ro g ra m o f a ctio n
th a t w ill a cc o m p lish w h a te v e r it is th a t the te r r o r is t re a lly d e s ir e s .44

The rise of the current Islamic movement in Egypt took place at a conjuncture o f three
different trends in the global economy and regional politics that critically shaped Egypt’s
growing underdevelopment and the outbreak o f violence that emerged as a militant attempt to
repair it45.
First, there was a twenty-year worldwide recession induced by the higher energy costs
from the 1974 and 1979 oil-price hikes and, within the Third World, exacerbated further by the
declines in petro-dollar investments after the 1985 oil-price collapse. This generated realignment
in the international division o f labor whereby businesses in the Developed countries, and
transferred to the countries as Egypt.

44 3 D Fromkin, cited in MS Doran, ‘Somebody else’s civil war’, Foreign Affairs 81 (Jan/Feb 2002), available at
http://evatt.labor.net.au/publications/papers/76.html (accessed 12 N ov 2006).
45 Toth J., Istamism in southern Egypt: a case study o f a radical religious movement., Cambridge University
Press.:2003.,-p 2
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Second, more specific direction emerged from Egypt’s humiliating defeat in the Six Day
War o f June 1967. Soon it was almost impossible for government to control rural and urban
regions o f the country where chaos, strikes and unemployment were everyday features. By the
early 1990-s, economic disorder came to overwhelm more and more o f Egypt’s consuming
public. Middle class joined Islamist movements massively what discontent into a serious
challenge to the state.
The recent growth o f the Islamic movement has been particularly intense in Egypt’s
southern region known as Sa’id. Sa’id is largely rural, with small towns and cities that serve as
commercial entrepot rather than industrial centers and that remain relatively undeveloped. It is
socially and politically remote, if not downright isolated, from the rest o f the country. Like in
many emerging economies, the south has developed at a slower pace than the countryside in the
northern delta and the urban areas o f Cairo and Alexandria.
All o f these factors combined to generate a high degree o f social turmoil in the south in
the 1980-s. Even so, by the early 1990-s, this unrest had begun to spread to the rest of Egypt, as
well. The Islamic associations found throughout Sa’id were outgrowths o f the campus
organizations that had arisen in the 1970-s. They first grew out o f the need to practice a more
devout and pious Islam by providing development, charity, and guidance to those in need. But
their popular appeal and success seriously alarmed Egypt’s government and threatened the
routine way the state operated. Unwilling or unable to change, the administration instead sought
to eliminate this challenge. As state persecution increased and government corruption deepened,
the battle intensified to establish a moral crusade on Islam.46
Those who found these radical Islamist associations appealing and inspiring fell into two
social classes 47 that had experienced the dislocation o f rural-to-urban migration48: middle-class
professionals and working-class indigents.

46 Ibid
47 M. Riesebrotd, Pious Passion: The Emergence o f M odern Fundamentalism in the United States anr1
Don Reneau ..Berkeley: University o f California Press, 1993, p.27
48 E. Olin Wright, “Rethinking once again the concept o f class structure” , Reworking Class, John r
Cornell Univercity Press, 1997, p. 58
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The middle-class Islamists were inevitably students from the countryside who had first
come from village farm families that had benefited from the new free-education policies
implemented by Abdel Nasser’s administration and who had since graduated into an uncertain
urban job market. These included well-educated but nonetheless frustrated white-collar
professionals such as doctors, engineers, lawyers, teachers, accountants, and bureaucrats. 49 They
were highly motivated and accomplished; they were among the best and brightest students in
their class; and, bereft of the family connections and the parlor mannerism o f upper-class urban
Egyptians, they had achieved their brilliance through hard, diligent work and demonstrated
merit50. Many had participated in the state-supported campus Islamic associations o f the 1970-s.
On graduation, however, these students - coming as they did from the stigmatized south
- discovered that despite their costly education, dearly paid for not only in money but also in the
personnel sacrifice o f their families, the road to gaining better professional employment and
achieving higher class status that leads inevitably to the capital city was essentially blocked by
the ascriptive wall of Cairene elite society. Frustrated when wealthy family connections took
precedence over merit, they instead migrated to Libya, Iraq, and the Gulf to acquire the better
incomes unavailable at home.
However, beginning in 1985, when regional oil revenues began to decline, these
professionals returned home to Sa’id to stay. They reactivated the piety and spirituality learned
during their college days and reinforced while working abroad. They chose to emulate the life of
the Prophet Muhammad, to grow beards and dress in white robes, and to perform charitable acts
and good deeds that would bring them closer to their religion. But they also remained thwarted in
their quest for upward mobility. These professionals therefore channeled their frustration into
mobilizing an equally discontented former rural working class. The tone was one o f moral
outrage. The adversary became those corrupted by opportunism and contact with Western
authorities.51
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50 Toth J., Islamism in southern Egypt: a case study o f a radical religious movement., Cambridge University
Press.:2003.,-p 36
51 Ibrahim, Anatomy, Ansari, Stalled Society, chaps. 9, 10
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Those who followed these middle-class leaders include disgruntled members o f the
•

working class

52

•

•

who labored on construction crews, in service-sector activities, or in small

informal sector businesses (when they were employed at all, which was rarely constant). As
former rural workers coming from a depressed agricultural sector, they had to migrate from the
village to the city but were still unable to change the misfortunes and hardship caused by Egypt’s
faltering economy. Together, these former rural workers and former rural technocrats became
strongly linked through the pervasive mutuality of paternalism 53 that was first forged in the
countryside where the favors and privileges from employers were exchanged for service and
commitment from workers.
They both joined religious associations that re-created and reinforced the intimacy o f an
imagined but bygone village community. Middle-class village students attending urban
universities for the first time in the history of their families were unfamiliar with the
impersonality o f large campuses, crowded classrooms, and indifferent professors. Rural workers
moving into the city and finding employment in construction crews, workshops, and services
were unaccustomed to the cold bureaucracy o f government offices and large companies and the
rapid transactions of commercial exchange. This sentiment and uncertainty drove both into the
more familiar, intimate surroundings o f the Islamic associations. This contrusted sharply with
urban organizations such as professional syndicates, labor unions, and political parties, whose
anonymity and coldness alienated these potential members. Instead, these impersonal - and
secular - organizations attracted more the urban-born activist.54
Yet ironically, the doctrines o f these religious associations were not the same as those
that these villagers had left behind. Village Islam had been textured by the passive and tolerant
quietism o f Sufism, saint shrines, and miracles. Urban Islamist associations rejected such
“superstition”, as they called it, and instead exhibited the indignant political activism o f Salafism,

52 J. Toth, Rural-to-Urban Migration and Informal Sector Expansion: Impediments to Egyptian Development, EUI
working paper RSC No. 2002/15
53 J. Toth Rural Labor Movements, chap 7
54 Ibrahim, Anatomy, 452
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legalism, and self-righteousness. 55 The shift from rural to urban had been paralleled by a
transformation from “traditional” to “modem”. However, this was not a secular modernity based
on the European Enlightenment; rather, it was a religious modernity inherited from the doctrines
of Muhammad Abduh, Hasan al-Banna, and Sayyid Qutb.
Very few o f these associations ever reached the violent intensity practiced by such wellknown organizations as al-Jihad and al-Jamaat al-Islamija, although many members did switch
associations once government persecution increased. Instead, most enthusiasts embraced a non
militant religiosity that advocated performing good deeds and pious acts on the one hand, and
bestowing devout blessings and grateful loyalty on the other. Their militance, if and when it
came, would arise later.
Since the start o f skilled labor emigration abroad after 1971, especially to such
conservative Muslim countries as Saudi Arabia and those in the Gulf, many devout, universitytrained professionals remitted their ample salaries home and allocated a significant portion
toward performing Islamic good deeds and pious acts and funding community-development and
charity projects. In the early 1980-s, such financing increased even further with the profit-sharing
and monetary transactions routed through Islamic investment companies. Moreover, the
supervision by like-minded colleagues over the religious zakat donations to local private
mosques guaranteed that the bulk o f these contributions would reach the surrounding
communities and those in need.
Islamic investment companies appealed to devout Egyptian Muslims because they
applied the principles o f Islamic finance. They were also attractive because they earned high
rates of return that exceeded those o f regular banks. Islamic companies operated on the basis of
Islamic commercial law that is similar to the profit-sharing o f a small private stock exchange or
mutual fund. Depositors did not receive interest, which is forbidden in Islam, but instead shared

55 M. Gilsenan, Recognizing Islam: Religion and Society in the Modern M iddle East', N ew York: I. B. Tauris, 1993,
chap 10
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the profit or loss incurred on moneymaking activities.56 Because dividends, when paid, were not
technically a form o f interest, they were not subject to strict state regulation.
The vast scope of these Islamic development activities delivered a wide range of
important social benefits that were otherwise considered the duty o f the state but which had not
been forthcoming.
Since the 1970-s, the cost of health and medical services had risen enormously.
Geography fundamentally determined the availability o f these high-priced necessities, Cairo had
a disproportionately higher share o f doctors, which then left even fewer available to service
provincial cities, district towns, and the surrounding countryside. The last was especially avoided
by Egyptian medical-school graduates; only those under obligation to the government to repay
their scholarships spent time in the village before relocating to more prosperous urban clinics.
Thus, those who were least able to afford the cost o f the relatively few professionals were
remained. Consequently, a group o f Muslim doctors, pharmacists, and clinicians established the
Jama ’iyya al-Muhamadiyya al-Islamija and staffed an Islamic clinic. In 1994, they charged a fee
of £E 3 for examinations, treatment, and prescriptions when other doctors were charging £E 15
for examinations alone. They also admitted any and all patients, “regardless o f what was on their
wrist” - a reference to the clinic was open to both Christians and Muslims alike.
Other associations had similar, yet more specialized projects. Jama ’iyya al-Tawhid wa
al-Nur al-Khayriyya built an entire dormitory near the local university campus for rural students
who did not have family in the city and therefore needed local accommodations. Jam a’iyya alHuda al-Khayriyya added a twenty-four-bed wing to one o f the city’s private hospitals reserved
exclusively for indigent patients. Every month, the Jam a’iyya al-Sahwa al-Islamija distributed
clothes, food, textbooks, and prescription medicine to the neighborhood families. Arguably,
these endeavors just involved short-term charity, not long-term development, but such a debate is
more academic than practical, for such projects provided beneficiaries with a range o f services
otherwise unavailable from large government or foreign offices. Many o f the latter’s
56 T. Kuran, The Economic Impact o f Islamic Fundamentalism, in Fundamentalism and the State: Remaking
Politics, Economies, and Militance, ed Martin E. Marty and R. Scott Appleby; Chicago: University o f Chicago
press, 1993,- p 308-310
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development activities, despite their sophisticated planning, deteriorated in the name of Islamic
charity continued for as long as their endowment remained viable and their donors remained
free57.
In 1990-s Egypt was lashed with the wave of violence. In 1992 Al-Jamaat al-Islamija
punished secular writer Faraq Foda and behaved outrageously on the south o f the country. Its
militants persuading and killing Christian minority - Copts, launched in 1992 the systematic
operation on extirpation o f tourists and security officers. In December, 14 thousands o f soldiers
and police occupied and “cleared” region o f Imbaba - outskirt district o f the capital which “AlJamaat” turned into “free Islamic zone”58.
This escalation took place in the year o f occupation o f Kabul by mujahidin. The majority
o f Egypt’s “Afghanis” which were involved in “Salafi-Jihad” school in Peshawar returned home
and promoted radicalization of local Jihad. They made the movement more international.
The government also came into collision with the success o f “moderate” Islamists in
their fight for the sympathy o f middle-class: Mubarak couldn’t take a risk o f their possible
success on parliament elections. Although Muslim Brotherhood demonstrated its power in socio
political niches which were open for them. In September they won on elections in the Union of
attorneys. It was the last step in their fight for professional unions, which unite Egyptian’s
bourgeoisie59. 12th of October, 1992, after earthquake which took lives o f more than 500 people
and left more than 50 thousands o f citizens o f Cairo without the roof, “Brothers” started the
humanitarian aid to all who suffered. This aid was faster and more efficient than any help
rendered by the government.
Sa’id was as well not alone in receiving Islamic philanthropy. The October earthquake
caused unusual devastation throughout Egypt. When the general populace recovered from its
shock, shelter, clothing, and food were foremost on people’s minds. Yet the government was

57 Toth J., Islamism in southern Egypt: a case study o f a radical religious m o v e m e n tCambridge University
Press.:2003.,-p 38
58 KeneJib K
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particulary slow in providing aid. Local Islamic organizations, however, rushed immediately to
the stricken areas to deliver material assistance. Government officials defended their delay by
pointing out that they needed time to investigate all the requests because many petitioners would
present fraudulent claims to the government. The Islamic groups, however, had little need to
investigate supplicants because they felt that few would lie before God. 60The state then declared
private aid and assistant illegal except through the Egyptian Red Crescent. 61 This effectively
eliminated Islamic philanthropy.
All these private-sector achievements, initiated by Islamic associations o f devout and
pious believers, clearly surpassed government and foreign undertakings in people’s minds. Poor
Egyptians received many essential services from these community projects, gratefully
appreciated these efforts, and faithfully heeded the political message behind them. Pious acts of
charity and community support seemed to make the difference in their lives between endurance
and deprivation. This urban underclass gained tangible benefits from such programs, unlike the
ineffective efforts o f government offices or international agencies that mostly served the middleclass bureaucrats who staffed them.
The religious benefactors who helped out the poor and needy under the banner o f Islam
benefited in turn from the allegiance they won from doing their good deeds and pious acts. The
devotion and loyalty these workers were accustomed to bestowing on their patrons above them in
the workplace flowed beyond the workshop, building site, or service activity, and even spilled
over from the evening school lessons and the medical checkups to embrace the realm o f radical
activism within and outside the community. Whether these devout but déclassé professionals
participated legally in community politics or unlawfully in militant action, their supporters found
it easy to transfer their paternalism to include these new patrons.
The apogee o f the wave o f violence was the murder o f 60 tourists in Luxor on the 17th of
October in 1997. For this murder “Al-Jamaat” took the responsibility, and it was the last what
they accomplished before the state repressions. Leaders o f “Al-Jamaat al-Islamija” called for the

60 Supplicants were also endorsed by two witnesses personally known to both benefactors and beneficiaries.
61 Al-Sha’b, 20 October 1992
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“universal cease fire”62. This is basically open the path o f rebuilding of the Islamic movement by
government, it lost its supporters in Cairo and returned orientation on middle-class again.
When Islamist technocrats entered political contests in numerous provincial-, city-, town, and district-level elections campaigns and partisan appointments, they received overwhelming
support and loyalty from those they had once assisted. When pious but alienated professionals
exhorted their followers to berate and attack the government for its fiscal corruption that had
eliminated social services, working-class clients obliged and joined them to promote their agenda
actively. Thus, poor former villagers approved and followed those who had once helped them
with difficult problems and who were now gaining their support in strengthening their religious
message and in establishing what they saw as a virtuous and honest administration. So when the
burning question turned to radically refashioning what many saw as a profoundly corrupt and
dishonest government, the fundamental reply simply because “Islam”.63
When the state reduced its budget, especially in social services, under pressure from IMF
bailouts, many Sa’idis felt particularly upset and indignant. They felt even more powerless and
frustrated when the political system prevented them from voicing their concerns or further
pressing officials for better treatment.
Throughout the late 1980-s and 1990-s, the growing political gap between elite secular
parties, on the one hand, and both frustrated provincial professionals and the unorganized urban
working classes, on the other, was filled in the Sa’id by local Islamic associations that posed a
serious challenge to the state.
In 1992, the government and its secular supporters mounted a major campaign against the
Islamists who openly threatened its complacent and comfortable position underwritten by what
activists saw as fraud and corruption. Already religious opponents dominated an impressive
number of formal professional and university organizations. But discontent from the bottom of
the social pyramid was beginning to incite the unorganized and to provoke even greater turmoil

62 Kenejib )K., ffotcuxad: 3KcnancuH u 3aKam ucjicwu'wa. M:. 2003.- p.461
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throughout the Sa’id - and in Cairo. The government responded defensively but ruthlessly,
human rights organizations reported, 64with arrests and detention, extra-judicial executions and
torture, and official denunciations following one another in rapid succession. Compromise
between the two sides seemed unthinkable.
Providing good deeds, charitable acts, and material welfare to those at the bottom o f the
social hierarchy seemed far removed from those engaged in senseless demagoguery or wanton
terrorism. Indeed, the spiritual attitude and religious demeanor of the devout professionals
appeared beyond reproach. Yet the accumulative effects o f constant government arrest, torture,
and humiliation in the Sa’id pushed pious activists across the thin line that heretofore had
separated them from those committed to mayhem. While some still remained hopeful that the
political and election process would eventually establish a legitimate avenue for social change, a
growing number moved beyond the limits o f peaceful transformation as they began to realize
that militancy offered the only practical way fundamentally to change the state and society.
Such transformation from pacifism to militancy sometimes seemed more a response to
state persecution than due to any planned strategy for committing violence. The situation in
Mallawi, a district town in the southern province o f al-Minya, illustrates how good intentions
changed into destruction. 65In 1991, Al-Jamaat al-Islamija - and here it is difficult to distinguish
between the generic term and the specific organizational offshoot o f Al-Jihact6 - began as a non
political charitable association. At first, its relationship with the local town government was
behind since its preoccupation with religious education and material welfare programs hardly
constituted illegal crimes or acts of defiance. In May 1994, however, local security forces
arrested two prominent members o f the association, and although no police misconduct was
reported, the association’s leader, Rajab ‘abd al Hakim, an accountant by profession, was
provoked enough to warn security officers to stop interfering with the group’s activities. A
64 Egyptian Organization for Human rights (EOHR), A liyat Intaj al- ‘U nf fi Misr: Asyut, Hala Namudhajiya (Tools o f
the Production o f Violence in Egypt: The Asyut Case study)., Cairo; EOHR, c. 1994, p,l
65 Middle East Times, p 5-11, February 1995
66 Gaffney, P roph et’s Pulpit, p 329-330, notes that the Islamic association, al-Gama’a al-Islamija, in al-Minya was
preceded by the al-Jam’iyya al-Islamija, also translated as the Islamic Association but with a slightly different
nuance in the Arabic. This is also the generic term for any Islamic association. The confusion is not just among
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month later, security forces “stormed Abdel Hakim’s house and shot him”. He died that evening
in the hospital. Three month later, association members attacked the local police headquarters,
launching what became a small civil war. 67Throughout 1994 and 1995, Mallawi remained under
strict martial law and a harsh twelve-hour curfew. What had once been harmless good and
charitable acts had been transformed into militancy and bloodshed. 68
Throughout the Sa’id, men wearing full beards and white robes and women dressed in
the dark naqub, the complete Islamic covering, were routinely arrested, questioned, perhaps
tortured, humiliated, jailed, and released. Homes o f suspected militants were bombed and
burned. Few Sa’idis militants came to trial - such a luxury was reserved mostly for their more
prominent Cairene counterparts - but instead were either fatally shot in police cross-fire when
security forces came to arrest suspects or else were jailed indefinitely without appearing in
court.69 Many

families

were heartbroken and terrified

by such government action.

Neighborhoods become divided, sympathizing with those whose piety had earned them great
admiration but frightened that their sympathy might make them suspect, as well. Anger swelled,
and in response many acts o f police misconduct were repaid by outraged relatives - not through
organized retribution but through individual acts o f revenge. That most religious violence
erupted in the Sa’id may be more a testimony to this region’s “tribal” practice o f seeking revenge
for the dishonor o f family members - al-th’ar - than an exceptional concentration o f state
force.70 Police misconduct also occurred in Cairo, Alexandria, and the Delta. But without this
remnant o f tribal tradition, such acts elsewhere went unavenged.
Thus, Islamic radicals took up the cause o f opposing what they saw as the ignorance,
corruption, and injustice committed by the government in Cairo and by its representatives in the
provinces. Pushed to the extreme, they crafted an ideology based on religion that justified what
the state called terrorism but what the militants called holy combat against abuse and

67 Robert Fisk, Terror stalks E g yp t’s forgotten towns, The Independent, 8 February, 1995, p 15; idem Might o f the
sw ord menaces Christians, The Independent, 9 February 1995, p 14; and idem Cairo puts faith in bullet and
bulldozer, The Independent, 10 February, 1995, p 13.
68 Ziad Abu-Amr, Islamic Fundamentalism in the West Bank and Gaza: Muslim Brotherhood and Islamic Jihad,
Bloomington: Indiana University Press. 1994
69 Cf. Fisk, Cairo puts in bullet an d bulldozer, The Independent, 10 February, 1995, p 13
70 Bakr, Political Violence, p 38
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persecution. Based on the writings o f Sayyid Qutb, Muhammad Abd al-Salam Faraj, ‘Umar Abd
al-Rahman71, and others, a militant Islam arose that appealed to those persecuted for performing
good deeds and charitable acts, and for enacting the compassion decreed by the basic tenets of
their religious beliefs, but that the state was now violating in its zeal to silence opponents.
Firearms and ammunition flooded the Sa’id, yet this was not altogether new, as old tribal
vendettas, long antedating the rise of Islamic militancy, had once required such weapons for their
execution. 72
In the aftermath of the October 1992 earthquake, when the prominent relief activities of
the Islamic groups embarrassed the government and religious violence and conflict erupted in the
Cairene suburb of Imbaba, hundreds o f Sa’idis was arrested on the pretext o f suspicion or
complicity.73From among the large number o f those detained, a significant but unknown
proportion crossed the line from non-violence to militancy to enlist in the growing ranks o f those
who once had just performed good deeds and pious acts, but who were now provoked to engage
in militancy and violence. Muslim radicals became Muslim militants, exchanging words for
action in their campaign against a state that, to them, seemed unwilling to supply it citizens with
their fundamental entitlements and basic social services, and against a state whose security
forced committed what many viewed as ungodly acts against its own citizens.
Arrests and mistreatment intimidated and silenced many among those who participated in
Islamic development associations. This reduced the provision o f important welfare and charity
services even more. Throughout the Sa’id communities witnessed major declines in the local
development projects that were closely connected to moderate Islamic associations. As
successful programs and services closed for lack o f funds and authorization, the government did
nothing to compensate by providing its own. Subsequently, the state did nothing to fill the
vacuum left when it forced these associations and their members to suspend their activities. This
in turn provoked even more anger and anxiety from those who had benefited from these
charitable acts and good deeds. The Islamic opposition, unable to share power and peacefully
71 Bakr, Political Violence, p 123-124
72 Bakr, Political Violence, p 236-238
73 EOHR, Tools, p2
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alter the current configuration of economic policies and policy-makers, turned instead to more
militant means to achieve its political goals. In the end, the state continued to operate much as
before, yet ever fearful that once again changes in the nation’s top leadership would take place
only with the death of the incumbent.
Nor was the Islamist movement in the Sa’id the same as the one in Cairo. In Cairo,
serious militants had been arrested and imprisoned with much greater thoroughness and much
greater force, decimating their ranks at a much earlier date than in the south and thus leaving the
stage of public debate to those who emphasized more cultural issues. Over last decade there were
few crimes received under attention and unusual treatment from government officials, their
supporters, and their publicists, both from within and outside Egypt: the murder o f the newspaper
columnist Farag Foda, the assault on the Nobel Prize - winning author Naguib Mahfouz, the
censorship of the famous epoch film director Yusif Shahine. All these were seen as attacks on
the free cultural expression.
Without denying the gravity o f these crimes, such acts nevertheless were taken to
demonstrate that Islamic radicalism categorically exhibits a uniform, totalitarian character.
Because these singular Islamist transgressions, taken out o f context, were offenses to the cultural
sensibilities and secular ethics o f modem citizens, they were used to paint the entire movement
in a negative light and to show the absurdity o f an undifferentiated Islamic position.74
Secular commentators then assumed that these indignations were indications o f Islamic
totalitarianism, and the Islamists who committed or defended these crimes were viewed as
authentic representatives o f the movement rather than as possible opportunists who merely
wanted to attract media attention.
In political sense Egyptian Islamic movement which in 1992 filled up their rows with
indigent city youth, middle-class and religious bourgeoisie turned out to be deep splinted after
five years of violent conflict with authorities which course was not able to turn on right side.

74 B. Freyer Stowasser, ed., The Islamic Impulse, London: Croon Helm, 1987
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After the assassination o f President Sadat in October o f 1981 wide-ranging repressions
put an end of extremist movement, dispersed rows o f its supporters and forced them to stay for a
while in the shadow. Muslim Brotherhood itself wanted to be separated from activists of AlJihad. President Mubarak let them to enter political life o f the country only in 1984 on
parliament elections with actually pretty predictable results. “Brothers” were able to win couple
of places in Parliament; the authority was convinced about their power to let some radical
elements feel that didn’t lose everything after 1981 arrests. Till 1987 those radical elements were
“invisible”, some o f them went to Afghanistan through Saudi Arabia, some were reconstructing
the structure of organizations looted after 1981.
Islamic movement little by little rose, again trying to take those bastions they owned in
Sadat epoch. Since 1984 the movement was winning on the student campuses in the majority of
the country. In the middle of 1980-s 20 from 22 professional unions joined Muslim Brotherhood.
It was a real break through the environment o f workers and “professionals”, religious
bourgeoisie which owned a big amount o f Islamic banks and Islamic investment funds. But in
1988 the state intervened and stopped this expansion. It was afraid o f the movement getting huge
financial support but the government decided to leave some kind o f freedom to the movement
because it didn’t want to lose a face o f democratic state. In 1985 state television gave to Islamists
14 hours of broadcasting Islamic programs75. There were propagandist programs, often such
Ulems as Shaarawi or sheik Muhammad al-Gazali took part in these programs. They are well
known by their conservatism and animosity to Copts. There first targets were secular
intellectuals, works of which they put under serious censorship. The ground chosen by Ulems
was “encroachment upon religion”. They also restricted consuming alcohol on boards o f “Egypt
air”. Decisions o f several prefects to enforce “dry law” in their departments pointed out that this
was some kind o f state lease to religious activists of Salafi and conservative movements in areas
of moral, culture and everyday life76. In the parliament representatives o f Muslim Brotherhood
incessantly tried to introduce Sharia law and abolition o f any laws which contradict canons of
Muslim right. When in 1985 chairman of the Parliament Rifaat al-Mahgub rejected to do so,
declared that sphere of law, as well as a politic should be free from infringements o f Islamic
75 yfQianoB H.B., MrHaTeHKO A.A.
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movement, even “moderate”, it led to manifestations organized by sheik Hafez Salam. But they
were soon disseminated.
During so called “frontier war” of Muslim brotherhood and authorities, the underground
movement splinted as it used to be on two movements77. The reason for this was debates on
collapse o f attempts o f Islamists to take over after the death of Sadat. That debate took place in
prisons where some activists o f Islamic movements were still sitting. First division was leading
by Abbud az-Zymr, who was condemned to lifelong imprisonment, and doctor Ayman alZawaahiri, who went to Afghanistan in 198578. He thought that Jihad could be successful if only
centers of “godless” regimes would be destroyed. For this purpose one only need small amount
of activists or Islamic kern which will proclaim Islamic state. This conception reflected methods
of Arab nationalist-militaries who applied those decades ago. It subjected to doubt the efficiency
o f “homily” (dava’a) which the state had possibility to take under control while Islamic
movement was in the “stage o f weakness”, and followed ideas of justification o f Sadat’s death.
This conception used Al-Jihad group which was recreated in cellar. Other activists who took the
name o f “Al-Jamaat al-Islamija” thought that Jihad should be a part o f homily and should spread
on the society in which the group wants to apply principles o f “prosperity o f good and a ban of
7Q

•

•

.

bad” . This presumed at the same time encouragement o f agitation and control under parts o f
territories which had opportunity to become “Islamists”.
“Al-JamaaF was very popular in 1970-s on student’s campuses all around the country.
The spiritual leader of the organization became blind sheik Omar Abdel Rahman, who was
popular due to his fetw a in which he justified the killing o f merchants o f gold and jewelers for
financing Jihad80. He was released in 1984 again imprisoned in 1989 after cruel clashes with the
police. After month’s confinement Rahman will leave Egypt and go to Sudan where he will
apply for US visa and continued his homilies in Jersey-city until he will have up on the case of
9/11.
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Decrease o f the security level started to worry Egyptians only in 1987 when unsuccessful
attempt to kill ex-minister o f Inner Affairs and Americans diplomats took place. At the same
time due to “Jamaa’ts” instigation became more frequent cases o f violence towards to Copts.
Someone spread rumors that Christians sprayed headscarves o f Muslim women with secret liquid
on which after washing appeared crosses81. So these kinds o f fairy-tales were common in Egypt
at that time and those basically could lead to incidents.
That year the Muslim Brotherhood representation in the Parliament became stronger;
they united with Labor party and got 17% o f voices and 60 parliament’s seats. The government
was still neutral towards religious representatives. But the violence was growing year by year till
1992. For example in October 1988 in Heliopolis police encircled whole district in which “AlJamaat” was “spreading good and prohibiting bad”. That was a sign that the organization was
able to spread its influence not only in countryside but already took over city districts82.
In 1989-1990 violence against Copts in Upper Egypt and increasing influence o f “AlJamaat al-Islamija” gave a chance to the government to start repressions. They became apparent
in siege of Al-Foume mosque where Omar Abdel Rahman was preaching. Till 1993 authorities
used two strategies: political pressure on extremists which was justified by media and illegal
dialog with religious activists close to Muslim Brotherhood83. Vacillation between those two
strategies was interpreted as weakness of the regime. In spite o f the thousands arrests o f Islamic
activists, they became more insolent. In 1990 in the centre o f Cairo ex-speaker o f the Parliament
was murdered by Islamists. That forced government in to start a war on terror which was on for
the next five years. Nevertheless, despite “intermediary” function of the movement, which they
were proud of, nor “Brothers” neither devout establishment, were incapable to supervise a
radical current and furthermore to influence deprived city youth. In 1992 “Al-Jamaat al-Islamija”
and partly group “Al-jihad” have managed to turn to independent force, increasing the successes
after clearing in 1984 of the majority o f the active workers. In second half 1980s they have
developed strong points in provinces o f Asyut and Minja (Middle Egypt) where social
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atmosphere was favorable for their propagation reigned. Reduction of prices on oil in 1985 has
led to emigration recession to Arabian peninsula where settled the majority o f young graduates natives of the country families which have passed through local student's camp, appeared in a
valley o f Nile from the end o f 1970th84. Many o f these young men, visiting meetings o f “Jamaat”
at universities, after study came back in the villages and small towns where appeared without
work. Ideology o f “Jamaat” easily transformed this discontent into revolt against the developed
order characterized as “godless”. These jobless students, contacting to the uneducated
contemporaries, formed revolutionary ‘Islamic intellectuals” who has been urged to move behind
itself deprived Muslim youth o f a valley o f Nile, using a special situation in region Sa’id85.
State presence is expressed poorly: private interests dominate here, and it facilitates
creation o f islets o f the heterodoxy having long tradition o f a survival in such conditions. At last,
the rural world round Asyut has not completely undergone to Islam expansion. In this province
the Christianity could show to it more successful resistance thanks to presence o f monasteries. A
share o f Copts population here - the highest in the country. It reaches 18 % in a province of
Minja and 19 % in a province o f Asyut, at an average index about 6 %. Such position has created
favorable circumstances for expansion o f “Al-Jamaat al-Islamija”. It has managed to generate
simultaneously the mobilization and ideological structures which are not under control o f the
state, organizing secret meeting places and training camp, and to carry out in practice principle
of “prosperity good and prohibitions bad”. Throughout centuries o f mutual relation between
Muslims and Christians in Delta underwent various changes. The long periods o f calmness
varied intensity flashes when the fanatical preacher raised at the flock anger against "impudence"
of Christians: strict interpretation o f sacred texts o f Islam ordered to belittle and humiliate
Christians, collecting from them taxes (jizja) which was imposed on them by Sharia for
“protection” (zimma) which they used (or were exposed, depending on interpretation). In 1911 in
Asyut has taken place “Copt’s congress” which has generated at its opponents - and its some
supporters - imaginations concerning “branch” o f Middle Egypt where “the Christian state”
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would be based86. But if intensity and the violence which arisen with distribution o f Islamic
movements in 1970th and has reached the culminations within two next decades, also arguments
in those events they have been obliged by the scale to mass inflow o f poor rural migrants workers and students, mainly Muslims, - in such cities as Asyut and Minja where many Copts
occupied a foreground. Near to the large ground proprietors who have suffered from Nasser’s
nationalization, has grown Copts middle class.

For poor Muslim youth, not indifferent to

ideology of “Al-Jamaat”, this situation was related to a burning wound: Copts, who suppose to
be mild and subordinated, prospered, whereas Muslims suffered87. For this reason Antichristian
propaganda became favorite way with which extremists could expand the influence on wretched
youth. In their leaflets and propaganda campaigns the Christian was always represented as the
perverted being using unfair social leadership, the agent o f abroad and crusaders which, despite
of everything, wished to turn Muslims into Christianity and spoil them.
In 1992 the political situation in Delta was defined by this propaganda which “Al-Jamaat
al Islamija” could use to its own benefit88. This transition, which was supported by returning to
the country that year the first groups o f the “Afghans”, who had trained military preparation and
drugged by fanaticism under influence of Salafi-Jihadist environment in Peshawar, was
developed on three fronts: assassinations of well known persons, murders of tourists and a
control establishment in belts o f poverty round capital, declaration o f “Islamic Republic of
Imbaba”89 . The murder o f Farag Foda on June, 8th, 1992 by activists o f “Al-Jamaat al-Islamija”
pursued a dual purpose. The consecutive opponent o f introduction o f Sharia, the supporter of
ruthless struggle against Islamists and strengthening o f an antiterrorist legislative arsenal for this
struggle, he was also the advocate of normalization o f relations with Israel. Therefore Foda has
been rejected by devout establishment and “Muslim Brotherhood” which furiously condemned
his works. Having chosen as a victim the person who did not have special public support, but
rather appreciable and known abroad, “Jamaat” has thrown down a direct challenge to the state,
trying to intimidate all those who intended publicly to rise on a position similar to a position o f
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Foda. Moreover “Jamaat”, despite cruelty o f the selected method, caused to itself liking from
outside those religious figures, which the regime aspired to put in the forefront to provide itself
Islamic legitimacy. So, in June, 1993, during process over murderers o f the writer, sheik
Muhammad al-Gazali, subpoenaed by the lawyer from outside protection as a witness, has
declared that the person bom by the Muslim and daring to oppose Sharia (as it was in case of
Foda), has committed a crime o f apostasy which is punished by death; for lack o f the Islamic
state, authorized to execute such sentence, it is impossible to condemn those who has charged
itself (himself) with such mission90. This performance caused regrets in the governmental circles
that promoted refusal o f a policy o f "dialogue" with radical Islamists through intermediary o f the
religious establishment close to Muslim Brotherhood. The university professor Nasr Abu Zejd
became other victim; he was also declared as "apostate" for his works, and then in absentia
dissolved on court with the spouse under the pretext o f that the apostate cannot remain in
marriage with the Muslim. In 1995 because o f threat to be killed he has been compelled to
immigrate with his wife to Europe91.
At last, in October, 1994 the Nobel Prize winner in the field o f the literature Nagib
Mahfuz which was exposed to constant attacks o f religious conservatives for ostensibly obscene
novels, has been wounded with a knife by one o f members o f "Jamaat". These events testified
first of all that Islamic movement had contacts with Egyptian legal environment and not only
among lawyers - as it has shown a capture o f their corporation under the control Muslim
Brotherhood in 1992, - but also in magistracy. Islamic judges have violently dissolved marriage
of Abu Zejd. The very fact that they were chosen secular intellectuals as a target should promote
restoration of unity o f movement, and for the sake o f it, it was possible not to pay attention on
“moderates” that were publicly condemning excessive eagerness passing from words to action.
However it has caused fatal consequences for movement from the point o f view o f its
international image as during that period Muslim Brotherhood and their allies conducted
propaganda campaign, representing itself - first o f all in the opinion o f the USA - as a stronghold
of the civil society resisting to the totalitarian states, and as the unique force, capable to
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neutralize radicals92. In parallel with campaign o f intimidation o f secular intellectuals, “AlJamaat” launched operation against foreign tourists. Having begun in June with explosive
devices in cafes and hotels, it has continued its bombardments o f a tourist steamship on Nile and
trains. Then were murdered English tourist and attacked o f German travelers in December. From
New York the leader o f “Al-Jamaat”, sheik Omar Abdel Rahman, sent videos in which he
characterized tourism as a debauchery and distribution-alcoholism source and declared it haram
(forbidden by religion). It was a good example even for part o f “moderate” Islamic movement
seeing in development o f tourism, in particular Israeli, one o f consequences o f peace process in
the Middle East. Both radicals and “moderate” regretted about death o f “innocent people”, but
fault for it assigned to the police brutality compelling youth from “Al-Jamaat al-Islamija” to
protect by all available means. In 1993 acts o f terrorism have been transferred to Cairo, carrying
away lives of numerous foreign tourists and periodically repeating throughout the next years,
having come to the end with a massacre in Luxor in November, 199793. At last, “war on terror
“represented gambling for those who dared at it: with minimum o f means it caused to the
Egyptian state a considerable damage, putting blow under its finance and foreign image94.
Representatives o f “moderate” Islamists in the West used violence to specify
unpopularity and incapacity o f “the godless state” : They supported the government o f devout
bourgeoisie which could restore an order and at the same time would favor the activity of
investors and businessmen95. These arguments started to meet the response, particularly, in some
political circles in the USA. However the state became not the unique victim o f crash o f the
tourist industry. The considerable part o f the Egyptian population which has been shocked by
unprecedented in the history of the country systematic destruction o f foreigners, earned thanks to
tourist sector: guides, owners o f hotels and restaurants, truck farmers, handicraftsmen, taxi
drivers, and also the members o f their families living for their expense. Whatever were their
political or religious predilections, they have felt essential decrease in a standard o f living and
after some fluctuations have been compelled to keep separate from those who was the reason for
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that. However, the strategy o f extreme radicalization selected by “Al-Jamaat al-Islamija” in
1992, has not been deprived logic, and its claim for pushing youth to mutiny96.
In 1984 Omar Abdel Rahman, “the spiritual leader” o f the groupings, has begun detour o f
the local mosques, largest o f which became a stronghold o f the activists, managed to occupy
social space through sports, teaching, the organization o f the teams providing an Islamic order in
district, and rejected pressure o f police spot-checks. During “conquest” o f Imbaba which have
begun with “islamization” o f street names, “Jamaat” substituted for itself traditional intermediary
institutes, settling disputes, stopping conflicts between the families which were in a condition of
blood feud, etc97. At last, the network o f the charitable associations connected with mosques,
cared for those in needs. Large families o f district have been won up in arms and forced to
conclude an armistice. Copts, making considerable minority and grouped round 21st church,
became victims o f excesses, like those in Asyut or Minja. Plunder o f shops and arson of
churches, beating by sticks o f Christians during the actions against them, - all it was entered in
frameworks of “harm eradication” which was preached by extremists. The grouping drew to
itself some young men who were not belonging to it ideologically, but taking an opportunity to
get some money. Thus those Copts who paid the tax were not exposed to violence98.
In Imbaba the youth used religious radicalization to play those social roles which have
been taken away by the senior. In the end of 1992 the military representative o f grouping sheik
Gaber has declared that Imbaba became “the Islamic state” in which Sharia has triumphed. This
news has flown all over the world99. In December, 1992 14-thousand troops has entered Imbaba
and occupied it within 6 weeks during which five thousand persons have been arrested. So the
end to ephemeral Islamic Republic o f sheik Gaber as he has been nicknamed in newspapers has
been put. Thus “a bloody bath”, promised by its followers, has never occurred, as the violence to
which movement has rolled down, finally discredited it and has deprived o f support o f many
former supporters100. Considerable means were allocated for development o f district: along with
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police posts the number o f social services began to grow, and mosques have passed under the
control of the Ministry o f religious affairs (vakf) which has appointed in them “reliable”
preachers. This state revenge leant not only against repressions: disappearance o f function o f the
social intermediary, which “Al-Jamaat” has incurred by force, has led to occurrence o f new elite
of young political businessmen. Due to the time some o f them were close to radical Islamic
movement, but have departed from it, expecting its wreck the next years101.
Violence as the answer to capture of Imbaba has led to death of three foreigners who
have become victims of explosion in cafe in the centre o f Cairo in February, 1993. New attacks
on tourists and Copts in Delta testified to government fluctuations in a choice o f strategy in the
field o f safety102. It has allowed "Brothers" and representatives of devout establishment close to
them to initiate negotiations between police and extremist "devout" youth. It could, according to
authors o f this initiative, restore calmness there, where repressions were powerless. The
intermediary committee, into which the preacher Mitvalli Shaaravi have entered, close to
"Muslim Brotherhood", Muhammad al-Gazali, sheik Kishk, "star" o f Friday sermons o f 1970s ,
and also other preachers and journalists of the same orientation, with the consent of the
authorities (in particular, the Minister o f Internal Affairs) has come into contact in order to
imprisoned activists o f “Jamaat” 103. On the basis o f the document, giving “the citizenship right”
to political requirements of radical Islamists, but rejecting violence, committee actually put a
problem o f union under the aegis o f all Islamic movement, split between the religious middle
class - a support o f “Brothers” - and the deprived youth, influenced by “Al-Jamaat al-Islamija”.
If this project has been realized, there are no doubts that legitimacy o f the state would be
seriously undermined just by those who have been urged to strengthen it, and the state would
appear under the threat. The authorities have made a choice in favor of strategy o f collision with
the movement. On April, 18th Minister o f Internal Affairs Musa who has supported the
committee, has been sent in resignation104. Thus, the government has affirmed the rigid line
which it has selected: to break by means o f military force the armed Islamic groupings, legally
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and politically suppress “Muslim Brotherhood” and not to do concessions o f devout bourgeoisie
while war is not won105.
Conflict toughening in 1993-1997 has led to hundreds o f victims. Ruthless repressions
became the answer to more and more impudent attempts, victim one o f which did not become
Mubarak in Addis Ababa in June 1995 and, finally, the authorities have won. Having suffered
defeat in Imbaba, “Al-Jamaat” could not move behind itself those who supported it in cities and
has been compelled to pass “to address violence” towards tourists, Copts and policemen, having
dug round in the bastions o f Delta. These actions have not allowed changing a parity o f forces in
favor of Islamic activists. From the beginning o f 1996 there were signs o f decreasing in influence
of the movement: many o f the most tempted leaders who have come back from Afghanistan in
1992, have been arrested, killed in battle or executed on a court sentence, and replacement o f
them has not occurred because o f the amplified boundary control. Abroad western “bastions”
were no more reliable: In January, 1995 in the USA sheik Omar Abdel Rahman has been
sentenced to life imprisonment and in Croatia in September, 1995 the co-coordinator o f “AlJamaat” in Europe Talaat Fuad Kasem “has disappeared” 106. Many countries sent to Egypt
activists who have found there a refuge. Transfers o f money, resources from supporters of
Islamists from Arabian Peninsula reduced, that has compelled Al-Jamaat” to resort to "robberies"
even more often. Robberies o f local residents, (including field watchmen) have pushed away
from radical activists that population which has been close or neutrally adjusted by it107.
Hopelessness o f strategy o f confrontation has caused internal debates, and the first appeal to the
cease-fire, proceeding from emir o f Aswan, has been made in March, 1996. This decision was
not unanimous as next month in Cairo hotel where 18 Greek tourists, including 14 women, have
been killed. Having considered that fighting with Israelis, “Jamaat” has incurred responsibility
for operation; the recognition has sounded in the communiqué under heading “there is no place
for Jews on the Muslim earth o f Egypt” in which this operation justified as “revenge to Jews children o f monkeys and pigs, admirers of a demon (taguta) for blood o f the martyrs who have
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fallen on the earth o f Lebanon” 108. This action testified that movement, hoping to expand base of
support at the expense o f liking of nationalists and the population disappointed with deadlocks of
peace process, came back to the strategy o f struggle against “the remote enemy” (Israel) a
priority before struggle against “the close enemy” which was conducted in the conditions of
increasing isolation. In parallel with military successes o f the Egyptian state in opposition with
“Al-Jamaat” political pressure upon “Muslim Brotherhood” amplified. It was the signal to the
western countries in which the voices were distributed, calling to promote coming to power o f
“moderate” Islamists - in Egypt, Algeria and other countries o f the region109. However successes
of “Brothers” have generated among them divergences o f which the Egyptian government has
not failed to take advantage. But the strategy o f a gain o f the power through "growing" into a
society has been rejected by young generation which has taken the university activism o f 1970s
and from the middle of 1980s won elections in professional corporations. In January, 1995 one
of prominent representatives o f this generation, the vice-president o f corporation o f doctors Isam
al-Arjan, has demanded legalization o f “Brothers” as political party. Soon he has been arrested
together with several tens doctors, engineers and other representatives o f middle class. The
military court has sentenced them to long terms of imprisonment for “creation o f the illegal
organization” 110. This charge rejected by “Brothers” (and also by many observers) as
“fabricated”, has been urged to prevent by its participation in parliamentary elections in
November - December, 1995. In January, 1996, other representatives o f “young generation” have
demanded recognition o f the party which has left bowels o f “Brotherhood”, but organizational
not connected with it. Received the name “Al-Vasat” (“Center”), this party in which management
there was one Copt, aspired to occupy the centre o f a political spectrum. In the electoral plan it
was guided by the formed middle classes who wished to unite round devout representatives of
these classes (as “Brothers” on trade-union elections have managed to make it). Its program
which was making the corner-stone o f a civil freedom, human rights, national unity etc., broke
off with a line of "Brothers" and unambiguously recognized basic principles o f democracy o f the
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western type11 In this plan the party opposed itself simultaneously to “Brothers” for whom “the
Islamic state” on the basis o f Sharia was the only correct political system, and to the regime
which repressive practice has been aimed at suppression o f freedom. This initiative categorically
rejected by the Supreme instructor, Mustafa Mashhura, has not received the consent from outside
112
a government . The main initiators of the party creation have been arrested, and it has stopped
its existence. In 1996 for the country leaders involved in the politic o f “total suppression” of
Islamic movement could not be any exception: the general recession o f a wave o f violence - at
continuation of separate loud acts o f terrorism - allowed hoping for achievement o f certain
successes in the foreseeable future. And the authorities has achieved what they wanted, having
provoked split o f “Al-Jamaat al-Islamija” next year. In

July, 1997 its “historical leaders”,

serving the sentence in Egypt, have called for cease-fire, having realized a failure o f the strategy
o f war with the state, extreme measures and which failures have pushed the population away
• 113
•
from Islamists . Rejected by many leaders, who were in exile, but supported by America,
imprisoned sheik Abdel Rahma’s initiative has been called into question by the murders of
policemen made in September in Delta and specifying in split in the ranks o f the organization.
Massacre o f tourists in a temple o f Hatshepsut in Luxor on November, 17 reflected culmination
o f the split. From now on “Al-Jamaat al-Islamija” as the basic organization o f political violence
in Egypt has stopped the existence. The Egyptian government, as well as Algerian, has won the
war untied against it in 1992 by a radical Islamic current. It has begun with liquidation o f a basis
of national support of “Al-Jamaat” in Imbaba114. The government also has taken care o f
admitting reunion o f Islamic movement in which could result activity o f Intermediary committee
in the beginning o f 1993. Then the mode regularly broke attempts o f "Muslim Brotherhood" to
represent itself as the political representative o f devout bourgeoisie, putting this organization out
of the law and without leaving any chances for the creation o f the party “Centre” which ran
counter to power claims on association o f middle classes. The regime could realize successfully
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the anti-Islamic program taking an advantage of the favorable economic conjuncture which has
developed after war in the Gulf. It has helped Egypt to write off a part o f the external debt, and
the emigrants shocked with multimonthly inactivity of the Kuwaiti banks, have started to place
founds in the Egyptian banks115.
Seen alternatively from the Sa’id and Cairo, there appeared to be two separate, quite
distinct Islamic movements: an insurrectionist crusade in the south and a demagogic,
opportunistic campaign in the capital city. However, it was the second image, which vilifies to
characterize the entire movement. Then, when the Islamic movement was analyzed and
evaluated, the violence o f insurrection was attributed to the principles that emerged from the
demagoguery o f the opportunists who pursued their own self-interests rather than a program of
radical reform. This misrepresentation created an ignominy that denigrated the actions o f those
who sincerely saw emulation and good deeds as a way to practice their faith better but whom
increasingly came under fire from the state for their success and for their threat to the way
government officials operated.
Thus it was in the summer o f 1977 that the government began detaining and arresting
Islamist

students

after its

confrontation

with

Shukri Mustafa and

his Jamaat al-

Muslimin.nbRadical Islamic associations henceforth became major targets for state harassment.
Some activists disappeared, and others returned quietly to their studies but distanced themselves
from further involvement. However, it was only sometime later, starting two years after such
intense security activities began, that Cairo University first encountered a mixed assortment of
Islamic demands that presciently anticipated Salman Rushdie’s Satanic Verses by crossing over
into the cultural domain o f individual conduct. Those Islamic students who still participated in
the university associations heretofore decimated by the state insisted on eliminating improper
dress, curtailing Western films, proscribing music concerts, denouncing art exhibits, and
prohibiting student dances.117Were these to constitute the core of the Islamist program, then
within only a few short years, the movement would have developed a political agenda quite

115 Pa>K6aflHHOB M. HcnaMCKue deuoKenm Ezunma u Kpumc e lanuaellWY-PejiHrHH.-2000.- p 32
116 EOHR, Tools, p 2
117 Giles Kepel, The Prophet and the Pharaoh: Muslim Extremism in Egypt, London: A1 Saqi Books, 1985, p 151
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different from the one that emerged in the south. Given its record elsewhere in opposing
government injustices and corruption, these cultural demands at Cairo University presented the
movement as a campaign of cultural intolerance. But with the former leadership under fire or in
hiding, those who remained active could do so, perhaps, only with government acquiescence.
Government

incitement

and

co-optation

appear

a

distinct possibility,

though

documentation o f course remains difficult. Yet comparing how the government deals with
arrested activists can reveal some interesting possibilities. In his description of local Islamist
activities in 1978-1979, Patrick Gaffney refers to “Sayf’ (inexplicably giving him just a onename pseudonym) as the mastermind behind the disruptive events committed by Al-Jamaat al••118
•
• •
Islamija on and off the al-Minya University campus. Toward the end o f that academic year,
Sayf was arrested but quickly released in time to disrupt an important ministerial speech.119At his
trial a year later, Sayf took liberties not normally allowed political prisoners. 120Gafihey then
reports that years later, in 1991, Sayf was elected to Parliament. 121This contrasts sharply with
another arrest recorded; schoolteacher wore a beard and white gallabiyya, and seemed at most to
be a rank-and-file member but perhaps among the leadership. In 1981, he was arrested on
suspicion of belonging to a terrorist organization. By 2000, he had not yet come to trial and
remained in Tura Prison in southern Cairo. His family was unable to contact him and so did not
know the changes against him, his release date, or the condition o f his health. There seems, then,
to be a significant difference in the treatment accorded Sayf and schoolteacher. It is not
impossible; then, those agents and other demagogic leaders have directed the movement into
disreputable activities.
Thus, the Islamic movement, particularly in Cairo, acquired a reputation for advocating
the suppression o f individual rights and freedom rather that pursuing an ethical campaign that
opposed the state and its alleged malfeasance. When a number o f Sa’id informants were asked
about the crimes against Mahfouz, Shahina, and Abu-Zeid, and the cultural transgressions these
men supposedly committed, they derisively replied that this was merely Cairene “silly business”,
118 Gaffiiey, P roph et’s Pulpit, p 109
119 Ibid, p 110
120 Ibid, p 111
121 Ibid, p 255
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petty and spurious intolerance manufactured to distract people from the more critical and
fundamental issues o f injustice, corruption, and under-development. With what may be typical
Sa’idis scorn, they explained that “silly business” is something that takes place in Cairo but has
no relevance to their lives in the south. For them, these events did not constitute the radical
Islamic movement, for the latter was concerned with the more serious issues o f enduring a
climate o f economic under-development and state repression. They understood the immediate
conflict to be less cultural and much more economic and political. And although they
acknowledged the spiritual failings o f these celebrities, their newspaper articles, commercial
firms, and fiction and philosophy books were not considered relevant to life in the Sa’id. Nor
were these informants alone in claiming that this “silly business” did not represent their brand of
Islam. For when the Islamic association in Mallawi was assaulted by state security forces, it was
attempting to provide welfare and educational services to the poor, not denouncing the supposed
heresy o f Cairo’s elite literati.
These Sa’idis activists were not saying that these cultural issues were completely without
meaning in their interpretation of Islam. Nor did they represent some part o f the Islamic
movement. Again, the movement is not monolithic or uniform, because a diversity o f agendas
caters to a diversity o f social backgrounds and experiences. The Islamic movement seems to
have a number o f different voices - insurrectionist, demagogic, opportunist, cultural, and
terrorist. There may be more.
But although the Islamic movement was not one unvarying crusade, and although
significant differences did exist, only certain versions o f radical Islam found their way to the
outside, only particular voices from the movement ever got adequately transmitted. Short of
totally suppressing or completely eliminating the movement - which because of its dispersed
nature seemed impossible, - then a second approach was to limit strictly the images that were
projected to the outside. Because Islamic outrage and hostility focused on state corruption and
injustice, government officials responded by denigration and vilifying those in opposition and
praising and enhancing their own uncertain position. So in addition to repressing opponents
outright, the state selected particular issues that redefined the movement and diverted it into
inconsequential directions that reduced any threat to the way it functioned.
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Thus, the insurgent quality o f radical Islam, at least in southern Egypt, was covered up by
those it attacked. Government officials in Cairo, along with their supporters and publicists,
shaped how the Islamic movement was presented to the general public. Without alternative
sources o f information, except from the insurgents themselves, these images have continued to
fascinate and horrify those who simply blame inexplicable backward religious ideas for the
brutality and then move on.
If those who undertake a militant jihad constitute a small tip o f a huge iceberg, then it
also seems important to consider that mass of people lying below this tip - those ordinary
Muslim men and women who live quite ordinary lives and have quite ordinary job and who like
the militants, also oppose the state and its corruption and injustices but do not subscribe or resort
to their violent methods and techniques. Although they condemn such tactics and pursue, instead,
a jihad o f words and good deeds, their grievances and goals strongly converge with those o f a
more militant persuasion.
What, then, has caused these moderates and non-violent radicals to move from below the
tip o f the iceberg, to rise above the fine line that divides the pacifist radical from the militant and
join forces with that intent on violently transforming society?
During the 1970-s, the Islamic movement could be characterize as a middle-class
crusade. It was not until after 1985, when a decline in oil prices generated a regional recession,
which began to mobilize rank-and-file members from Egypt’s working classes. Both middleclass professionals and working-class indigents had originated in the countryside but had
migrated to cities throughout the south and to Cairo. One important arena for their intermingling
was the large number of small philanthropic social-service associations that filled the void left by
shrinking or non-existent government assistance. These were financed and operated by devout
university graduated and meant the difference between comfort and abject poverty for their
beneficiaries.
But as the finances and operations of these Islamic organizations evaporated with
increasing government repression, these two segments linked up outside to force the state legally or illegally - into a more equitable approach to national development and to adopt a more
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virtuous, God-fearing government. Together they fashioned an interpretation o f Islam that
struggled to overcome ignorance and unbelief and in their place establish the correct Islamic path
defined by Sharia law and radical monotheism. Yet when these moderates were attacked and
arrested simply for practicing a more devout Islam, as shown in these acts of piety and charity,
patrons and clients banded together in an Islamic crusade to permit the good and forbid the evil.
The absence o f legitimate channels for political participation and social protest funneled
participants into applying their radical Islamic interpretation through violence.
Since 1995, this destruction has declined, and Islamic militancy has gone into remission.
But it would be foolish to count it out. Government forces may momentarily have silenced the
state’s religious opponents, but they have not resolved the key economic, political, and ethical
problems that gave rise to this crusade in the first place: the lack o f good jobs and steady
incomes, the lack o f legitimate avenues o f political dissent, and the lack o f an honest and
virtuous government. As long as the government also continues to fraudulently portray the
movement as “a sordid collection o f terrorist organizations hell bent on the senseless destruction
of Egypt and its Islamic civilization”, Islamic activists will mount a jihad o f the heart, tongue,
and hand to remove them, their supporters, and their publicists from power.
Thus, it is possible to draw a conclusion that activity of the Islamic radical organizations
of Egypt as a whole in the last decades of XX century was similar and has been directed first of
all to change of a situation in the states, on realization of those purposes which have been put
charters of organizations, that is an establishment of the Islamic state in which the basis o f a life
of people will be regulated by Sharia laws. To an internal orientation o f actions of Islamists
testify as well those acts o f terrorism which have been made by them at this time (see Appendix
I).

Chapter II: Development of Islamic movement in United Kingdom.
Those brothers, they were united. But they had not been united on nationalism, neither were they did not
mite on socialism, nor were they united by a common tongue. But they were joined together by tawheed
[religious unity] and their obedience and devotion to Allah. It can truly be said that these brothers o f ours
are the cream o f society. By Allah, we have not seen men such as these before!122
122 EF Kohlmann, A l-Q aida’s Jihad in Europe: The Afghan-Bosnian network (Oxford: Berg, 2004).
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Although Islam is generally thought of as being a recent arrival in the United Kingdom,
there has been contact between Britons and Muslims for many centuries. An early example
would be the decision of Offa, the eighth-century King of Mercia (one o f the Anglo-Saxon
kingdoms existing at that time), to have coins minted with an Islamic inscription on them copies o f coins issued by the near-contemporary Muslim ruler Al-Mansur. It is thought that they
were minted to facilitate trade with the expanding Islamic empire in Spain.123
Islam is the second largest religion in the United Kingdom with recent estimates
suggesting Muslim numbers as high as 2.4 million.124 The practice o f Islam in Britain was
legalized by the Trinitarian Act 1812.
Britain's Muslim population are almost all people who immigrated to Britain in the
1950s, 60s, and 70s, or their descendants. During the first quarter o f the 20th century it was
estimated that there were around 10,000 Muslims in Britain. Now there are between 1 and 2
million British Muslims (2% - 4% of the population), and over half o f them were bom in Britain.
The first large group o f Muslims in Britain arrived about 300 years ago. They were
sailors recruited in India to work for the British East India Company, so it's not surprising that
the earliest Muslim communities were found in port towns. The first Muslim community to
permanently settle in the United Kingdom consisted o f Yemeni sailors who arrived in ports such
as Swansea, Liverpool and South Shields shortly after 1900. Later, some of them migrated to
inland cities like Birmingham and Sheffield, where there are 23,819 Muslims.125
Mosques also appeared in British seaports at that time; the first mosque in Britain is
recorded to be found at 2 Glyn Rhondda Street, Cardiff, in I860.126 Second mosque is the Shah
Jahan Mosque, Woking in 1889. The Woking Muslim Mission was established in 1913 by
Islamic missionaries. From the 1950s onwards, with considerable immigration to Britain from its
123British Museum on line page.,
http://www.thebritishmuseum.ac.Uk/explore/highlights/highlight_objects/cm/g/goldJmitation_dinar_of_o
ffa.aspx
124 http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/islam/history/uk_2.shtml
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former colonies (especially the Indian subcontinent and East Africa), large Muslim populations
developed in many British towns and cities.
Islamic organizations have been growing in the UK, due to the high numbers o f settlers
from Muslim countries. These organizations have spread and are based throughout the country,
and the main aim of these organizations is to provide a Muslim voice available in the local area's
and the communities, present mainly in the London borough o f Tower Hamlets including others,
and other cities in Britain, such as Oldham and Birmingham. There are many associations which
have been established ever since their arrivals, for example, the 'Council o f Mosques', 'UK and
Eire and the “Union of Muslim” organizations. Other high profiled are also present, this is the
Muslim Council of Britain (MCB) which is currently chaired by a Bangladeshi, Muhammad
Abdul Bari. It is regarded to be the most accomplished influence at national level, particularly by
the government where it has received much approbation and by many other Muslim groups.127
A large number o f British Muslims are o f South Asian descent, following many different
movements within Islam. Many British Asian Muslims follow the Barelwi sect. The most
influential movement of the Barelwi group is the World Islamic Mission128. Many also follow
the Deobandi movement as well. The Tablighi Jamaat is an important subgroup o f the
Deobandis; its center is located in Dewsbury. The Ahl-i Hadith is another trend, which in general
is opposed to Sufism. Islamic Mission is the counterpart o f the Islamist Jamaat-e-Islamija which
follows the ideology o f Abu 1-Ala Mawdudi.
South Asian Shias are predominantly from Pakistan or Gujarat (the Khoja, who are
usually found under the umbrella organization “The World Federation”). There are also Shias
from Lebanon, Iran, and Iraq. The al-Khoei foundation, belonging to one o f the most important
Iraqi Shia families, is located in London. Among the Gujarati Ismaili Muslims, both branches of
lsmailism - the Dawoodi Bohras, Alavi Bohras and the Nizaris - are represented. The
Ahmadiyya, who are considered heretical by mainstream Muslims, have relocated their centre to

127 http://www.bdirectory.co.uk/index.php?id=l 901
128 http://www.wimnet.org/ World Islamic Mission
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Tilford near Famham in Surrey from Pakistan due to Pakistan's persecution o f Ahmadi-rmsXims.
However, their biggest mosque in Britain can be found in Morden, south London.
The United Kingdom also has a large Diaspora o f African and Afro-Caribbean Muslims,
hailing both from the Muslim communities in British colonies in Africa and the Caribbean and
also from British-born converts.
The Sunni Salafi movement has gained some prominence within the British Muslim
community in recent decades as well. The Sunni Sufi Muslim Council and British Muslim Forum
represent Sufi or Barelwi Muslims in the UK.
1. Muslim Council of Britain
The Muslim Council o f Britain (MCB) is associated with the MCB Charitable
Foundation, a voluntary association and a registered charity. The MCB was established in 1997
to spread Islam, increase religious education, and “relieve poverty, sickness, distress and
suffering”, as it said in official Charta o f Muslim Council o f Britain. Other aims include
promoting co-operation, consensus and unity on Muslim affairs in the UK.
An umbrella body with over 400 affiliates, the MCB represents some national, regional,
local and specialist organizations and institutions from different ethnic and sectarian
backgrounds within UK Islamic society. These include the Muslim Cultural Heritage Center (AlManaar) in West London and the Muslim Movement for the Establishment o f the Global
Caliphate.
The MCB was inaugurated in autumn 1997 by 250 Muslim organizations from all parts
of Britain, making it a collective of collectives. Since then its affiliates have grown to more than
400. Its formal aims include “to promote co-operation, consensus and unity on Muslim affairs in
the UK”, “to work for a more enlightened appreciation o f Islam and Muslims in the wider
society”, “to establish a position for the Muslim community within British society that is fair and
based on due rights”, and “to work for the eradication o f disadvantages and forms of
discrimination faced by Muslims”.
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April, 8th, 2002 took place V congress o f British Muslims under aegis o f Muslim Council
of Britain which confirmed the status o f this organization as non-governmental organization
which aim is to unite Muslims.
Over the years it has published a range o f reports and guidance documents, including The
Quest fo r Sanity, compiled in the wake o f September 2001, and advice to employers on
implementing antidiscrimination legislation.129 It has been successful in establishing itself as the
principal channel through which Muslim perceptions have been presented to the Government and
to the media. It is increasingly not the only channel, however.130
In the wake of 9/11, it played a key role in the Government’s attempts to make a clear
distinction between Islam and terrorism. This aimed to defuse anti-Muslim sentiment at home by
stressing that the ‘war on terror’ was not a war on Islam, and had the effect o f isolating the more
radical elements within the Muslim population. In the days following 9/11, MCB representatives
met Jack Straw, David Blunkett and Tessa Jowell, and the government was believed to have
restrained the press, resulting in, inter alia, a centre spread in the Sun on 13 September headed
“Islam is not an evil religion”.131 However, once the bombing o f Afghanistan began in
November, many Muslims increasingly questioned the idea that the ‘war on terror’ was not a war
on Islam, and the MCB declared its public opposition to the action, much to the Prime Minister’s
disappointment. However, it did stick to the line that the Afghan war was not part o f a more
general war against Muslims and Islam. According to the only professional poll o f Muslim
opinion conducted (by ICM) during the war, 80 per cent o f Muslims opposed the bombing, and
57 per cent did not accept the claim that the war on terror was not a war against Islam.
Inevitably, the MCB was involved in a complex struggle ‘to retain its credibility with British
Muslim opinion while attempting to keep channels of communication open with the

129 Full information can be found at www.mcb.org.uk.
130 For fuller discussion o f the MCB’s role as a representative body, see ‘Lobbying and Marching: British Muslims
and the state’ by Jonathan Birt, in Muslim Britain: communities under pressure, T. Abbas, ed. (2005), pp. 92-106.
See also, for lucid accounts o f differences and disagreements within and between Muslim communities in Britain,
‘British Muslims must stop the war’ by Ehsan Mahsood, Open Democracy, 30 August 2005 and ‘Who labels who?
A reply to Ehsan Masood’ by Abdullah Al-Kateb Open Democracy, 13 September 2005.
131 ‘Lobbying and Marching: British Muslims and the state’ by Jonathan Birt, in Muslim Britain: communities under
pressure, T. Abbas, ed. (2005), pp. 92-106.
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government.’132 Disappointed with the MCB, the Government looked for support for the war
from Muslim MPs, members o f the Lords and local councilors, but with little success. This
coincided with a series o f official reports into disturbances involving Asian Muslims in northern
towns during the summer o f 2001. By the end o f the year, the MCB and by extension all other
Muslim leaders were effectively accused o f having exacerbated religious separatism and o f
inadvertently laying the grounds for a further youthful radicalization that they neither condoned
nor could control.
The MCB was formed to replace the National Interim Committee for Muslim Unity
(NICMU) after a “process o f countrywide consultations ... indicated that a large majority o f
British Muslims were very concerned with the lack o f unity, coordination and representation and
supported the establishment o f an umbrella body.” The name 'The Muslim Council o f Britain'
was selected from seven proposals on 25 May 1996. Following preparatory work, the Muslim
Council o f Britain was inaugurated on 23 November 1997 at Brent Town Hall, by
representatives o f more than 250 Muslim organizations from all parts o f the UK, including
Northern Ireland.133
Secretary General from 1997 to 2006, Iqbal Sacranie was awarded a knighthood in the
2005 Queen's Birthday Honors List for his long standing service to the community and interfaith
dialogue134. The current Secretary General is Dr Muhammad Abdul Bari, an educationalist with
a PhD and PGCE from King's College London and a Management degree from the Open
University. He has worked as an Air Force Officer, Researcher in Physics, Science Teacher and
as a Special Educational Needs Specialist in London. He is also the chairman o f East London
Mosque. In 2006, more than 250 delegates from around the country gathered at the Council's
annual general meeting to elect him as leader, along with Dr Daud Abdullah as Deputy Secretary
General and Unaiza Malik as Treasurer.
The structure of the organization is represented on Scheme 1. It is hard to figure out the
percentage of those who work in MCB or support it because o f spread organizational body.
132 Ibid p. 104.
133 http://www.mcb.org.Uk/faq/faq.php#3

134 http://news.bbc.co.Uk/2/hi/uk_news/4085322.stm
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2. Tablighi Jamaat
Tablighi Jamaat (Arabic:

Translation: “Conveying Group”) 135 is a Sunni

Muslim missionary and revival movement. The movement follows the Deobandi interpretation
of Islam; however their activities are not limited to the Deobandi community.136
Leaders o f Tablighi Jamaat claim that the movement is strictly non-political in nature, with the
main aim o f the participants being to work at the grass roots level and reaching out to all
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Muslims of the world for spiritual development. Despite its pacifist stance,137 Tablighi Jamaat
has appeared on the fringes of numerous terrorism investigations.
The Tablighi Jamaat is a missionary organization that seeks to revitalize Muslims around
the world. Its leaders claim that their ideology and practices are in strict accordance with the
Quran and the Sunnah.
It is affiliated and influenced by the prominent scholars of Deoband. It gathers its members and
aids in community activities such as mosque building and education.
The Tablighi Organization maintains an international headquarters, the “Markaz” (or
centre), in the Hazrat Nizamuddin West district o f Delhi and has several national headquarters to
coordinate its activities in over 120 countries. Throughout its history it has sent its members to
travel the world, preaching a message o f peace and tolerance. It organizes preachers in groups
(called Jamaat, Arabic:

meaning Assembly). Each group, on average, consists of 10 to 12

Muslims who find themselves in this preaching mission.
The second largest gathering o f the followers of Tablighi Jamaat after the Hajj (the
pilgrimage to Mecca) is known as Bishwa Ijtema, Bengali for “world gathering”, a non political
gathering o f Muslims from all over the world hosted by the leaders o f “The International
Tablighi Jamaat”. It takes place in Tongi which is on the outskirts o f Dhaka, Bangladesh. The
3rd largest gathering o f Muslims after the Hajj is in Raivand (Punjab, Pakistan).
Their centre o f operations in the UK is situated in Dewsbury, Yorkshire, and was run for
many years and was expanded by the avuncular Hafiz Patel. Apart from the groups o f Tablighis
that pass through this Markaz, or Centre, constantly from all parts o f the UK and abroad, the
movement holds one major Ijtima' annually, generally in Dewsbury itself, though earlier ones
were in Birmingham for instance. The Tablighi Centre in Dewsbury has also constructed a busy
madrassah or seminary, where future British Islamic scholars are trained. The curriculum at this
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institution is based on the Dars-i Nizami, the “Nizami” curriculum generally followed at other
Deobandi seminaries throughout the world.
The Tablighi Jamaat was founded in the late 1920s by the well known scholar Maulana
Ilyas (Maulana Muhammad Ilyas Kandhelvi) in the Mewat province of India. The inspiration for
devoting his life to Islam came to Ilyas during his second pilgrimage to the Hejaz in 1926.138
Maulana Ilyas put forward the slogan, “Aye Musalmano! Musalman bano” (Urdu) which
translates “Come O Muslims! Be Muslims”. This expressed the central focus o f Tablighi Jamaat,
which has been renewing Muslim society by renewing Muslim practice in those it feels have lost
their desire to devote themselves to Allah and the prophet Muhammad.
Maulana Ilyas Mewati was a prominent member of the movement and throughout
Tabligh's history there has been a degree o f association between scholars o f Deoband and
Tablighi Jamaat. Tabligh was formed at a time in India when some Muslim leaders feared that
Indian Muslims were losing their Muslim identity to the majority Hindu culture.139
In 1978, construction o f the Tablighi mosque in Dewsbury, England commenced.
Subsequently, the mosque became the European headquarters o f Tablighi Jamaat.
Ameer (Emir) or Zimmadar are titles o f leadership in the movement. The first Ameer, also the
founder, was Maulana Ilyas Mewati) (1885-1944), second was his son Maulana Muhammad
Yusuf Kandhalawi and the third was Maulana Inaam ul Hasan. Now there is a shura which
includes two leaders: Maulana Zubair ul Hasan and Maulana Saad Kandhalawi. In Pakistan the
duties o f the Ameer are being served by Haji Abdulwahhab. Maulana Muhammad Zakariya alKandahlawi was also among the more prestigious personalities o f the Jamaat, as he compiled the
famous book Fazail-e-A'mal.140

138Agwani, Mohammed Shall (1986). Islamic Fundamentalism in India 1986.,Twenty First Century Indian Society.
p.41.
139 Kepel, Gilles. The War f o r Muslim Minds, 2004, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, MA, pg.261
140 Alexiev, A lex (Winter 2005).
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With the ascent o f Maulana Yusuf, Ilyas’ son, as its second emir, the group began to
expand activities in 1946, and within two decades the group reached Southwest and Southeast
Asia, Africa, Europe, and North America. Initially it expanded its reach to South Asian
Diasporas communities, first in Arab countries then in Southeast Asia. Once established, the
Tablighi Jamaat began engaging local populations as well.
Although the movement first established itself in the United States, it established a large
presence in Europe during the 1970s and 1980s. It was especially prominent in France during the
1980s. The members o f Tablighi Jamaat are also represented in the French Council o f the
Muslim Faith.141 Tabligh's influence has grown, though, in the increasing Pakistani community
in France, which has doubled in the decade before 2008 to 50,000-60,000.142
However, Britain is the current focus o f the movement in the West, primarily due to the
large South Asian population that began to arrive there in the 1960s and 1970s. By 2007, Tabligh
members were situated at 600 o f Britain's 1350 mosques.143
After the collapse o f the Soviet Union in 1991, the movement made inroads into Central
Asia. As o f 2007, it was estimated 10,000 Tablighi members could be found in Kyrgyzstan
alone.144 Tablighi Jamaat does not follow a formal organizational structure and has kept a
distance from mass media. It avoids publishing details about its activities and membership and
abstains from speaking on political and controversial issues. The organization's activities are
coordinated through centers called 'Markaz'.
By 2008 it had a presence in nearly 120 countries and had become a leading revivalist
movement. However, it maintains a presence in India, where at least 100 o f its Jamaats go out
from Markaz, the international headquarters, to different parts o f India and overseas.145

141 Kepel G., The War f o r Muslim Minds. 2004. pg.261
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all

Britain".

In recent years, particularly after 9/11 attacks on US, concerns have risen about Tablighi
Jamaat's role as a springboard to terrorist organizations. It was cited on the cases o f John Walker
Lindh,146 and dozens o f the captives the USA holds in extrajudicial detention in its Guantanamo
Bay detention camps, in Cuba, had their continued detention justified through their alleged
association with the Tabligh movement. Other nation's counter-terrorism agencies also suspect
the movement, or some o f its members, o f ties to terrorism.
3. The Muslim Association of Britain
The Muslim Association o f Britain is a British organisation established in November
1997, dedicated to serving society through promoting Islam in its spiritual teachings, ideological
and civilising concepts, and moral and human values—all placed in the service o f humanity. It
seeks to convey these by reaching out to people using high standards of communication and
offering logically-grounded argument, following the command of Allah, the Almighty: “Call to
the way o f your Lord with wisdom, good advice, and reason in the best manner” (.. .)147

The Muslim Association o f Britain cooperates with others in tackling the complex and
intractable issues affecting our society like drug addiction, rising crime, failure in education, the
spread o f racism and Islamophobia, and violence— whether organised or individual, regardless of
its motives. The Muslim Association o f Britain from a prominent position supports just causes
and demands in the world. The Muslim Association o f Britain also contributes in outreach to
people o f other faiths, encouraging dialogue and cooperation between religions... etc.
The Muslim Association o f Britain is a founding member o f the Mosques and Imams
National Advisory Body (MINAB) - an independent body recently established as an initiative by
different Muslim organisations. MINAB seeks to develop and improve working standards in
mosques and Islamic centres, as well as training Imams and developing their skills.
The Muslim Association o f Britain seeks to realise its goals through its various
organisational units; most importantly, Youth and Students, Women, Media, Public Relations,
Education, Dawah, and Scouts. The Muslim Association o f Britain has 12 branches covering

146 Rabasa, A: "The Muslim w orld after 9/11", page.448, Rand Corporation, 2004
147 http://mabonline.net/?page_id=2
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Britain’s main cities, and is constantly engaged in scrutinising its work with the aim of
improving and developing it further.
Along with Stop the War Coalition (StWC) and Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, it
has co-sponsored various demonstrations against the 2003 invasion and occupation o f Iraq. MAB
first started working with the StWC in 2002 when they agreed to join together a demonstration
they had planned to mark the anniversary o f the Second Palestinian Intifada with a demonstration
StWC had planned against the looming Iraq war at the opening o f the Labour party. The march
took place under the dual slogans “Don't attack Iraq” and “Freedom for Palestine”. 148According
to Altikriti, MAB ‘spoke to Stop the War and we said to them, we will join you; however we will
not become part of your coalition, we will be a separate and independent entity but we will work
together with you on a national basis as part o f the anti-war movement’.149 This reassured MAB
that it would not ‘melt into that big coalition’150 that was known to be led by the Left. They
would remain a distinct and autonomous bloc, able to shape the agenda. Altikriti and others in
the MAB leadership were working to persuade members that collaboration with non-Muslim
anti-war activists was halal (religiously permissible) and that this was within the remit of their
organization. Their argument was that, if gender-segregated spaces and halal food could be
provided at meetings, demonstrations and other events, then Muslims could participate in the
anti-war movements without being assimilated.151 Moreover, they defined limits to joint action:
making it clears that, while they could overcome misgivings about sharing platforms with some
groups (such as socialists and atheists), they could never do so with others (Zionists and Israelis
in particular).
In the end, the fatal blow to MAB’s partnership with StWC did not come from a fear that
political or religious identity would be diluted. Rather, some within MAB felt that the
organization’s anti-war activities had pitted it too publicly and forcefully against the British

148 A. Murray, L. German., Unity with MAB, in Stop the War: The story o f Britain's biggest m ass movement, p.81-89
149 2008 Institute o f Race Relations Vol. 50(2): 101-113
150 Alladin Fida, MAB, NB, 16/5/07
151 Shahed Yunus, founding member o f Bangla 2000, JI, 08/03/07
152 Osama Saeed, MAB/SNP, N B, 23/2/07
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establishment, taking it away from what they considered its primary purposes - religious and
cultural.
Among other Islamic organizations o f Britain one should mention British Muslim Forum
which is also known as the BMF, and is an organization that represents 300 mosques in the UK.
It is made up by Muslim scholars and religious leaders in the UK with the aim o f representing
the political thoughts o f Muslims in the UK. Unfortunately there is no verified information about
this organization but it was suspected in approval o f terrorist activities also within the UK.
All mentioned organizations above can’t be defined as radical or Islamist, first o f all their
aims is highly veiled, their structure is too broad, and all o f them represent a network o f small
groups and associations.
In United Kingdom Islamic movement was spreading in different way than in Egypt.
First of all, we are talking about different socio-economical situations. Almost absolute
unemployment, complete dependence on economic performance o f the country on one hand, and
prosperity, high living standards on the other. In UK the issue o f radicalization o f Islamic mass
was never as “sharp” framed as in Egypt; that is why the methods o f recruiting were slightly
different here.
Muslim Associations o f Britain which is an ancestor o f Muslim Brotherhood started as
youth organization, usually having several branches in mosque, local schools and colleges. In the
middle o f 1990s on different levels existed youth Muslim societies, associations, clubs, etc. The
agitation methods practicing in this kind of structures were build completely on psychology o f
immigrants, on the fear to be different.
Simple scheme o f recruitment starting at school or mosque were gathering looks more
like lectures. Attendants usually explained why they are different than their English colleagues,
where their culture comes from, and how important not to lose it. Usually these lectures
continuing in mosques, where young recruits have been taught simple prayers, and where they
feel useful making sort o f organizing tasks. Usually after a year or two recruits have been asked
to build their own Muslim society or discussion club in college, institute or university. It also
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could be visible from psychological point o f view where teenage is one o f the most complicated
in person’s life. As person does not struggle in socio-economic aspects, its psychological aspect
goes on first place which is convenient for those who recruiting young British Muslims in
Islamic movement.
The radicalization which had happened in UK among young members o f “Muslim
communities” was in time o f military crisis in Afghanistan. Thousands o f young Muslims left
their homes and went for holly Jihad. The second wave o f radicalization happened in 1994 and
was connected to crisis in Bosnia. Again hundreds went to help their “brothers and sisters” and
those who left were making companies to gain some money for the holy Jihad.
The same tools o f recruitment and propaganda are used in both countries but the
difference in context makes the recruitment those in the West with different message. They don’t
need to fight for freedom of their country, don’t need to struggle against the regime, the idea of
their own identity build the message by its own.
During 1990-s the idea o f building Caliphate not only within the frames o f Muslim
countries but everywhere where Muslim communities were represented was the crucial ideology
among hundreds o f members o f Hizb-ut Tahrir, for example.
While in Egypt the state control over Islamic societies is very strong even on the level o f
primary schools, in UK on the other hand nothing seems to be a “forbidden”. Due to freedom o f
gathering, freedom of speech and religion, Islamic societies and organizations o f Britain do not
suffer from hard censorship or political pressure.
I I.I : Young Muslims of Britain.
It may not be the moment to say it, but London is payingfor its mistakes, for allowing all those radical
organizations from Saudis to Pakistanis to set up shop in London, put out newsletters, make recruits and
gather funds to finance their activities.153
There are around 3 million Muslims in Unites Kingdom. More than half o f Britain’s
Muslims (52 per cent) are under age 25, as compared to only 31 per cent o f the population as
153 Gunaratna, Inside Al Qaida.
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whole. The average age of Muslims in the UK is 28 years old, 13 years younger than the national
average.154 There are half a million Muslims currently receiving education in British schools.155
Organizations and individuals delivering and participating in the education system have a critical
role in engaging with the new generation o f British Muslims. The vast majority o f these people
live in England, the combined total o f Muslim students for the rest o f the UK are about 22,000
children.156 Because o f the differences in the way statistics are gathered, some o f the information
below refers to the whole o f the UK, some to England only and some to England and Wales.
Eighty per cent o f the UK’s Muslims live in the five major conurbations o f Greater
London, West Midlands, West Yorkshire, Greater Manchester, and East Midlands, while the
same areas contain 50 per cent o f the general population.157 Approximately 40 per cent o f
Muslims live in Greater London.158 Outside London, the largest numbers of Muslims are found
in Birmingham, Bradford, and Blackburn with Darwen, Luton, Oldham, Leicester, Kirklees,
Manchester, Sheffield and Leeds.159
154 A. Scott, D. Pearce, and P. Goldblatt, “The Sizes an d characteristics o f Ethnic Populations o f G reat Britain”, in
Population Trends, vol. 105, 2001, pp. 6-15, (hereafter, Scott et al, Ethnic Popuations
155
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Muslim children come from a wide diversity o f ethnic backgrounds. Over 40 per cent are
of Pakistani origin, and nearly 20 per cent o f Bangladeshi origin. O f the remainder, about 15 per
cent are o f Indian or other Asian origin, up to ten per cent are from Turkish or Turkish Cypriot
origin, and the rest are from the Middle East, East Asia, Africa, or the Caribbean, with about four
per cent being o f mixed ethnic origin.160 In addition, there is a small group (perhaps less than one
per cent) o f White converts. Most recent waves of Muslim immigrants and refugees have come
from Morocco, Somalia, Kosovo, Afghanistan and Iraq.161
In terms o f religious belief, there are important differences in affiliation, the most
obvious being that between the Sunnis and the Shi ’as. There are many different subgroups within
the broader faith community o f British Muslims, including (for example) the Barelwi, the
Deobandi/Tablighi Jamaat, and the Jamaat-i Islami.162 There are also differences between
Muslims in terms o f religious practice and commitment. One report estimates that there are
760,000 “practicing” Muslims in the UK,163 and another notes that 74 per cent o f Muslims say
their religion is “very important” to them.164 However, a division between “practicing” and “non
practicing” Muslims is problematic, for practice is always a matter o f definition and degree, and
there are different ways in which the religion can be practiced.165

The Association o f Muslim Social Scientists, in its 2004 position paper Muslims on
Education, adopts an inclusive approach to the term “Muslim”, encompassing “not only
practicing adherents o f Islam, but also those who identify themselves as such (without

160 The 2001 UK National Census lacked separate categories for people o f Arab, Persian or Turkish origin, but it is
likely that a majority o f those Muslims who identified as “White British” or “Other White” (nearly 12 per cent o f the
total number o f British Muslims) were in fact Turkish or Turkish Cypriot in origin. See
http://www.salaam.co.uk/themeofthemonth/september03_index.php7N2 (accessed 18 October 2004)
161 Scott et al., Ethnic Populations; M. Anwar, quoted in The Financial Times, 23 January 2002
P. Lewis, Islamic Britain; Religion, Politics and Identity among British Muslims, I. B. Tauris, London, 1994.
153 The Guardian Research Department, “Special Report: Muslim Britain, The Statistics”, The Guardian, 17 June
2002, available on the Guardian website at http://www.guardian.co.uk/religion/story, (hereafter, The Guardian,
Muslim Britain)
164 T. Modood, R. Berthoud, J. Lakey, J. Nazroo, P. Smith, P., S. Virdee and S. Beishon, Ethnic Minorities in
Britain: D iversity and Disadvantage, London, Policy Studies Institute, 1997, p. 301, (hereafter, Modood et al,
Ethnic M inorities in Britain)
165IQRA Trust, Meeting the Needs o f Muslim Pupils: advice f o r teachers and LEAs, IQRA Trust, London, 1991, p.
11, (hereafter, IQRA Trust, Needs o f Muslim Pupils)
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necessarily being practicing) or who belong to a household or family that holds Islam as its
descendant [sicI faith”.166
In the UK, children are required to attend school between the ages o f 5 and 16. Parents of
children o f compulsory school age must ensure that their children receive a suitable education
through regular attendance at a school, or that the children are taught adequately at home. Under
the Human Rights Act (1998), State schools, as public authorities, are required to adhere to the
requirements of the European Convention on Human Rights, such as the right to freedom of
religion; the right o f parents to schooling for their children, in line with their religious and
philosophical beliefs; and the protection o f pupils from discrimination on the grounds of
religion.167
There are no official statistics on the number o f Muslim students in higher education,
though reports point out that the number o f successful “Asian” applicants increased by more than
50 per cent between 1994 and 1999.168 Many universities have only recently put in place more
sophisticated ethnic monitoring systems, which identify, for example, numbers o f students of
Pakistani or Bangladeshi origin, and full ethnic statistics are not currently publicly available.
Even when the figures are available for Pakistanis and Bangladeshis, they will not give a good
indication of the total number o f Muslim university students. However, the Federation of
Students Islamic Societies (FOSIS) estimates that there are over 35,000 Muslim students
attending universities, with significant numbers also coming from abroad.169
FOSIS estimates that over 65 per cent of higher educational institutions in the UK have
Islamic Societies. These societies organize social and religious activities; represent students’
interests to the authorities, for example, by requesting that prayer facilities be made available to
students; support student welfare; and encourage links with the local Muslim community outside
the university.170 Some Islamic Societies also organize Arabic classes; invite prominent Muslim
u’6 Association o f Muslim Social Scientists and other groups, Muslims on Education: a position paper, AMSS,
Richmond, 2004, p.l 1 (hereafter, AMSS, Muslims on Education).
167 European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR), art. 9 and 14, and Additional
Protocol no. 1 to the ECHR, art. 2.
168 National Literacy Trust, “Ethnicity and Access to Higher Education”, available on the website o f the National
Literacy Trust at http://www.literacvtrust.org.uk/Database/stats, (accessed 2 November 2004), (hereafter, NLT,
Higher Education).
169Federation o f Student Islamic Societies, Islamophobia on Campuses and the Lack o f Provision f o r Muslim
Students, FOSIS, London, 2003, (hereafter, FOSIS, Islamophobia), p. 5.
170 FOSIS, Islamophobia, p. 5.
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speakers to address open meetings; hold classes for students who want to develop a deeper
understanding of their faith; and have additional activities for female Muslim students.171

The prominence o f religion in the identity o f young British Muslims is of enormous
importance in schools, but it involves complex questions o f intercultural relations in a
multicultural society.172 Ansari is right to suggest that a range o f distinct identities is emerging
among Muslims in Britain in the 21st century,173 but most o f these identities have a strong
religious dimension.174 For all children, not just Muslims, a positive recognition of their selfdefined sense of personal identity may be a prerequisite for their educational success,
achievement o f potential and full participation in society.

The formal sources for population size come first and foremost from the 1991 census.
This included for the first time a question on ethnic origin, as well as the traditional question on
country o f birth. In theory, the combination o f these two should provide the best possible
estimate for the size o f foreign groups in Britain. However, in the case o f the Arabs, confusion
and hence underestimates have arisen because o f misallocation be respondents describing their
ethnic origin on the census forms. For example, many Arabs categorize themselves in the
“White” category on the census, and some Egyptians categorize themselves as “Black” or
“African”. Al-Rasheed claims that out o f 23,000 Egyptian-born people responding to the census,
as many as 17,000 described themselves as “White”.175

The first wave o f Egyptians in UK came in 1930-s and 40-s, but the earliest proper
migration took place in the early 1950-s, after the officers’ coup which brought Nasser to power
in Egypt. These were mainly upper-class or professional people who were unhappy with the

171 A. Sahin, “Studying Islamic Education at the School o f Education o f the University o f Birmingham”, available at
http://www.studyoverseas.com/re/abdullah.htm (accessed 2 November 2004) (hereafter, Sahin, Studying Islamic
Education).
172 Ansari, The Infidel Within, pp. 17-22
173 Ibid p. 406.
174J. Eade, “Identity, Nation and Religion: educated young Bangladeshi Muslims in London’s East End”, in
International Sociology, 9, 3, 1994, p. 386; N. Hashmi, From Ethnicity to Religion: the Shifting Identities o f Young
Muslims in Britain and France, PhD Thesis, European University Institute, Florence, 2003.
175 Al-Rasheed., ‘’’The other-others: hidden Arabs'"., po.cit.
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change o f political regime and were overwhelmingly Muslim. Significant migration o f Egyptian
Copts took place only in the 1970-s with the increasing support to Islamist groups given by
President Sadat and a consequent fear o f religious intolerance. In 1960-s more Egyptians came to
Britain to gain higher education or for work, but only in small numbers due to the prohibition on
exit visas for Egyptians during Nasser’s time. This changed in the 1970-s as a result o f President
Sadat’s new policy o f economic liberalization. Egypt became an “emigration country” in the
1980-s, exporting many o f its nationals to work abroad.
The size of the Egyptian community in Britain is a matter o f some debate. It will be
recalled that the census estimated this to consist o f 22,582 people, but not a single anecdotal
estimate from within the community corroborated this, even approximately. The Egyptian
consulate in London has 23,000 people on its register, but the consul considered the true figure to
be at least 100,000. It was said that many Egyptians hesitate to register themselves with the
consulate as a result of traditional mistrust to officialdom. Another estimate gave the true number
of Egyptians as between 80,000 and 150,000, and yet a third quoted 50,000. Many o f these
sources explained the wide discrepancy with the official figures as being due to the presence of
large numbers o f illegal Egyptian immigrants in Britain and also to fear o f authority amongst
those completing census forms.
Egyptians living outside London are not associated with any specific place o f residence
in Britain. Forty per cent live in London, and there is another, smaller, concentration in Scotland.
Otherwise, the rest are dispersed throughout the country. In London, the pattern o f residence
tends to reflect factors o f affluence and occupation, rather than contiguity with other Egyptians
or Arabs. Thus, wealthy or professional Egyptians tend to live in the better parts o f London, such
as Hampstead, St John’s Wood, Kensington and Chelsea. People in middle-class occupations
tend to live in Earls Court and Notting Hill, but many others live in suburban areas or just
outside London, where housing costs are lower. Some people, however, identified the
Bayswater/Edgwage Road areas o f central London as being “Egyptian Quarters”. But there are
no Egyptian “ghettos” in United Kingdom.
As might be expected, the vast majority o f Egyptians in Britain are Muslims.
However, there is also an Egyptian Coptic community whose exact size is unknown, although
members of the community gave an estimate o f 5,000 people. In general, the Egyptians in Britain
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emerge as an affable, likeable group which has melted effortlessly into the multi-ethnic
background o f this country without making waves. They are friendly, sociable and keep a low
profile in British society.
Due to the fact that Egyptians in UK are not representing the majority, it’s hard to
evaluate the level o f radicalization o f youth, and rather difficult to make a profile o f average
young Muslim. The most interest attracts young Muslims both Egyptians and non-Egyptians who
live and study in UK and represent first or second generation o f migrants. To understand their
attitude to the country they live in and the level o f connection with their home country, the
author used the survey.
The questionnaire was divided into several sections designed to provide a social profile
of young Muslim and its ability to integrate into British society.
The sample consisted o f 10 people, with a 60/40 per cent ratio o f men to women. Their
age spread was between 19 and 26, but most were concentrated in the 22 age group. 90 per cent
were single. 70 per cent had Pakistani (Kashmir) origin, 20 Arab, and 10 Turkish. The vast
majority lived in cities, and only one person had rural origin. Over 90 per cent had received their
school education in Britain. All of the respondents are in the process o f getting university
education; 90 per cent o f these studding in UK, and one person attended university in Saudi
Arabia. 50 per cent undertaking studies in economy, politic or related humanitarian sphere. 30
per cent undertaking studies in engineering. Two people are studding medicine.
The majority o f the sample (9 people) lives in Britain with their families. The commonest
size o f family, accounting for one-third of total, consisted o f two children. The majority o f the
sample was Muslim. Only 2 out o f ten were atheists. The degree o f religious observance among
the Muslims was impressive. Nearly half prayed regularly and a further 40 per cent did so
occasionally. Over 80 per cent o f religious respondents went to pray in the mosque either every
Friday or whenever they could. The overwhelming majority fasted during Ramadan. However
none o f women respondents wore the hijab or headscarf.
An attempt was made through a variety o f different questions to gauge the extent of
integration o f respondents into British life. They were first asked which nationalities they most
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socialized with. The vast majority mixed with other Pakistani, Arabs or Muslims. But all o f the
respondents said that they have English people as friends.
Half o f respondents were members o f Islamic society at universities, colleges they were
attended. Respondents were asked if they would like to join a British association or society and
the majority were interested, especially in non-political associations.
The majority o f respondents answered that they feel secure to live in UK. 45 per cent
reported that in spite o f the level o f the security there are some people that coming across, not
racist, but people with negative attitude towards Muslims.
When asked if they would have problems (concern religion, community, etc.) the first
place they would ask for help, 40 per cent replied that they would seek for help in governmental
institutions or human rights organizations. 30 per cent pointed on mosque as the only unit on
account. 30 per cent replied that sometimes governmental organizations or NGO’s, and even
mosque failing, and in this case they would not reject help from radical Islamist organization.
The interesting fact is that the majority o f those who answered positive about radical
organizations were women.
The vast majority (80 per cent) replied positively on the question: “Does local Muslim
community play a big role in their life?” The very majority replied positively when asked if they
thought it is important for Muslims to be a part o f British public life. However, half o f them
thought that it was difficult to enter British public life. They put this to cultural differences and to
prejudice on the part of the British.
Nearly all respondents said they had experienced some forms o f racism or race
discrimination in Britain and 90 per cent also said that they knew o f other Muslims who had had
the same experience. 40 per cent said that they felt discrimination “everywhere”, in public
places, transport, when driving a car and so on. A number o f people, however, made the point
that such discrimination was understandable on the part o f the British against any foreigner.
The very majority o f respondents (70 per cent) said that they wouldn’t let their children
to grow up in UK.
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As survey shows the number o f young Muslims in UK, among Egyptian community as
well, outnumber other age groups. 90 percent o f Muslim youth are members o f Islamic societies,
associations, groups, and 100 percent o f them are the part of their own communities. As the
number o f communities, societies, and associations is high it is impossible to follow up the level
of radicalization o f those institutions. But the survey still can show some developments, for
example the level o f radicalization among female Muslim is much higher than male.
But the most important feature o f young Muslims, even that who were bom in UK, is the
understanding o f their identity which is the forcing power to build community, to found or
become a member o f Islamic society, and to join radical movement. In the last case big role
plays that negative attitude towards Muslims that mentioned almost each person during survey.
And the school or college is the first place where the acknowledgment o f identity
supposes to be formed. The failure to acknowledge and recognize the faith identity o f Muslim
children may have particularly unfortunate consequences in schools. For example, in terms of
educational planning, some community schools attempt to keep religion and faith out of school
altogether, and this makes it more difficult for them to meet the distinctive spiritual, moral and
cultural needs o f Muslim children. The result is that Muslim children’s unique religious identity
may not be celebrated in schools, leading to a feeling that this identity is also not valued in
broader society. Acknowledgement o f the importance o f faith identities can lead to the
development of creative and effective solutions to issues concerning not only schools but broad
social problems.
Usually Islamophobic incidents starting from schools, and are often not monitored or
addressed - though valuable guidance has been given by some LEAs (including Ealing)176 and
by teachers’ unions.177
Islamophobic attitudes may underpin much o f the teasing and bullying that Muslim
children experience at school. However, it is currently impossible to gain accurate statistics on
Islamophobia in schools because, when schools log “racist” incidents, they make no distinction

176 Commission on British Muslims and Islamophobia, Islamophobia, p. 54
177 See, for example: National Association o f Schoolmasters and Union o f Women Teachers, Islamophobia: advice
fo r schools and colleges, NAS/UW T, London, 2003. See also: National Union o f Teachers, The War in Iraq: the
impact on Schools, NUT, London, 2003
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between racism, such as calling someone “Paki”, and Islamophobia, such as making fun of
someone because o f their Islamic beliefs and practices - even assuming the latter kind of
incident is logged at all.

Two important points are, however, clear from research evidence. First, it is not only
other pupils who may display Islamophobic attitudes. Teachers may, for example, mock Islamic
rules on dress.178 Second, the incidents that are reported - and there was a welter of reports in the
aftermath of September 11179 - may only be the tip o f the iceberg, as students may not wish to
make a fuss, draw attention to themselves or escalate the situation. Furthermore, students may
have little faith in the school’s response.180 In the same way that racism may be individual or
institutional, so Islamophobia is not just a matter of individual discrimination, but can be found
deeply embedded in institutional practices.181 Muslim groups sometimes feel that their legitimate
requests are met with a sophisticated web o f excuses from schools and that schools sometimes
obstruct normal scrutiny and discussion o f their policies and procedures.182 The Federation o f
Students Islamic Societies (FOSIS) has highlighted the phenomenon of Islamophobia on
university campuses. It finds expression in a number o f ways, including: physical violence, such
as perpetrators ripping off headscarves; verbal abuse; threats, like the bomb threat to the Muslim
prayer hall at Manchester University; negative or patronizing images in student newspapers; and
a general sense that Muslim students are alienated and excluded.183 Many Muslim organizations
have sought to combat Islamophobia in education. For example, the Islamic Human Rights
Commission has produced many reports documenting the problems faced by Muslims, including
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problems encountered within schools.184 The Commission has also produced an information pack
containing several specimen letters, including letters challenging disrespectful remarks or urging
the balanced representation o f Islamic issues, for Muslim parents and community leaders to send
to schools.185

The Islamic component o f religious education is usually taught by non-Muslims, and
often by non-specialists, who have had little training in Islamic beliefs and values. There is,
therefore, a danger o f misrepresentation o f the religion. This danger is compounded when classes
employ books and resources that contain factual inaccuracies and misunderstandings.186 For
example, some books that are still in use contain pictures o f the Prophet Muhammad. In October
2004, the Muslim Council of Britain launched a scheme to provide a resource pack about Islam,
for schools to use as a teaching aid.187 Muslims do not necessarily object in principle to the idea
that information about Islam can be taught by non-Muslims, so long as the information is
accurate and it is taught respectfully. But they often feel that the limited understanding of
Muslim issues on the part o f many non-Muslim teachers makes it hard for them to teach Islam
effectively. As one correspondent pointed out, their “lack o f awareness o f the immense diversity
of views and culture within the Islamic paradigm has created crude stereotyping and a wrongly
1
assumed cultural conformity”.
But Islamophobia reflects not only on the level o f schools or colleges, it’s also visible in
justice system of UK. Lack of confidence in the police is common across minority ethnic groups
in Britain. For example, a study by Docking reveals that minority ethnic groups share a
perception that police discriminate against or stereotype them. Young people in these minorities
said they believe that they are more likely to be stopped and searched than White people. This
study also found that older people from minority ethnic groups felt that the police did not take

184 See, for example: IHRC, U K Today, and Islamic Human Rights Commission, The Hidden Victims o f September
11: the Backlash against Muslims in the UK, IHRC, Wembley, 2002
185 Information pack available on the website o f the Islamic Human Rights Commission at http://www.ihrc.org
(accessed 2 November).
186 Written response to this report from H. Halim, formerly o f the IQRA Trust, 2 October 2003.
187 BBC News,
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October 2004,
available at
http://news.bbc.co.Uk/l/hi/education/3736428.stm (accessed 1 November 2004).
188 Written response to this report from D. A. Syed o f the Avenue School, London, 3 October 2003.
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them seriously when they reported crimes, and they felt that the police did not trust them.189 The
Home Office Citizenship Survey also reveals that - unlike in other public sector services, such as
education and health - minority ethnic groups who have had contact with the police, the courts,
the Crown Prosecution Service, the Prison Service and the Probation Service, are more likely to
feel that they will be discriminated against than those who have not had any contact with these
organizations. 190
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The current threat from Islamist terrorism is serious and sustained. It is genuinely international in scope,
involving a variety ofgroups, networks and individuals driven by particular violent and extremist beliefs.
It is indiscriminate - aiming to cause mass casualties, regardless o f the age, nationality, or religion o f
their victims; and the terrorists are often prepared to commit suicide to kill others. Overall, we judge that
the scale o f the threat is potentially still increasing and is not likely to diminish significantly for some
years.191

After the terroristic act on the 11th o f September, 2001 when the world came into
collision with unprecedented in the history event, situation on international scene has changed.
First o f all has changed the attitude o f the majority o f population of the world towards Islamic
countries. For majority it became obvious that the war on international criminality and the most
important on international radical Islamic organizations would become the priority number one
in politics.
23rd of September, 2001 USA first in the world declared that the “problem o f fight with
terrorism” is real. J.W. Bush signed that day governmental direction number 13224 which
represented lists o f foreign terrorist organizations. These lists were prepared by the Department
of counterterrorism, Bureau of diplomatic security, Department o f State192. Some organizations
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and groupings were specially outlined. Were specified 11 radical movements and 16 “wanted”
terrorists193. In the first list from Egypt was listed only one o f radical organizations - “Al-Jihad”.
On the 2nd of November, 2001 list was rearranged. 10 more organizations were added
among which “Al-Gamaa’a al-Islamiyya” was. In 2003 lists o f Department of State had 35 of
foreign terrorist organizations, in 2005 - 42 organizations194. These lists are added on the regular
basis not only by terrorist organizations but countries which “support terrorism”. This kind of
support counts as federal crime. At the same time one should mention that the basic criteria for
including one or another organization into the list are terrorist acts which the organization
accomplished “against interests of the USA” 195.
Methods that administration of the USA used to define what kind o f organization it was
based only on political consideration o f the Department o f State. On practice it’s called “double
standards”. For example, in 2000 in list o f foreign terrorist organizations were listed groupings
which had no activities during 1990-s196.
Iraqis crisis, which was one of the stages o f “war on terror” o f USA, stirred up new wave
of radicalization o f Islamic movements in Egypt, and United Kingdom197. Radical Islamists
reacted on the occupation with hostility. But actions o f these organizations were not the same.
Because there are difference between organizations, which are fighting for Islamic state in their
own country, and those organizations, which are fighting against “infidels”198. So, to the first
group we can add Muslim Brotherhood, to the second - “Al-Jamaat al-Islamija”, “Al-Jihad”. For
example, in the end o f April 2003 Muslim Brotherhood organized demonstrations and strikes
against American occupation o f Iraq in Cairo, Alexandria, Helyan, Az-Zakazik, Sofaq, Mansura,
Kafr ash-Sheik, and “Al-Jihad” sent its militants in Iraq for fighting against infidels. On the 25th
o f March, 2003 in Egypt’s newspaper “Al-Kahir” brother o f the founder o f Muslim Brotherhood
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Jamal al-Banna published an article in which was said that what Americans are doing against
regime o f Saddame Hussein is legitimate and justified from the point of Islam199. The way the
author reasoning his thoughts is very interesting. He repulsed from Prophet Muhammad’s hadis
which states for: “Encourage your brother (in his faith) independently o f if he unjust or he is
suffering from injustice”200. But encouraging unjust person is not just proving his/her injustice
but to stop it. And Quran states for: “If two troops are fighting with each other, stop them. If one
will be unjust to another then fight with one which is unjust till it hear Allah words. And if it
hear words o f Allah then be fair to it and impartial because Allah like those who are
impartial!”201. If one will look objective on the regime o f Saddame Hussein - justified it or not al-Banna thinks that it was “the most unjust and the worst regime ever”202.
Organizations which are in the first group denounced the intervention o f USA in Iraq but
at the same time took some distance from this problem. Others, more radical, activated their fight
against both “close enemy” and “remote” one.
The idea o f democratization and reconstruction o f Middle East also bom in White House
in the result of search o f ways to normalize the situation in Iraq203. Democratization o f Middle
East was one o f the stages o f “war on terror”. The ex-president o f USA J.W. Bush declared that
“in democratic countries it could be no such a shameful phenomenon as terrorism”204. American
project of democratization o f Middle East declared in particular the need o f democratic reforms,
economic liberalization “due to fight with poverty and non development which produce
terrorism”. Military operations o f USA and their allies in Iraq examine as the first step on the
way on total reconstruction o f Middle East region. The White House planned to “pacify” the
Middle East with foundation up there o f “friendly” democracy205.
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For the first time the plan o f reconstruction o f Middle East was formulated by the ex
president o f USA J.W. Bush on the 6th o f November, 2003 in National Endowment for
Democracy. According to this plan, occupation o f Iraq was only the very first step. “Iraqis
democracy will win, - declared J. W. Bush, - and its success will show everyone from Tehran to
Damascus that the freedom could be the destiny o f any nation”206. That plan J.W. Bush
compared with “four freedoms” o f Franklin D. Roosevelt.

Actual creators o f conception of

“New big Middle East” were H. Kissinger, G. Dopret, D. Rumsfeld, D. Cheney, K. Raise, R.
Perl, P. Volfovic, and other American politicians and bureaucrats207.
Overwhelming majority o f leaders o f Arabic countries took negative side towards
American initiative. They thought that the process o f reforming suppose to be realized through
efforts o f local nations rather than through US standards208.
Due to intervention o f USA in Islamic world with its programs o f “democratic
development” forced Islamic radical organizations to start Jihad against USA and United
Kingdom which follows US political initiatives.
Its own investment in changing attitude towards Islamic world made media. Some media
unfair tied up activities o f extremist organizations with Islam which make Muslims denigrate,
discrediting image o f Islam as one o f the major religion. This also makes those fundamental
organizations feel like they are right and their mission is justified - Jihad is not only against
infidels but whole Christianity2 .
The worst combination is the combination o f terror and media. In particular through
media separate act o f terror obtained features o f weapon o f mass destruction due to fear which
leads people to act in the way terrorists want it. Because o f the absence o f knowledge about
Islam or single-minded media repeating that “Islam is the source o f terrorism”210. There is a
complete negative image o f Islam in media. This actually leading to increase o f members in
Islamic radical organizations. New recruits express themselves that they are tired o f anti-Islam
206 Ibid
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propaganda. Except o f this media discredit Islamic clergy which stand against terrorism and
extremism. On TV and in newspapers real difficulties in Muslim world started to transfer into
“Islamic horror film”. Islamic factor is exaggerated. The main conception o f religion was
disfigured and ideology o f extremism became Muslim tradition. The very majority of
publications on Islamic topic connected with wars, terrorist acts, and conflicts. “Islamic threat”
became a part o f everyday life.
For example, well known “Caricature crisis” explained the position o f media towards
Islam. Published caricatures were “provocation and test at the same time”. These caricatures,
first published in Denmark were connecting Prophet Muhammad with terrorism and extremism.
As an answer Muslim population o f the world went for demonstrations and strikes. Western
media refusing to apologize declared that its basic right o f human being - freedom o f speech.
French “France Soir” and German “Die Welt” declared that they are free to publish caricatures
about on any God211.
Gallup World Poll company presented results o f polls in Muslim world, from Morocco to
Indonesia which testified that on the question “what shell West do to improve relations with
Muslim and Arabic world” (47% in Iran, 46% in Saudi Arabia, 43% in Egypt, 41% in Turkey
etc)212The majority of respondents answered that they need to show more respect and
understanding to Islam as a religion, to be less naive about Muslim values and postulates. In the
same time overwhelming majority o f Muslims (94% in Egypt, 97% in Bangladesh, 98% in
Lebanon, etc) said that they are stand for including into their countries constitution rights on
freedom o f speech which they understand as the right to express themselves on political,
economic, and social topics. But caricatures with the image o f the Prophet as terrorist are still
instigating which is very handy for extremists. They are making stronger authoritarian regimes,
media is giving them right to tell that democracy and freedom are incompatible with Islam.
Reaction on caricatures in Arabic world was not limited by peaceful demonstrations.
Angry crowds went to the streets more than in 25 countries. They were destroying Danish flags
and calling for boycott o f Danish production.
211 Ibid
212 Ibid
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Some even threatened with an explosion of

Danish diplomatic building. Kuwaitis scientist sheik Nasem al-Misbah called for death o f those
who made caricatures. The very majority o f Arabic governments supported these protests and
strikes. Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Libya recalled their embassies from Copenhagen and
demanded an apology from Danish government.
At the end of 1990-s “Al-Jamaat al-Islamija” stopped its military activities on the
territory o f Egypt. In early 2000s the new wave of radicalization was registered by Egyptian
authorities who received as well as media fatw a of “Al-Jamaat” which declared its “co-partner”
Al-Qaeda and after White house initiatives started repeatedly threatening USA in its
communiqué213.
“Al-Jihad” as well stopped any actions on the territory o f Egypt. In the beginning o f 2006
leaders o f five cells o f “Al-Jihad” signed an agreement in which declared that “members o f the
organization apologize for acts o f violence against foreigners and government during 19851998”. In this agreement they declared that the organization refused to pursuit police and
foreigners on the territory of Egypt. They also refused to pursuit representatives of other religion.
“We want to secure representatives o f all world religions” - says in agreement214.
Besides of transformation o f Islamic radical organizations one o f their feature is that they
spread far from the borders o f the region; their activities are decentralized; the crucial point
becomes acts of suicide bombers which, based on the communiqué of al-Zawaahiry, are “the best
tool in fighting with enemy”215.
Now all examine organizations have networks o f branches not only in neighboring
countries but on the European continent. Start with 1992 “Salafi-jihadists” started the process of
dissemination all over the world. This process reflected impetuous expansion o f radical Islam
which caused inspiration of those who struggled for “justice”216. Terrorist act in the World Trade
center on February, 1993 was the most vivid manifestation o f “new wave” o f radical Islam. But
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the violent character o f this action which wasn’t connected to any social movement made an
effect controversial of expectations. As a result the image o f whole Islamic movement was
spoiled.
When in April, 1992 Kabul went under authority o f coalition o f Afghani mujahidin; the
aim o f jihad was achieved. International and Arabic “jihadists” had no reasons to stay in
Afghanistan any longer217. Thousands militants came back to their home countries. But the
majority didn’t have such an opportunity because Arabic countries saw in them an open menace.
They organized some kind of demobilized army. Having no passports, seeking for shelter, they
start working for those who gave them money and passports. These couples o f thousands of
“jihadists” were out o f the social realities o f surrounding world.
In Scandinavia, where there are a good old tradition of giving shelters and with good
financial conditions, and unfamiliarity o f local government with radical Islam, lots of refugees
found places to stay218. The headquarter of “Al-Jamaat al-Islamija” was placed in Copenhagen
but the absence o f Muslim population have made it is impossible to become a huge political
power as it was in France or United Kingdom. Both countries took completely opposite sides:
London was open for giving shelters to activists from all over the world, Paris which political
life was poisoned with headscarves problems, close for radicals its borders. So, in the beginning
of the last decade o f XX century United Kingdom became a centre o f the movement. In
exchange for this, “inviolability” o f the UK territory supposes to be obeyed219. That is why all
ideologists and activists of “Salafi-jihadist” movement went in London. Repeatedly
representatives o f “Al-Jihad” met here with members o f “Al-Jamaat”. Together with propaganda
and reorganization o f the movements they occupied remedial area: condemning arbitrary arrests,
tortures and death penalties handing down by military tribunals, they brought to bear Egyptian
regime. British capital became a base o f ultra-radical fraction “Al-Jihad”220.
But at the same time the capital o f Great Britain became a place o f free discussions and
an exchange o f opinions between competing movements, favoring to reconciliation between
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them. From outside “radicals” Syrian Omar Bakri, who has organized two big meetings in
support o f Jihad at stadium o f Wembley, has fastened contacts (later interrupted under the British
pressing) with some “moderate” leaders. At last, that in London were edited such newspapers as
“Al-Hajjat” and “Al-Kods al-Arabi” (“the Arabian Jerusalem”), drew to them attention o f massmedia which provided published debates o f the movements. It made a wide resonance in the
whole Arab world221.
It is necessary to notice that in 1950-s the network o f moderate Egyptian movement
“Muslim-Brotherhood” has been located in Europe. In 1990-s 19 organizations, including the
Islamic society o f Germany, the Islamic centre in Munich, the Islamic centre in Aachen, have
created Main board of Muslims in Germany. Now into the Council structure enter 17 large
organizations uniting hundreds o f communities and mosques and, accordingly, a considerable
quantity of Muslims. Nine o f structures entering into it belong to “Muslim-Brotherhood”.
Organization “Muslim-Brotherhood” in Great Britain has been founded in 1997 by the Arabian
migrants, some of which were leaders o f “Brothers” back home. The first large action which has
drawn attention o f the public, has been spent in April, 2002 in the centre o f London in support of
Palestine, some participants have been dressed as condemned men. Thanks to financing and
flexible strategy, the organizations connected with “Muslim-Brotherhood”, back in Mahreb. In
France it is the Union o f the Islamic organizations, in Italy - the Union o f Islamic communities
and organizations of Italy. The matter is that these organizations became key partners o f the
governments and speak on behalf o f Muslim communities in these countries. Parallel with EU
integration, “Muslim-Brotherhood” also tried to create larger organizations-umbrellas. For last
15 years “Brothers” have created couple of pan-European organizations, for example, Federation
o f the Islamic organizations in Europe. In 1989 European “Muslim-Brotherhood” has created
Federation o f Islamic communities o f Europe.
For today serious pressure not only upon the Islamic world in its geographical
frameworks, but also on that Diasporas which lives in Europe is observed. This pressure renders
the USA in a context of “the war on terrorism”. About it has actually been declared during
hearings in the Congress o f the USA by the co-coordinator o f the Washington administration,
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concerning the international cooperation in struggle against terrorism, Henry Krampton and the
assistant to the state secretary Deniel Fried222. As they said, the European Muslim community
though it is not all shipped completely in terrorist activity, represents nutritious and rear
environment for this purpose. “Already well-known that the terrorist cell which has made attacks
on September, 11th, 2001, carried out a considerable part o f planning from the base in Europe”, Krampton has told.

Besides charges in preparation o f acts o f terrorism on September, 11th, the

USA declare, as five years later, “despite successes in struggle against terrorism, the extreme
Islamic extremism in Europe keeps the positions”. By Fried's estimations, from 15 up to 20
million the Muslims living today in the Western Europe, 2-3 % are anyhow involved in extremist
activity. “From them only small part is ready to pass critical line and to follow a terrorism way”,
- the assistant to the state secretary has told. “Nevertheless, even the small number o f extremists
can make acts of terrorism o f destructive scale”223.
The pressure on Muslim community can be visible in UK, for example. It took a form of
Islamophobia in different variants.224 Typical instances o f Islamophobia include attacks on
mosques and Muslim cemeteries, threatening phone calls to Muslim organizations, physical
attacks, and verbal abuse against individuals identified as Muslims by their dress or in other
ways. Clearly, Islamophobia has much in common with racism, though it is targeted against
people because o f their religious affiliation rather than because of their membership o f a racial or
ethnic group.225
The terrorist attacks in the US on 11th September 2001, and the subsequent government
response to the threat o f terrorism in the UK, have involved a number o f significant
consequences for British Muslim communities. Anti-Muslim sentiment and Islamophobia, which
have long existed within western societies, were heightened in the aftermath o f the atrocities that

222 Paul R. "‘The ‘G reater Middle East Initiative’: Vision or M irage?” Open Democracy// February 12th,- 2004.-p 2
223

tl j

Ibid

224 Commission on British Muslims and Islamophobia, Islamophobia: a Challenge f o r us all, Runnymede Trust,
London, 1997, (hereafter, Commission on British Muslims and Islamophobia, Islamophobia). See also: Commission
on British Muslims and Islamophobia, Addressing the Challenge o f Islamophobia, Uniting Britain Trust and
Runnymede Trust, London, 2001
225 A report published by the University o f Derby in conjunction with the Home Office in 2000 drew attention to the
high levels o f religious discrimination experienced by Muslims, see: K. Purdam and P.G. Weller (eds.), Religious
Discrimination in England and Wales: aninterim report, University o f Derby/Home Office, 2000
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were committed.

Muslim men, women and children, as well as Muslim places o f worship,

became the targets o f hate crime.227 In the current situation, Muslim communities are living in a
state o f heightened anxiety, as evidenced by their requests for greater police protection and their
adoption o f precautionary strategies to try and avoid becoming the targets o f hate crime.228 The
implementation o f the Terrorism Act (2000), and the introduction o f the Anti-Terrorism Crime
and Security Act (2001), which was hurriedly put together in the aftermath o f the terrorist attacks
of 11 September 2001, has important implications for Muslim communities. The new anti-terror
laws have been criticized as being both draconian and ineffective in improving national
•

security.
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These laws, which will inevitably be used disproportionately against Muslims, create

a unique challenge in relation to UK Muslim communities.
There is an increasing perception among Muslims that they are being targeted unfairly by
the police, and, in particular, that they are being disproportionately stopped and searched. Direct
evidence o f the number o f Muslims who have been targeted by the police, either as part of wider
anti-terror operations or due to more general policing initiatives, is generally unavailable, due to
the data-gathering methods o f agencies o f the criminal justice system. Statistics tend to be
collected on the basis o f race and/or ethnicity, so that individuals’ religious affiliations are rarely
recorded. According to recent Home Office statistics, whereas the number o f White people
stopped and searched under the Terrorism Act (2000) increased by 118 per cent from 2001-02 to
2002-03, the number of Asians stopped and searched increased by 302 per cent.230 This is likely
to have an impact upon Asians’ confidence in policing and in the wider criminal justice system
•

in general.

oil

226 See: E. Said, Orientalism, Harmondsworth, Penguin Books, 1978.
227 See: Islamic Human Rights Commission, The Hidden Victims o f September 11th: prisoners o f UK Law, London,
IHRC, 2002 (hereafter, IHRC, The Hidden Victims o f September 11th).
228 B. Spalek, “Hate Crimes against British Muslims in the Aftermath o f September 11th”, in Criminal Justice
Matters, 2002, 48, 3, 2002, pp. 20-22.
229
See Liberty’s critique o f the anti-terror laws and their impact upon Muslim communities, Reconciling Security
and Liberty in an Open Society: Liberty Response, August 2004. available on the Liberty website at
http://www.liberty-human-rights.org.uk/resources/policypapers/2004/liberty-and-security.pdf
(accessed
21
September 2004), (hereafter, Liberty, Reconciling Security an d Liberty).
230 Home Office, Statistics on Race and the Criminal Justice System — 2003. A Home Office publication under
section 95 o f the CJ Act 1991, London, Home Office, 2004, p. 2, (hereafter, Home Office, Statistics on Race and the
Criminal Justice System - 2003).
231 Home Office, Prison Statistics England and Wales - 2002. CM5996, London, Home Office, 2003, p. 133,
(hereafter, Home Office, Prison Statistics England an d Wales - 2002).
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Islamophobia leads to both covert and overt discrimination that disadvantages Muslim
communities.

Anti-Muslim sentiment and Islamophobia have increased in the aftermath o f the

terrorist atrocities o f 11 September 2001.233 In a survey looking at the effects o f the events of
11th September on discrimination and implicit racism in five religious and seven ethnic groups,
religion was found to be more important than ethnicity in indicating which groups were most
likely to experience racism and discrimination.234 British White People also reported a rise in
post-11th September discrimination, and o f the White people in the study, who said they faced
religious discrimination, almost half were Muslim.235
The voices o f young Muslims are particularly likely to be marginalized. The Islamic
Human Rights Commission (IHRC) documented the rise in aggression against Muslims
following the 11th September attacks in the United States. According to the IHRC report,
Muslims experienced malicious phone calls and death threats, and women and children in
particular experienced physical and verbal abuse. The IHRC documented 188 cases of verbal and
written abuse, 20 cases o f discrimination, 108 cases o f psychological pressure and harassment
and 344 serious crimes o f violence.236 In the aftermath o f the terrorist attacks in the United
States on 11 September 2001, and in the course of the subsequent fight against terrorism, it can
be argued that the documentation o f the experiences of crime amongst Muslim communities is
crucial, and the British Crime Survey might be an effective tool for doing this. By classifying
individuals according to their religious affiliation, it may be possible to produce a booster sample
consisting of a diverse range of Muslim communities, so that statistically valid results might be
obtained in relation to these communities’ experiences o f crime and the criminal justice system.

One of the striking findings o f the Pew Survey was that when people were asked their
opinions of the ‘other’ civilization, there was a great similarity in their replies, in the sense that
each held of the other much the same range o f negative views. High proportions both in the West
232 Commission on British Muslims and Islamophobia, Islamophobia, a challenge f o r us all, London, The
Runnymede Trust, 1997, p. 10.
233 IMRC, The Hidden Victims o f Septem ber 11th.
234 L. Sheridan, R. Gillett, E. Blaauw and F.W. Winkel, Effects o f the Events o f September 11th on Discrimination
and Implicit Racism in Five Religious and Seven Ethnic Groups, Leicester, University o f Leicester School o f
Psychology, 2003, p. 19, (hereafter, Sheridan et al, Effects o f the Events o f Septem ber 11th)
235 Sheridan et al, Effects o f the Events o f September 11th, p. 20.
236 IMRC, The Hidden Victims o f Septem ber 11th.
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and in Islam saw the other side as fanatical, violent and arrogant. In addition, high proportions of
Muslims saw the West as selfish and greedy. A further study of international comparisons was
published by the BBC World Service in February 2007. This asked about whether people
believed there is a) common ground or b) inevitable violence between the West and Islam. It also
asked about the relative importance o f cultural differences on the one hand and political conflicts
and interests on the other. The poll was conducted by Globescan between November 2006 and
January 2007, and involved some 28,000 people in 27 different countries. The majority view in
nearly all countries was that there is no inherent incompatibility between Islam and the West
(Table 1.1), and that current tensions arise essentially from conflicts over political power and
interests, not from differences o f religion or culture. Comparative levels o f optimism are shown
in Table 1.2.
Table 1,1

Relations between M u slim s and W«st®TOens, interr*»ti»n«(
com parisons 200 6
Respondents w ere asked: ‘Do you think that relations these days betw een
Muslims and non-M uslims around the world and people in countries, such
as the United States and Europe are generally good or generally bad?1

Country
Germany
Franc«
Turk*?y
Urmed Kingdom
Spain
Egy»#
Jnrda;;
Untied States
Rm» »
lnd«i«SB
Pafosan
source

100

Relations perceiwd to
be generally bad C%3
70
66
64
53
61
61
!»
S4
55
S3
S3
25

Relations pilcervett to
be generally good (%)
23
33
14
17
28
14
31
39
32
18
39
30

Neither, don't know or
declined to answer (%)
7
I
22
20
11
25
7
13
29
8
45

The Great UmtSe: iww IfeSerfters and Afesftns waveadi other, Pew Research Center,
WfeiwKjtsre Ot, June 2006

Table 1,2 Islam and the West, comparative level* of optimism in different
countries, February 200?
Country

Common ground between Islam

Viotent conflict between Islam

and the W«st cart tw? found t% )

and the Wfeit ii itwvitaWe (%3

itaiy

78

14

United Kingdom

77

T5

Fiance

m
m

23

€4

31

54

43

Germany

53
49

.39

Hassia

49

23

Tuitey

29

Kmrtft

49
47
4f>

35

Indonesia

40

51

indta

35

24

Lebanon
United to te s
Egypt
Niger»

United A/ab &nirate

26

37

27

sousue 8UC WkM Service, 19 Februaiy 2007

With regard to whether current tensions are primarily about culture or primarily about
political power and interests, public opinion in Britain was broadly the same as in other
countries. Fifty-two per cent o f British respondents said they saw the essential issue as to do with
politics, and 29 per cent as to do with differences of culture or religion. Comparisons with other
countries are shown in Table 1.3.
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Table 1.3 Views of culture and politics, international comparisons,
February 200?
In an interview, respondents were asked: Thinking about the tensions

between Islam and the West, do you think they arise more from
differences of religion and culture or from conflicts about political power
and interests?'
Country

Tensions »is® more from

Tensions oris* m ore from

différences of religion o r culture

conflicts »bout political
power a n d irrtsrestl

»te
source

United Slates

38

49

Australia

35

90

Gwiiany

34

55

France

29

56

United Kingdom

29

52
32

india

25

Italy

22

58

Chin*

14

62

Lebanon

14

78

A i ligures. are p*i!ce«tx|«s
BBC Waritf Service, 19 February 2007

Respondents were also asked whether they believed that fundamental differences
between the overall cultures of Islam and the West are responsible for current tensions, or
whether the tensions are caused by intolerant minorities. If they replied they saw intolerant
minorities as the problem they were asked further to specify whether the fault as they saw it lay
mainly a) with Muslim minorities, b) with Western minorities or c) with minorities on both sides.
Public opinion in Britain was predominantly (70 per cent) that the essential problem when posed
in these terms is intolerant minorities on both sides. Only nine per cent o f British respondents
agreed with the view that the fundamental problem is to do with differences between the two
overall cultures. Some international comparisons are shown in Table 1.4.
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Table 1.4 Perceptions of causality underlying current tensions,
February 2007

Respondents were asked: 'Would you say the current global tensions
between Islam and the West are caused more by fundamental differences
between these two cultures as a whole, or by an intolerant Muslim
minority, or by an intolerant Western minority, or intolerant minorities on
both sides?'
Country

Intolerant

An intolerant

m inorities on

Muslim

An intolerant

Fundam ental

W estern difference betw een

two cultures

b oth skies

minority

minority

United Ksn^<k>in

70

8

1

9

Australia

68

10

2

14

France

68

10

0

7

United States

54

12

7

17

Italy

45

X)

0

23

Germany

44

18

4

25

Turkey

35

2

20

23

Lebanon

24

15

20

35

Indonesia

B

28

4

India

12

19

12

IS
77

The results o f opinion polls are frequently difficult to interpret, particularly when they
involve international comparisons. High proportions o f people throughout the world considered
that common ground could be found between the West and Islam. Such optimism was
particularly strong in Britain, and it was stronger in Britain than in almost every other country.

The poll for Globescan in Britain took place between 21 December 2006 and 9 January
2007. In the previous five months there had been a string o f stories in the UK media suggesting
that common ground between Islam and the West is shaky or non-existent. In August a splash in
the Daily Express, announced that “Britain is at war with Islam”. Stories in ensuing months
included:
•

remarks by senior politicians about Muslim women wearing the niqab, starting with an
article by Jack Straw
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• the use o f images of the niqab by many newspapers to epitomize the whole o f Islam and
its alleged incompatibility with western values237
• much controversy about whether a classroom assistant in Kirklees should be allowed to
wear the niqab when teaching238
•

Metropolitan Police officer given (it was alleged) special treatment because he was a
Muslim

•

statement by the head of MI5 about Muslim extremists

•

lecture by the Pope in which he quoted a 14th century Christian emperor who said
Muhammad had brought the world only ‘evil and inhuman things’ and which drew
support from the former Archbishop o f Canterbury239

•

in an apparent retaliation for the Danish cartoons, the Iranian president Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad held a convention for holocaust deniers, repeating his claim that Israel’s
days are numbered: “Just as the Soviet Union was wiped out and today does not exist, so
will the Zionist regime soon be wiped out.”

•

speech by the Prime Minister which was reported in sections o f the media as a warning to
Muslims to integrate or leave240

•

frequent attacks on the MCB, sometimes combined with the claim that basically there is
no such thing as a moderate Muslim

•

Channel Four Dispatches documentary, claiming that imams trained in Wahhabi ideology
are now preaching in major British mosques, for example the Green Lane Mosque in
Birmingham.241

237 For example, an image o f a woman clad in niqab was used to summarise the O bserver M agazine's Review o f
the Year, 24 December 2006.
238 Aired on 15 January 2007
239

•

It was reported in The Times (20 September 2006) that Lord Carey, the former Archbishop o f Canterbury, had
defended the Pope’s ‘extraordinarily effective and lucid’ speech and ‘believed the “clash o f civilisations”
endangering the world was not between Islamist extremists and the West, but with Islam as a w hole’.
240 ‘Don’t come here if you don’t like it’, D aily Mail, 9 December 2006; ‘Conform to our society, says PM’, BBC
News, 8 December 2006. The Prime Minister’s speech was entitled ‘The Duty to Integrate’ and was published in
full in the Bulletin o f the Runnymede Trust no. 348, December 2006. A video recording was made available at
http://news.bbc.co.uk/plaver/nol/newsid 6160000/newsid 6161400/6161437.stm?bw=bb&mp=rm.
241 Aired on 15 January 2007
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Shortly after the Globescan survey was completed, the Policy Exchange think-tank
published a report which was portrayed in the media as showing widespread disaffection
amongst young British Muslims, and evidence that policies of multiculturalism had failed.242

After all the negative reporting o f the previous few months, the Globescan survey
published at the end o f February could be interpreted as suggesting Britain had turned a
significant comer. But only two days after the publication o f its report there was a vivid reminder
of negative and pessimistic attitudes in the general population. On 21st February, 2007 the front
page splash in the Daily Express was “Muslims tell us how to run our schools”. The lead
sentence, printed in bold, was: “Demands for a ban on “un-Islamic” activities in schools will be
set out by the Muslim Council o f Britain today”. The inverted commas round ‘un- Islamic’
clearly implied the term was a quotation from the publication. In point o f fact, it did not appear.
Nor did the publication refer to “banning” anything. Its concern, rather, was to provide helpful
guidance for head teachers and governing bodies on understanding the needs o f Muslim pupils.
The Express referred to “calls for all children to be taught in Taliban style conditions”. It did not
explain what “Taliban-style conditions” might be, and its statement that the document was about
“all children”, as distinct from Muslim children, was false. Express readers were invited to write
in with their comments.
The messages appeared in this period in media imply that common ground between Islam
and the West exists, or could be created. The messages were written following an inaccurate and
distorted news item. Many of the underlying feelings and opinions in them probably existed
before the news item was published, however, for newspapers mirror as well as mould.

The very majority o f Islamophobic articles appeared in the British press during last
couples of years.243 A count was made o f all articles that mentioned “Islam”, “Muslims”,
derivatives such as “Islamic” and “Islamist”, or words and phrases that have an obvious
resonance or association with Islam, for example “Sunni’ and “Shia’. Terms that are frequently

242 ‘Young British Muslims “getting more radical” ’, D aily Telegraph, 30 January 2007.
243 For a technical explanation o f the term ‘representation’ in media studies see Reporting Islam: media
representations o f British Muslims, Elizabeth Poole, 2002, I.B. Tauris, pp. 23-4.
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but not exclusively associated with Islam, Egypt or Muslims, for example “radical”,
“fundamentalist” and “extremist”, were included in the study only where the context was such
that it was reasonable to assume that an association with Islam or Muslims would be made. The
media research also included articles where the names o f people were obviously Muslim even if
their religious identity was not explicitly stated.

As a result were reviewed The Guardian, The Times and Daily Telegraph. For the period
of last three years media research indicated over 239 articles connected to the Egyptians radical
or Islamic movement inside of UK in the Guardian, 128 in Times and 130 in Daily Telegraph.
For comparison in a year such newspaper as the Guardian publishes around 25,000 articles
mentioning Islam or Muslims. Per week, it will be over 50 articles in the Guardian, over 40 in
The Times, and Daily Telegraph.

First of all the choice o f papers was dictated by different social groups o f audience it
refers to. The Guardian stands on position o f liberalism, The Times is independent, and The
Daily Telegraph is conservative newspaper which expressing attitude o f leftists.

The very style o f each chosen paper reflects differently. The Guardian’s articles in
majority of cases appear as interviews by Islamic scholars, politicians, and observers. The tone
of articles and interviews shifts from positive to neutral. The Times due to its independent
position reflects more neutral attitude with slightly critical line. But critique could be found both
for Islamist organizations and British government. Daily Telegraph appears to be the most
conservative and one side view newspaper. 90 per cent o f articles connected to the Islamist
movement both in Egypt and UK have been judged to be negative.

In the case of general articles about Islam and Muslims, 60 per cent of articles were about
the wider world, and 40 per cent about Britain. From articles that referred to Islam and Muslims
91 per cent were judged to be negative in their associations, and only four per cent were judged
to be positive. Five per cent were judged neutral. The principal instances o f negative association
were to do with terrorism in Britain, and with Afghanistan, Iraq and Iran.
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It was judged that almost half of all articles represented Islam as a threat. O f these, about
a third pertained to Britain and two-thirds to the wider world. The overall picture presented in the
national press in question was that on the world stage Islam is profoundly different from, and a
serious threat to, the West; and that within Britain Muslims are different from and a threat to
‘Us’.
The average number o f articles in British press each day is about 56. But after London
tube train bombings of 7 July 2005 the tone and the average number o f articles appearing in
press changed. There are full details in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Articles in one week referring to Islam or Muslims,
by paper, day and total
Tiitfe of paper

Finonaat Times
Independent
Stm
Mirror

Mon Tims

Wed T hun

Ffi

Sat

8

S

10

8

4

2

37

11

6

g

13

9

3

4«

Sun to ta l

1

2

!

3

2

2

11

4

4

3

2

1

16

Ejjvcss

5

3

1

1

2
2

Mail

9

1

4

Teiegropb

S
5

8

A

9

8
n

Sun

2

6

2

4

11

7

11

4

9

7

CtKxdkm
rimes

Independent ofi Sunday
Star an Soixfay
Sunday M um
Sunday Express
Mail on Sunday
Suncfcry Telegraph
News of the World
Sunday People
Observer
Sunday Timm
Total

2

14

4

31

%
A

43

i

7

12

4

52

6

9

10

IS
45

2
2

2
2
2

A

4

2
2

2
2

7

7

1

7

2
.

-

*

«
•

56

m

46

57

61

37

e

i

36

352

O f the 352 articles, 214 (57 per cent) were accompanied by an image, as shown in Table
2.2. Significantly more articles in the broadsheets than in the tabloids were accompanied by an
image: the Guardian, Independent and The Times were responsible for 43 per cent of all images
and photographs.
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Table 2,2

Images in one week referring to Islam or Muslims,
by paper, day and total
Trtk o f newspaper

Mon Tu* 5

1
4

CtmtHan

4
1
1
S

3
3

1
S

Times

2

5

7

Independent

2
6

Wed Thurs

1
4
1
3
3
3
3

Financial Times
Star

Minor
Express
Mail
fekgm ph
Sm

2
4

9
5

3
7
1

3
1

2
1
3
3
2
5
2

Fci

Sat

Sun Total

2
2
1
1

33

1
9
1
1
1
3

16
5
12
11

9

2
S

25

1

3

n

a

A

30

7

7

16

30

Independent on Sumkry

1

1

Star on Stimfay

2

2

2

2

1
1
1

1

S

5

Sunday M irror

-

.

Sunday Btpftm
MoiS on Sunrfoy
Sunday Telegraph

«
-

Neva of the Workl

Stfncfay Peapk

»

«

Sunday Tmes
27

29

36

1

.

Observer
Total

1

29

41

27

6
6

6

25

214

6

Articles were categorized according to whether they pertained to Britain, to affairs in
other countries or in the world generally. In a few instances, however, the context was generic,
rather than set in a particular part o f the world. When articles focused upon the events o f 7th July
2005 and their aftermath, it was difficult to establish whether the context should be considered
British or international, particularly when these events were linked to al-Qaeda and the “war on
terror”. In order to maintain consistency throughout the analysis, it was decided that articles
primarily focusing on 7/7 would be categorized as having a British focus, since the event
occurred in Britain and involved British citizens. Articles were less skewed towards an
international - as distinct from British. For example, in the Guardian and The Times, between
1994 and 1996, the split between British and international articles was 13 per cent and 87 per
cent respectively.244 Immediately after the events o f 11 September 2001 - between 12 September

244 For a technical explanation o f the term ‘representation’ in media studies see Reporting Islam: media
representations o f British Muslims, Elizabeth Poole, 2 0 0 2 ,1.B. Tauris, pp. 23-4.
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and 25 October - 10 per cent o f the Guardian's coverage had a British focus, and 90 per cent
was international.245

That so little of what was analyzed would appear to be anything but ‘normal’ and
common sense despite being so shrouded in negatively evaluated and associated meanings and
understandings is possibly the greatest indicator o f the extent to which the discourse o f antiMuslim and anti-Islamic ideas and meanings has become naturalized. In the meanwhile, it is
relevant to note an image that accompanied the article, ‘Saudis see how their sisters live’ {The
Times, Wednesday 10 May 2006). Two young Muslim women wearing hijab are shown playing
a game of pool in a youth club. This one image single-handedly challenges all notions and ideas
of Muslims as essentially different from ‘us’. Muslims are seen here as normal, ‘people like us’.
The image is a fitting reminder o f how the world could be represented, though typically is not.

“Britishness is being destroyed,” declared a leader column in the Daily Express in
November 2005, “in a misplaced bid to kowtow to other ethnic sensitivities.246 This pathetic
attempt to appease everyone all the time is pleasing no one. It is just turning everything that is
best about British life into something o f which we are supposed to feel ashamed. And it is
disgraceful.”247 In the context of a front-page splash in the Express on the same day it was totally
clear that the kowtowing and appeasing of which the paper disapproved was in relation to
Muslims. Fear o f so-called political correctness in Western countries precedes anxieties about
Muslims, and is associated with issues to do with policing, the nanny state, human rights
legislation, gender equality, and adjustments for people with disabilities - not just with issues
around what the Express called “ethnic sensitivities”. But increasingly in recent years anxiety
about so-called political correctness has been combined with anxieties to do with Britishness and
multiculturalism, and with Muslims.

245 Ibid, p. 5.
246 ‘Corrosive PC nonsense is destroying our way o f life’, D aily Express, 2 November 2005.
247 Ibid
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In two o f the four instances the attack on political correctness was explicitly combined
with an attack on Muslims. In a third it was implicitly to do with Muslims, though in principle
was also to do with all non-Christian religions. In the fourth, the attack was primarily directed
towards the police and the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS). However, the bullying in a school
playground against which the police and the CPS had taken action had an anti-Muslim dimension
and it is for this reason that it is included here. In addition, media coverage of all four episodes
involved serious factual inaccuracies and distortions. With regard to each there is an extract from
the original story as it first appeared. This is followed by consideration o f how the story was
commented on in leaders, articles by columnists and readers’ letters. Finally, the truth behind the
story is outlined, based on interviews with, and statements by, people who were directly
involved.
Daily Telegraph, due to its conservative position, expresses rather conservative view. It
could be visible in headlines o f studied paper: article by March 3rd 2008 “Labor finds odd ways
to fight extremism”, “The UK danger Library shelves stuffed with Islamic books glorifying
terror” by September 6, 2007, and on 22nd o f February 2006 “The importance o f knowing your
enemy”.
On the other hand The Tim e’s headlines express its neutral with slightly critical position.
For example, the article appeared on August 30, 2006 “There is no such person as typical
terrorist”, “Come to Londonistan, our refuge for poor misunderstood Islamist victims” published
on June 6th, 2006 which gave analysis of the situation in relationships between British and
Muslim community: “So any attempt by the West to defend itself against terror becomes a
recruiting sergeant for that terror. The more atrocities committed against the West, the more the
West tries to defend itself; and the more it does so, the more hysteria among Muslims rises that
they are under attack, and the more they are thus incited to hatred and to terrorism. The circle is
completed by British fellow - travelers who promulgate the same morally inverted thinking, and
thus help further to incite both Muslim extremism and Western defeatism. After the London
bombings, this gave rise to the widely expressed view that the major problem was not Islamic
terrorism but Islamophobia.”
The Guardian’s headlines o f articles could also be compared with previous newspapers.
For example, the article appeared in Guardian on 29 July 2005 - “Egypt must give political
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Islam the air to breath: Open debate can tackle dangers o f fundamentalism”, on November 25th
2007 “How condescension benefits terrorism: If European Muslims are treated like children, is it
surprising that some should act so irrationally?”, and on July 11th 2008 “Saying “Islamist threat”
over and over doesn’t make it real: Years o f peddled fear and demonization have left vulnerable
minorities more isolated and the world fixated by myth”. The last article expresses interesting
analyses o f so called “Islamist threat”. “Since the terrorist bombings o f New York, Madrid, and
London, the “fundamentalist peril” has become part o f the air we breathe. Today we live amid
an explosion o f discourse and imagery around Islam and Muslims... Years o f peddled fear and
demonization have had severe consequences: a widening o f ignorance and bigotry, deepening
mistrust between individuals and communities, and the resurrection o f the pernicious language of
racism and fanaticism - as journalist Peter Obome illustrated in his Channel...It is probably no
exaggeration to say that Islam is now the religion closest to Europe and remotest from it. Islam is
no longer an alien, distant religion. It is now woven into the very fabric o f European society.
Muslims are the largest o f the continent’s minorities. Yet their physical proximity does not
appear to have made them more familiar or better understood. If anything, to most European
eyes they seem stranger, more distant, and more ambiguous than ever. The much hyped Islamic
threat is one o f the greatest lies o f our time. The “Muslim world’ - though no such bloc really
exists - is politically fragmented and economically impoverished. It is reeling the weight of
crises and a long colonial legacy... In the fog cog the so-called war on terror, al-Qaeda,
terrorism, extremism and Islamism - the list of -ism goes on - have been employed as potent
weapons in range o f battles. They have deployed to demonize vulnerable minorities - their
community groups and their leaders, mosques and faith schools. They have been adopted to eat
away at civil liberties. And they have been exploited to target mainstream Islamist political
parties. Turkey’s ruling Justice and Development party; the Muslim Brotherhood - the largest
opposition in the Egyptian parliament; and Anwar Ibrahim’s People’s Justice party in Malaysia,
are among the movements cast in one terrifying category labeled “Islamism”, alongside alQaeda. The huge differences are willfully ignored to justify this strategy of unrelenting
confrontation. The consequences have been devastating for social stability and community
coexistence, as well as for relations between the “Muslim world” and the “West” - something
which, ironically, has been recognized by President Bush recently. Political expediency and
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scaremongering has seen the propagation of the idea o f a grave Islamist threat to the status of
orthodoxy. But however easy it might be to surrender to this fiction, it remains just that: a myth
fabricated by a few, exploited by a few, and consumed by many. No matter how widely
circulated, or endlessly regurgitated, a myth remains a myth.”

The second part o f media research was focused on British Muslim community and how
they appear in national press. The language used about British Muslims reflects the negative or
problematic contexts in which they tend to appear. Four o f the five most common discourses
used about Muslims in the British press associate Islam/Muslims with threats, problems or in
opposition to dominant British values. So, for example, the idea that Islam is dangerous,
backward or irrational is present in 26% o f stories. By contrast, only 2% o f stories contained the
proposition that Muslims supported dominant moral values. Similarly, it was found that the most
common nouns used in relation to British Muslims were terrorist, extremist, Islamist, suicide
bomber and militant, with very few positive nouns (such as ‘scholar’) used. The most common
adjectives used were radical, fanatical, fundamentalist, extremist and militant. Indeed, references
to radical Muslims outnumber references to moderate Muslims by 17 to one.

One in five stories about British Muslims makes comparisons between Islam and other
religions. While around half o f these comparisons do not make explicit value judgments, o f those
that do, negative assessments of Islam outnumber positive assessments by more than four to one.
Negative assessments are particularly prominent in the tabloids. The visual representation of
Muslims reflects the portrayals described in the content analysis.

The analysis o f press the coverage o f British Muslims increased dramatically after
September 11th, 2001 (with 74% o f the coverage in 2001 falling in the months o f September,
October and November). This was the starting point o f an increased focus on British Muslims,
and although coverage in 2002 fell back a little, coverage in 2002 appears to be nearly five times
higher than in 2000 (see Figure 1).
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Terrorism or the “war on terror”, accounting for 36% o f stories overall. This involved
stories about terrorism trials, stories about the ‘war on terror’ and about hostage taking, although
most o f the stories in this category were about terrorism more generally, rather than a specific
terrorist event (so, for example, statements or reports about terrorism by politicians or police
chiefs).
Religious and cultural issues, accounting for 22% o f stories overall. This included
discussions o f Sharia Law, debates about the wearing o f veils, dress codes, forced marriages, the
role of Islam in Britain and the Danish cartoon story. These stories generally highlighted cultural
differences between British Muslims and other British people. Muslim extremism, accounting
for 11% of all stories. Stories about Abu Hamza, as the single most newsworthy British Muslim,
were especially prominent in this category (see Figure 2).
These three news hooks are likely to cast Muslims as the source o f problems or in
opposition to traditional British culture. By contrast, we found that only 5% stories were based
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on attacks on or problems fo r British Muslims. Perhaps ironically, the notion o f Islamophobia
scarcely featured as a news topic.

Figure 2: News hooks for stories about British Muslims
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To a great extent, the impression created about British Muslims is likely to come from the
context in which they appear: thus the fact that the stories tend to be about terrorism, cultural
differences or extremism (especially in the tabloids) is likely to create associations in people’s
minds between Islam and these issues9. In order to explore this issue in more detail, we looked
for specific kinds o f statements or ideas - ‘discourses’ - used repeatedly in the coverage of
British Muslims. 248

248 Kitzinger (2000) on the power o f media templates or Lewis (2001) on the role o f repeated associations in news
coverage.
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As a result the bulk of coverage o f British Muslims focuses on Muslims as a threat (in
relation to terrorism), a problem (in terms of differences in values) or both (Muslim extremism in
general). Thus, regardless of the tone o f the coverage, the contexts in which Muslims or Islam
are reported tend to negative. One in five stories about British Muslims makes comparisons
between Islam and other religions. While around half o f these comparisons do not make explicit
value judgments, o f those that do, negative assessments of Islam outnumber positive assessments
by more than four to one. Negative assessments are particularly prominent in the tabloids. The
language used about British Muslims reflects the negative or problematic contexts in which they
tend to appear. Four of the five most common discourses used about Muslims in the British press
associate Islam/Muslims with threats, problems or in opposition to dominant British values. By
contrast, only 2% o f stories contained the proposition that Muslims supported dominant moral
values. Similarly, the most common nouns used in relation to British Muslims were terrorist,
extremist, Islamist, suicide bomber and militant with very few positive nouns (such as ‘scholar’)
used. The most common adjectives used were radical, fanatical, fundamentalist, extremist and
militant, suggesting that we see far more references to more threatening versions o f Islam than to
moderate Islam.

In the analysis could be included the case o f Archbishop o f Canterbury (Dr Rowan
Williams) who on 7th February 2008 delivered a lecture at the Royal Courts o f Justice, London.
The lecture was primarily, but not solely, concerning Islam and Sharia law. In the speech,
Williams argued for the current English legal system to acknowledge religion and to avoid
“ghettoizing and effectively disenfranchising a minority”. He further suggested that aspects o f
Sharia law could be adopted in the UK, but acknowledged some features, including violence, as
“wholly unacceptable”. Between 7th February and 14th February, the speech generated over 250
articles in the UK press. Much o f the coverage was inaccurate and sensational. Headlines such as
“Archbishop says UK must accept Islamic Sharia law” (The Sun, 8th February) and “Archbishop
of Canterbury warns Sharia law is inevitable” (The Independent, 8th February) were
commonplace.
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This accident inspired the author to interview Dr Williams and find out his own point of
view and the position o f Church o f England on contemporary relations between Muslim
community of UK, British society and church.
Except o f position o f Archbishop o f Canterbury Dr Williams takes care o f interfaith
dialog both in UK and worldwide. One o f the components o f this dialog is dialog with Muslim
world.
“Wrongly oversized by media and exaggerated by people believing in some kind of
“Islamic threat”. If you stop person on the streets o f London and ask how many Muslim in the
country, almost every second will say you - 60-65%, but in reality its 3%,” - argue Dr Rowan
Williams.
In 2006 due to Dr Williams’s efforts was founded Christian-Muslim Forum which
consists o f four Muslim representatives both Shia and Sunni and four Christian representatives
(Church of England, Roman-Catholics, Orthodox, and Methodologists) plus six pair o f
specialists from both sides who works in Muslim-Christian pair. The aims are vary but all
pointed to encourage local communities. Apart from that Archbishop founded organization in
UK for young Muslim which provide support for Muslims and make their vision o f Christianity
in a right light.
The idea of fundamentalism which still exists in Muslim world didn’t find any support of
Archbishop, as person religious: “I can’t accept violence in the name o f God. No one who thinks
that he/she could protect God or its Faith by means o f violence, is actually doesn’t believe in
God. God doesn’t need someone protecting Him by means o f guns. Everyone who developing
violence - deeping its absence o f Faith”.
Concern Archbishop’s lecture on Sharia it was said that “someone suppose to express
processes which taking place in Muslim community”, and in spite o f all negative reaction, he as
Archbishop showed that he cares “about representatives o f confession as o f citizens o f Britain
who happen to be Muslim”.

The situation concern Muslims on the governmental level, and on the level o f media in
United Kingdom exists everywhere in Europe. The negative attitude towards Muslims creates
barriers between local citizens and Muslim community which product is Islamophobia.
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Islamophobia produces phenomenon which could be called “circle o f fear”. Due to
misunderstandings and fear natives building classification for foreigners, on the other hand this
classification forces foreigners to act as their foreigners, to outline their identity, to build their
community. The division on “us” and “them” is common for conflict. And it could be visible not
only in media, which exaggerated this non-existed “conflict” into “large scale war”, but on the
governmental level.
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Conclusion
The main goal o f Islamism is the establishment o f planetary authority o f Sharia. The
main principles o f Islamism - inseparability o f religion and politics, recognition o f Quran and
Sunna, Prophet Muhammad as the one and only source o f Islam and legal standards. The ideal
society is early Islamic community.
Modem Islamist movements appearing on the social-political scene both moderate and
radical. During last decades notable becoming activation o f radical Islamism which proclaims
Jihad - “holy war” - on the path o f faith with adaptation o f power as the most efficient mean.
Reasons of radicalization o f Islamic movement concluded in concrete reasons o f socio-political
and civilization nature. Originally these reasons could be applicable only in third world countries
as studied Egypt. The nature o f these reasons hidden in peculiarity o f peripheral development o f
capitalism, agrarian overpopulation, unemployment, especially among young people, and
unstable position of lower groups o f middle classes. And the recent reason is the external
pressure.
Parallel with Islamist radical movement in Islamic countries, Egypt in particular, Islamist
movement in Europe is becoming more powerful and sometimes more dangerous than original
one. The reasons o f radicalization here, in Europe, are completely different. First o f all there is
no complication with socio-economical indicators; the average life level is high, political
situation is stable, but still we can find that structural and organizational levels o f Islamic radical
organizations are highly developed. On the example on United Kingdom the author tried to
figure out these reasons. As a result one should say that reasons o f radicalization o f Muslim
community are deeper, they hidden in psycho-identity background o f migrants. Being the person
from complete different society where community-, tradition-, and religious elements building
up the whole society hard to connect to modem democratic society where human rights, market
economy and indivialism prevail. Except o f reasons which indicates differences in background
one should mention that the difficulties appearing when young Muslim who even was bom in the
West country soon or later notice that he/she is not a part o f these society. The questions of
origin to special group or community are the first step on the way to radicalization. When the
line o f differences is drowned, the third part of reasons comes into power - external pressure. It
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could be media, government, or even the neighbor. Being provoked young person due to the
difficult age tries to find those who more like him/her. Usually it’s Islamic society in schools,
colleges and campuses of Universities. Some of those recruit are staying satisfied with what they
found, some are continue to move.
It’s hard to generalize because behind each young person its own reasons but the only
one reason will be proved and common - identity. Here it is hard not to agree with Professor
Huntington and his theory o f clashes o f civilizations. But author would apply this theory only on
region o f Europe in case of Muslim community. Islamic movement in Islam world is still
fighting for social justice, against ruling regimes, and recognition of Islamic state based on law
of Sharia and Sunna. The question o f identity is hardly the reason for their activities but the
internal situation.
Activities o f Islamic radical organizations o f Egypt during 1980-90-s directed one’s steps
towards changes inside the country, towards realization o f goals which were identified by
organizations themselves that’s mean establishment o f Islamic state which life will regulate
Sharia. The internal direction o f actions of Islamists testifying terrorist actions which took place
during this time - association o f President o f Egypt Republic - Sadat, and attack on foreign
tourists in 1997 in Luxor.
At this time their “colleagues” on the European continent were trying to unite Muslim
community as close as possible, build structures and institutions.
In the beginning o f year 2000 the pressure of USA on Islamic radical organizations
increased due to the declared “war on terror” after 9/11 and US intervention in Iraq and
following war. All these events increased radicalization of Islamic fundamentalists. As the result,
in the end o f 1990-s beginning o f 2000-s the main factor o f global radicalization o f Islam became
the creation of mono-polar system o f international relations, tendency towards universal
supremacy of USA - one o f the enemy of Islamic fundamentalists.

Particularly, in the year

2000 the main role in elaboration o f American policy towards Muslim countries took
geopolitical and economic interests o f USA. The chosen US policy o f “benefits” towards Islam
which first of all took into account directions o f threats outgoing from so called “arch of
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instability” (Balkans, Caucasus, North Africa, Middle East, Central and South Asia) and policy
connected to the conception o f New Middle East.
The policy o f United Kingdom which is traditionally and historically close to American
course also affected Muslim community o f Britain. The wave o f radicalization splashed when the
government o f United Kingdom sent its troops to support military operation in Iraq.
Besides intensified pressure on Islamists in Egypt there were some changes that took
place in organizations itself. Examine in this study radical organizations at the end o f 1990-s
cardinal changed its principles and partly ideology, refusing to fight against “close enemy”
majority o f them transforming into unified terrorist network al-Qaeda. They becoming
transnational organizations, their activities decentralized and have no organized center; the main
accent made on actions of suicide-bombers which “are the handiest way o f retribution of
enemy”- said Ayman Zawaahiri.
Due to this changes and persecution o f Islamists by authorities in the end o f 1990-s the
transfer o f structural centre of Islamic radical organizations on European continent is one o f the
features of transformation. During this time the process o f forming numerous branches o f Islamic
groupings speeded up. And policy o f European countries leads to its growth.
During our research, a number o f imams from mosques and universities reported seeing
signs o f radicalization emerging from the early 1990s onwards, which could be linked to the
activity in Bosnia. One o f them told: ‘We started getting concerned as far back as the early 1990s
when some individuals started to talk about jihad and the global struggle.’ At the time,
intelligence agencies failed to see the significance o f these events. The rise of al Qaida coincided
with the end of the Cold War when local issues were taking precedence. An anonymous Spanish
security official admitted to Time magazine reporters: “In Europe we were too preoccupied with
our own terrorist problems - ETA in Spain, the IRA in the UK, the Corsicans in France and so
on - and we devoted our resources to these threats. . . . Even after the attacks on the US
embassies in Kenya and Tanzania, the Islamic threat seemed distant. Everything changed after
Sept. 11. Before then we looked on Bin Laden as someone from another planet, like a Martian”.
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Perception o f high risk as a result o f activities o f Islamic radical organizations lead to
toughening o f approaches o f functioning on the territory o f European countries different Muslim
associations, including strengthening o f control, perfection o f migration rules, strict regalement
of processes of creation similar associations. This at the same time radicalized activities of
Islamic radical movements both in Egypt and Britain, transferred activities on the territory of
“remote enemy”.
One should mention that during the military operation o f Washington in Iraq in 2003
caused negative reaction among clerics o f Islamists. The military operation caused negative
reaction o f Al-Azhar head sheik Muhammad Seid Tantavi declared that the war in Iraq is the war
of all Arab countries... Door o f Jihad in Iraq is open till Judgment Day”. This announcement
coincided with analogous call o f Syrian mufti sheik Ahmad Kaftaro, considering military
operation in Iraq as open aggression. One o f the factor is the “steadfast attention” o f media to
Islamist movement which in many cases was responsible for unleash of religious dissensions.
Radicalization o f Islamist movement, determined by consequences of world policy on
counterterrorist operations, and occupation o f Iraq, threats in address Muslim countries.
In this particular work, the author provides a somewhat greater emphasis than is typical
on the Islamic radical movements. In the past, concern with radical Islam tended to focus on the
greater Middle East, and especially on the Arab Muslim world. This was in accord with the fact
that radical organizations and terrorist groups have enjoyed the greatest following and support in
these areas. Moreover, it has been argued, with considerable merit, that the radical leadership
even in non-Arab areas has often been of Middle Eastern origin with ongoing ties to the area—
for example, Muslim Brotherhood in UK. In contrast, the Muslim communities o f the West have
well-deserved reputations for greater moderation. However, it has always been the objective of
the radical movement to radicalize these communities. As this work indicates, this effort has had
some success and has even accelerated over the past three plus years due to the impact o f events,
including both the 9/11 attacks and the “global war on terrorism”. More generally, and as has
been sometimes noted, recent events have contributed to a transformation of whole Islamic
radical groups and organizations both in the East and West from a discrete terrorist
organizations, and only one among many, into a “movement.” This is as true today in Europe as
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it is in the Arab Muslim world, where certain originally independent organizations like “AlJamaat al-Islamija” in Egypt have pledged its loyalty to the leadership o f Osama bin Laden. It is
also the case in Britain, where the al-Muhajiroun has affirmed his preeminence for them.
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Appendix 1

Chronicle o f terrorist actions o f Islamic radical organizations o f Egypt during 1980-90-s.
Year

organization,

country

terrorist action

grouping
October, 6,
1981

Al-Jihad

Egypt

Assassination o f President A. Sadat

October 1981

Al-Jamaat al-Islamija

Egypt

Military riot in the city o f As’ut

January, 23
1987

Al-Jihad

Egypt

Assassination o f Ministry o f Interior
o f Egypt Ismail Nabavi and the head
editor of “Al-Mussavar” M. Achmed

February 1990

Al-Jihad

Egypt

Assassination o f chairman o f Egyptian
Parliament R. Mahgub

October, 21
1991

Al-Jamaat al-Islamija

Egypt

Bombardment of tourist bus in Cairo

October, 20
1993

Al-Jamaat al-Islamija

Egypt

Attempt o f assassination o f Minister
o f information Safvat Sharif

June, 8 1993

Al-Jamaat al-Islamija

Egypt

Attempt o f bombardment of tourist
bus

August, 18
1993

Al-Jihad

Egypt

Attempt o f assassination of Minister
o f Interior Alfi

November, 25
1993

Al-Jihad

Egypt

Attempt o f assassination o f Prime
Minister AtifSedki

December, 9
1993

Al-Jamaat al-Islamija

Egypt

Bombardment of cinema theatres in
Cairo

December, 11
1993

Al-Jihad

Egypt

Kidnapping o f ex-Minister o f Foreign
affairs Mansmaur Kihia
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December, 27
1993

Al-Jamaat al-Islamija

Egypt

Attack on tourist bus

February, 19
1994

Al-Jamaat al-Islamija

Egypt

Military attack on train in the city of
As’ut

March, 4 1994

Al-Jamaat al-Islamija

Egypt

Military attack on tourist boat in Cairo

September, 27
1994

Al-Jamaat al-Islamija

Egypt

Bombardment of tourists in Hurgada

January, 12
1995

Al-Jamaat al-Islamija

Egypt

Attack on touristic bus

June, 25 1995

Al-Jamaat al-Islamija

Ethiopia

Attempt o f assassination o f the
President o f Egypt H. Mubarak

October, 20
1995

Al-Jamaat al-Islamija

Croatia

Explosion near the Embassy o f Egypt

November, 8
1995

Al-Jamaat al-Islamija

Egypt

Bombardment o f train Cairo-Asuan

November, 19
1995

Al-Jamaat al-Islamija

Egypt

Explosion o f the car near the Embassy
o f Islamabad

April, 18 1996

Al-Jamaat al-Islamija

Egypt

Bombardment of Greek tourists next
to the hotel “Europe” in Cairo

September, 18
1997

Al-Jamaat al-Islamija

Egypt

Military attack o f the touristic bus in
Cairo

August 1998

Al-Jamaat al-Islamija

Egypt

Attack o f tourists in Giza
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